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acoustic Bragg reflection, couples via radiation pressure to
both optical resonances.

An illustration of the experimental apparatus used to cool
and measure the OMC nanomechanical oscillator is shown
in Fig. 2. In order to precool the oscillator, the silicon sample
is mounted inside a Helium flow cryostat. For a sample
mount temperature of 6.3K, the thermal bath temperature of
the mechanical mode is measured to be 18 K (thermal
phonon occupation of nb ! 94 phonons) through optical
measurements described below. At this temperature the
breathing mode damping rate to the thermal bath is found
to be!i=2" ! 43 kHz. The optical resonances of the OMC
cavity aremeasured to have total damping rates of#c=2" !
390 MHz and #r=2" ! 1:0 GHz for the cooling and read-
out modes, respectively. An optical fiber taper is used to
evanescently couple light to and from the OMC cavity.
Utilizing piezoelectric stages, the taper is positioned to
the side of the nanobeam cavity and placed in contact
with the surface of the silicon microchip surrounding the
suspended nanobeam. In this scheme, the fiber taper runs
approximately parallel to the nanobeam, and can be rigidly
mounted at a prescribed nanoscale gap from the nanobeam.
For the taper-to-nanobeam gap used here (& 200 nm), the
coupling rate to the fiber taper waveguide is approximately
#e;c=2" ! 46 MHz for the cooling mode and #e;r=2" !
300 MHz for the readout mode.

A Hamiltonian describing the coupled OMC cavity sys-
tem is given by Ĥ ! @"!r # grx̂=xzpf$âyâ# @"!c #
gcx̂=xzpf$ĉyĉ# @!mb̂

yb̂, where ĉ (ĉy) and â (ây) are the
annihilation (creation) operators for photons in the cooling
and readout modes, respectively, and x̂ % xzpf"b̂y # b̂$ is
the displacement operator of the breathing mode with b̂y

(b̂) the phonon creation (annihilation) operator. xzpf , the

mode’s zero-point fluctuation amplitude, is estimated to be
2.7 fm from FEM simulations. The zero-point optome-
chanical coupling rates are determined from measurements
of the optically-induced damping of the mechanical mode
[13] to be gc=2" ! 960 kHz and gr=2" ! 430 kHz for
the cooling and readout modes, respectively.
As alluded to above, resolved sideband cooling in opto-

mechanical cavities follows physics which is formally
similar to the Raman processes used to cool ions to their
motional ground state [1]. A cooling laser, with frequency
!l ! !c &!m, is tuned a mechanical frequency below
that of the cooling cavity resonance of the OMC, giving
rise to an intracavity photon population nc. Motion of the
mechanical oscillator causes scattering of the intracavity
cooling beam laser light into Stokes and anti-Stokes side-
bands at !c & 2!m and !c, respectively. Since the anti-
Stokes sideband is resonant with the cavity at !c, and
#c < !m, the anti-Stokes optical up-conversion
process is greatly enhanced relative to the Stokes
down-conversion process, leading to cooling of the me-
chanical mode. Assuming a deeply resolved sideband
system (#c=!m ' 1), the backaction cooled mechanical
mode occupancy is approximately given by hnic !
!inb="!i # !c$ [16,17].
Optical scattering of the intracavity light field can also

be used to read out the motion of the coupled mechanical

FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic of the experimental set-up.
Two narrowband lasers (linewidth (300 kHz) are used to inde-
pendently cool and readout the motion of the breathing mechani-
cal mode of the OMC cavity. The 1500 nm (readout) and
1400 nm (cooling) laser beams are passed through variable
optical attenuators (VOAs) to set the laser power, and combined
at a wavelength multiplexer ($-MUX) before being sent into the
cryostat through an optical fiber. Transmission of the 1500 nm
readout beam through the OMC cavity, collected at the output
end of the optical fiber, is filtered from the 1400 nm cooling
beam light via a bandpass filter, preamplified by an Erbium-
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), and detected on a high-speed
photodetector (PD2) connected to a real-time spectrum analyzer
(RSA). An optical wave meter ($-meter) is used to monitor both
the cooling and readout laser frequencies. The optical reflection
from the cavity is used to perform EIT-like spectroscopy [22] on
both the readout and cooling cavity modes. Other components
are: amplitude-modulation (a-m) and phase-modulation (%-m)
electro-optic modulators, fiber polarization controller (FPC),
swept frequency radio-frequency signal generator (rf-sg), lock-
in amplifier (lock-in), and optical switches (SW).

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) A scanning electron micrograph of
the silicon nanobeam optomechanical cavity. Finite-element
method (FEM) numerical simulations of the electric field am-
plitude of the (b) first- and (c) second-order optical modes of the
cavity which are used for cooling and probing the mechanical
motion, respectively. (d) FEM numerical simulation showing the
displacement amplitude of the coupled breathing mechanical
mode.
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is applied perpendicular to the plane of the WGM orbits.
A loop coil near the YIG sphere generates an ac magnetic
field perpendicular to the dc field and drives FMR. The
magnetization then acquires its horizontal component
rotating at the angular frequency of the Kittel mode.
Because of the finite loss, the microwave reflection picked
up by the loop coil shows a dip at the resonant frequency.
The resonant frequency and the quality factor are found to
be !mag=2" ! 6.81 GHz and Q ! 3000, respectively.
Laser light with a wavelength of 1.5 #m from an ECDL

is introduced through a FPC and then coupled to the WGM
resonator via a tapered silica optical nanofiber, with a waist
diameter of about 700 nm and a waist length of around
4 mm. Figure 1(b) shows the transmission spectra for the
transverse-electric (TE) modes and the transverse-magnetic
(TM) modes. The rich structures in the spectra indicate that
there are various spatial modes within the FSR of 62.1 GHz.
For WGMs in the large sphere limit, frequencies of the TM
modes are known to be higher than those of the TE modes
with the same mode indices because of the geometrical
birefringence [22–24]. For the 750-#m-diameter sphere we

use, the difference is estimated to be 51.8 GHz, which is
consistent with the observed spectra in Fig. 1(b) [25]. The
intrinsic quality factors of the WGMs are found to be
around 1 ! 105 when they are measured in the under-
coupled regime.
When the light propagates in the direction of the mean

magnetization in ferromagnets, the well-known Faraday
effect occurs. When, on the other hand, the mean mag-
netization is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-
gation, magnon-induced Brillouin scattering takes place
[26–28]. In the presence of magnons in the Kittel mode,
photons in the WGM undergo Brillouin scattering to create
sideband photons with the frequency shifted by "!mag=2".
A HWP and a PBS make the scattered sideband photons
and the unscattered input photons interfere to generate a
beat signal at !mag=2". The signal is amplified and
measured with a vector network analyzer.
The orange (light blue) plot in Fig. 2 shows the observed

spectrum of the beat signal for the input laser being the TM
mode and coupled to the anticlockwise (clockwise) orbit of
the WGM resonator. The frequency of the input photons is
tuned to be !=2" ! 193130 GHz where the beat signal
associated with the anticlockwise orbit is maximized.
While both peaks in Fig. 2 have the same linewidth as
the FMR signal, there is a large difference in their signal
strengths of almost 20 dB.
The nonreciprocity of the magnon-induced Brillouin

scattering can be explained by considering the conservation
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum under the
situation in which the spin-orbit coupling of the photons
and the geometrical birefringence associated with the
WGM resonator are blended with the time-reversal sym-
metry breaking in the magnon dynamics.
Suppose that the input laser polarization is adjusted to

couple to the TM mode of the anticlockwise WGM orbit
(orange orbit in Fig. 2). The light in the resonator is then $#

polarized due to the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)]. To
see why the Brillouin scattering is more noticeable in this
situation, we consider the following three points. (i) The

FIG. 1. Transmission through WGMs in a YIG sphere.
(a) Experimental setup. WGMs of the YIG sphere are addressed
with an optical nanofiber. Microwave radiation from a vector
network analyzer excites magnons, and ac and dc components of
the light intensity are monitored with a high-speed photodetector
(PD). The polarization of the light from an external-cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is adjusted by a fiber polarization controller (FPC).
A half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
are placed before the PD. The inset shows a picture of the YIG
sphere and the nanofiber. (b) Observed WGM spectra for the
750-#m-diameter YIG sphere. Red and blue lines correspond to
the TM and TE modes, respectively. The transmission signals are
normalized by their maximal values. The free spectral range
(FSR) and the estimated spectral shift due to the geometrical
birefringence (GB) are indicated.
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FIG. 2. Nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering. The orange (light
blue) plot is the observed spectrum of the beat signal for the input
laser being TM mode from port 1 (2). The right inset shows an
expanded plot of the light blue curve. The left inset depicts the
input ports and the direction of the dc magnetic field.
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Fundamentals: How macroscopic can a quantum state be?

+

Schrödinger’s cat

Schrödinger, Gedanken experiment (1935)
“ Man kann burleske Fälle konstruieren.” 

 “Die Naturwissenschaften”, 1935

“ One can construct absurd cases.” 

Ultimate hybrid system!
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Hybrid quantum systems based on magnetic elements

the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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microwave current in the cavity when magnons are excited,
which in turn impedes the excitation of magnons.97) This
leads to a level attraction when the hybrid system is on
resonance, in stark contrast to the usual avoided crossing
observed for a coherent coupling [Fig. 2(c)].98) As discussed
in Ref. 97, this hints that great care needs to be taken when
evaluating the coherent coupling strength gm c� from the
avoided crossing as a !nite dissipative coupling will affect
the experimentally observed normal-mode splitting. In the
presence of both coherent and dissipative couplings, the
interaction Hamiltonian of Eq. (9) between a magnetostatic
mode and a microwave cavity mode can be generalized as

g a c e ac , 11i
m c m c� � �� �

'ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( )† †

where the coupling phase ! describes the competing coherent
and dissipative couplings.97) The Hamiltonian of Eq. (9),
describing only the coherent coupling, corresponds to the
case != 0.

3. Quantum magnonics

A promising approach to observe quantum effects in mag-
nonics is to consider a nonlinear system interacting through a
linear, beam splitter-like interaction with the magnetostatic
modes. Such nonlinear quantum systems can be implemented
in superconducting circuits where the Josephson effect
provides the nonlinearity necessary to use these circuits as
qubits.99,100) Furthermore, superconducting qubits can in-
teract strongly with microwave cavity modes through a
Jaynes–Cummings-like electric dipole interaction in the
cQED paradigm40,41) in close relation to cavity quantum
electrodynamics.101,102) In quantum magnonics, this qubit-
cavity interaction is combined with the beam-splitter-like
magnetic dipole interaction between the microwave cavity
modes and magnetostatic modes of a ferromagnetic crystal to
provide the nonlinearity necessary to explore quantum effects
in magnonics.24,35–37) We note that a similar approach was
investigated in paramagnetic spin ensembles.103,104)

3.1. Coupling to a qubit: theory
3.1.1. Superconducting qubit. The hybrid system con-
sidered in quantum magnonics, depicted schematically in
Fig. 3(a), is composed of a ferromagnetic crystal, a micro-
wave cavity, and a superconducting qubit. The supercon-
ducting qubit can be described as an anharmonic oscillator by
the Hamiltonian

q q q q
2 2

, 12q q
2� X

B B
� � �! "#

$
%
&ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ˆ ˆ) ( )† †

where !q is the frequency of the transition between the ground
state g§! and the !rst excited state e , B§! is the anharmonicity,
and q̂† and q̂ are respectively the creation and annihilation
operators for the qubit. The frequency of the transition
between the !rst and second excited states is given by
!q+ !. For the so-called transmon regime of a supercon-
ducting qubit, ! is negative and suf!ciently large to operate
such anharmonic oscillators as qubits.105) The coherence time
T2* of the qubit is related to its linewidth "q through T2q 2*H � .
For example, for a very modest coherence time T 1 s2* N� , the
qubit linewidth 2 0.32 MHzqH Q � is already smaller than the

linewidth 2 1 MHzmH Q _ of the Kittel mode at millikelvin
temperatures.21)

3.1.2. Description of the hybrid system. The large
electric dipole of superconducting qubits enables them to
strongly couple to the electric !eld of the modes of planar
superconducting resonators and three-dimensional microwave

Fig. 3. (Color online) Quantum magnonics. (a) Schematic diagram of the
coupling between a magnetostatic mode and a superconducting qubit of
frequencies !m and !q, respectively. Both systems are coupled to a common
microwave cavity mode of frequency !c through magnetic and electric dipole
interactions of coupling strengths gm c� and gq c� , respectively. This leads to a
second-order effective coupling between the magnetostatic mode and the
superconducting qubit of coupling strength gq m� . The strong coupling regime is
reached when gq m� is larger than both magnon and qubit linewidths "m and "q,
respectively. (b) Schematic representation of the device used to demonstrate the
strong coupling between the uniform magnetostatic mode, or Kittel mode, of a
YIG sphere and a transmon-type superconducting qubit. The frequency of the
magnons in the Kittel mode is tunable through the amplitude of the external
magnetic !eld B0! !. Both systems are placed inside a multimode three-
dimensional microwave cavity, leading to an effective qubit-magnon coupling.
(c) Relative change of the transmission coef!cient t tRe 0% a( ) ! ! of the
microwave cavity mode at a probe frequency cX Xx as a function of the
spectroscopy frequency !s ! !q and the current I in a coil changing the magnon
frequency !m. The qubit-magnon coupling strength g 2 7.2 MHzq m Q �� ,
determined from the spectrum shown in the right panel, puts the hybrid system
in the strong coupling regime. Horizontal and diagonal dashed lines show the
frequencies of the uncoupled qubit and Kittel mode.
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is applied perpendicular to the plane of the WGM orbits.
A loop coil near the YIG sphere generates an ac magnetic
field perpendicular to the dc field and drives FMR. The
magnetization then acquires its horizontal component
rotating at the angular frequency of the Kittel mode.
Because of the finite loss, the microwave reflection picked
up by the loop coil shows a dip at the resonant frequency.
The resonant frequency and the quality factor are found to
be !mag=2" ! 6.81 GHz and Q ! 3000, respectively.
Laser light with a wavelength of 1.5 #m from an ECDL

is introduced through a FPC and then coupled to the WGM
resonator via a tapered silica optical nanofiber, with a waist
diameter of about 700 nm and a waist length of around
4 mm. Figure 1(b) shows the transmission spectra for the
transverse-electric (TE) modes and the transverse-magnetic
(TM) modes. The rich structures in the spectra indicate that
there are various spatial modes within the FSR of 62.1 GHz.
For WGMs in the large sphere limit, frequencies of the TM
modes are known to be higher than those of the TE modes
with the same mode indices because of the geometrical
birefringence [22–24]. For the 750-#m-diameter sphere we

use, the difference is estimated to be 51.8 GHz, which is
consistent with the observed spectra in Fig. 1(b) [25]. The
intrinsic quality factors of the WGMs are found to be
around 1 ! 105 when they are measured in the under-
coupled regime.
When the light propagates in the direction of the mean

magnetization in ferromagnets, the well-known Faraday
effect occurs. When, on the other hand, the mean mag-
netization is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-
gation, magnon-induced Brillouin scattering takes place
[26–28]. In the presence of magnons in the Kittel mode,
photons in the WGM undergo Brillouin scattering to create
sideband photons with the frequency shifted by "!mag=2".
A HWP and a PBS make the scattered sideband photons
and the unscattered input photons interfere to generate a
beat signal at !mag=2". The signal is amplified and
measured with a vector network analyzer.
The orange (light blue) plot in Fig. 2 shows the observed

spectrum of the beat signal for the input laser being the TM
mode and coupled to the anticlockwise (clockwise) orbit of
the WGM resonator. The frequency of the input photons is
tuned to be !=2" ! 193130 GHz where the beat signal
associated with the anticlockwise orbit is maximized.
While both peaks in Fig. 2 have the same linewidth as
the FMR signal, there is a large difference in their signal
strengths of almost 20 dB.
The nonreciprocity of the magnon-induced Brillouin

scattering can be explained by considering the conservation
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum under the
situation in which the spin-orbit coupling of the photons
and the geometrical birefringence associated with the
WGM resonator are blended with the time-reversal sym-
metry breaking in the magnon dynamics.
Suppose that the input laser polarization is adjusted to

couple to the TM mode of the anticlockwise WGM orbit
(orange orbit in Fig. 2). The light in the resonator is then $#

polarized due to the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)]. To
see why the Brillouin scattering is more noticeable in this
situation, we consider the following three points. (i) The

FIG. 1. Transmission through WGMs in a YIG sphere.
(a) Experimental setup. WGMs of the YIG sphere are addressed
with an optical nanofiber. Microwave radiation from a vector
network analyzer excites magnons, and ac and dc components of
the light intensity are monitored with a high-speed photodetector
(PD). The polarization of the light from an external-cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is adjusted by a fiber polarization controller (FPC).
A half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
are placed before the PD. The inset shows a picture of the YIG
sphere and the nanofiber. (b) Observed WGM spectra for the
750-#m-diameter YIG sphere. Red and blue lines correspond to
the TM and TE modes, respectively. The transmission signals are
normalized by their maximal values. The free spectral range
(FSR) and the estimated spectral shift due to the geometrical
birefringence (GB) are indicated.
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FIG. 2. Nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering. The orange (light
blue) plot is the observed spectrum of the beat signal for the input
laser being TM mode from port 1 (2). The right inset shows an
expanded plot of the light blue curve. The left inset depicts the
input ports and the direction of the dc magnetic field.
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quantum regime. Furthermore, it is worth noting that it is
possible to achieve a large qubit-magnon dispersive interaction
with q m mD H� �! ! while keeping the Kittel mode linear with
Km mH�! ! by a careful choice of the magnon frequency !m

relative to the qubit transition frequencies !q and !q+!.36,134)

3.4.2. Cross-Kerr effect. A cross-Kerr nonlinearity be-
tween the magnetostatic modes and the microwave cavity
modes is also made possible by their mutual coupling to the
qubit.135,136) In the presence of such a cross-Kerr interaction,
the Hamiltonian of the interaction between a magnetostatic
mode and a microwave cavity mode becomes

g a c ac K a ac c, 19m c m c m c� � � �� � �ˆ ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† † † †

where Km c� is the cross-Kerr coef!cient130,136) which
depends strongly on the magnon frequency relative to the
qubit transition frequencies. The cross-Kerr interaction leads
to a frequency shift of the microwave cavity mode (magneto-
static mode) for every magnon (microwave photon) excited
in the magnetostatic mode (microwave cavity mode).
Evidence of such a cross-Kerr interaction in quantum
magnonics is seen in Ref. 36 as a power-dependent offset
of the qubit spectra, indicating a magnon-number-dependent
shift of the readout cavity mode. Similar to the self-Kerr
effect, the amplitude of the cross-Kerr effect depends
strongly on the frequency of the Kittel mode relative to the
transition frequencies of the qubit. In the single-excitation-
resolved cross-Kerr interaction regime, corresponding to
K ,m c c mL H� �! ! , a number state in one of the modes can
be stabilized through dissipation in the other mode.136)

4. Cavity optomagnonics

Similar to the interaction between magnetostatic modes and
superconducting qubits, the interaction between light and
spin waves in ferromagnetic crystals is indirect. Indeed, the
optomagnonic interaction consists of electric dipole interac-
tions between the electric component of the optical !eld and
the electrons of the ferromagnetic material, mediated by
the spin–orbit interaction.137–140) The magnetic dipole
interaction, in comparison, is negligible.141–143)

Phenomenologically, magneto-optical effects are contained
in the expression of the dielectric tensor M�̃ ( ) which depends
on the magnetization M139,144,145) and encapsulates the
Faraday and Cotton–Mouton effects. For decades, light has
been used to probe magnon physics. As illustrated in Fig. 5
(a), now with the advent of quantum magnonics, the coherent
control of spin waves with light holds the promise for an
ef!cient microwave-to-optics transduction, enabling
quantum-limited microwave ampli!cation and optical inter-
facing of superconducting qubits. After the !rst implementa-
tion of such a magnon-based transducer25)at the frontiers
between optomagnonics and cavity electromagnonics
[Fig. 5(b)], the interaction is now explored in an optical
cavity, revealing a new physical playground, cavity opto-
magnonics [Fig. 5(c)].
4.1. Optomagnonics in solids
4.1.1. Light as a probe. From pioneering experiments
revealing one and two-magnon scattering in the antiferro-
magnetic material FeF2,

146) coherent spin waves in a YIG
rectangular bar147) and thermally-excited magnons in metallic
thin !lms of Ni and Fe,148) light scattering has been
frequently used to probe spin-wave physics. Micro-focused

Brillouin light scattering,149) with a diffraction-limited spatial
resolution, is now a mature imaging tool for magnon
spintronics150,151) and fundamental magnon studies,152–154)

notably for the observation of Bose–Einstein condensation of
magnons at room temperature in YIG thin !lms.155,156)

4.1.2. Light as a control interface. Another attractive
aspect of optomagnonics lies in the ability to control magnons
with light. For example, ultrafast optics experiments have

Fig. 5. (Color online) Cavity optomagnonics. (a) Schematic diagram of the
optomagnonic coupling go m� between a magnetostatic mode of frequency
!m and an optical cavity mode of frequency !o. The magnetostatic mode can
be furthermore coupled to a microwave cavity mode of frequency !c through
a magnetic dipole interaction of coupling strength gm c� . The combination of
cavity optomagnonics and cavity electromagnonics therefore enables an
effective coupling go c� between optical and microwave cavity modes. The
linewidths of the optical cavity mode, the magnetostatic mode and the
microwave cavity modes are respectively ,o mL H , and "c, respectively.
(b) Schematic representation of a device realizing the architecture of cavity
electromagnonics probed with light. Through the Faraday effect, the
polarization of optical photons passing through the microwave cavity and the
ferromagnetic crystal will be modulated at the frequency of the magnetostatic
mode !m when magnons are excited. (c) Schematic representation of light
evanescently coupled to whispering gallery modes (WGMs) in a ferromag-
netic sphere through a nano!ber along the plane transverse to the external
magnetic !eld B0, such that whispering gallery and magnetostatic modes
share the same equatorial plane. Panel (c) is adapted from Ref. 26.
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shows the highest coupling strength when the bias field is along the
direction of maximum displacement (Fig. 2B). Therefore, in our experi-
ments, we focus only on the S1,2,2 mode. Although a YIG sphere with a
smaller diameter is favorable for achieving larger coupling strengths
(Fig. 2B), it also results in a higher frequency for the phonon mode
(Fig. 2C), which in turn leads to lower responsivity to the parametric
drive, so a trade-off has to be made when choosing the sphere size. In
our experiments, a 250-mm-diameter YIG sphere is used, corresponding
to a phonon frequency wb/2p = 11.42 MHz and a coupling strength
gmb/2p ! 9.9 mHz. With an external drive of 0 dBm, the linear
magnon-phonon coupling can be enhanced to around 30 kHz, which
is two orders of magnitude larger than the phonon dissipation rate, kb.

Magnetostriction mediates the coupling between magnons and pho-
tons. However, to achieve coherent magnon-phonon coupling, it is fur-
ther required that the phononmode should have a relatively long lifetime.
Single-crystal YIG has a garnet structure that is known to exhibit very low
mechanical damping and therefore supports a material-limited phonon
lifetime over a millisecond (38). The supporting fiber that is glued to the
YIG sphere reduces the phonon lifetime (Fig. 2D). In our experiments,
the measured linewidth of S1,2,2 phonon mode with a 125-mm-diameter
supporting fiber is 2kb/2p = 300 Hz, which is sufficiently small for
observing coherent magnon-phonon coupling phenomena.

Figure 1E plots the schematics of our measurement setup at room
temperature ambient condition. The YIG sphere is placed inside a
three-dimensional microwave cavity (Fig. 1A). A weak probe signal is

sent into the cavity through a coaxial probe, and by sweeping its fre-
quency ws and measuring the reflection, we can infer the interaction
among photon, magnon, and phonon inside the cavity. The YIG sphere
is positioned at the maximum microwave magnetic field of the cavity
TE011 mode, which resonates at wa/2p = 7.86 GHz. By controlling the
bias magnetic field, we tune the magnon close to the resonance with the
cavity photon mode. This leads to the hybridization between magnon
and photon (31–34), which shows up in the reflection spectrum as a pair
of split normal modes (Fig. 1F). Because each of the two hybrid modes
contains magnon components, it coherently couples with the phonon
modes when the cavity is parametrically driven by a strong microwave
signal at wd.

We first study each individual hybrid mode for its coherent mag-
nomechanical coupling by applying an off-resonance microwave drive
and ignoring processes that simultaneously involve both hybrid modes.
In this case, the cavity magnomechanical system can be described by

Hmb;1 ! !gmb"b̂ # b̂
†
$" sin2qÂ#

†
Â# # cos2qÂ%

†
Â%$ "1$

where the two hybrid modes interact with the phonon mode indepen-
dently. Here, Â# ! cosqâ # sinqm̂ and Â% ! % sinqâ # cosqm̂ are
quantized boson operators for hybridized excitations constituted by
the magnon and microwave photon (â), whereq ! 1
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Fig. 1. Device schematic andmeasurement setup. (A) Schematic of the device that consists of a three-dimensional copper cavity (only bottom half
is shown) and a YIG sphere. The YIG sphere is placed near the maximum microwave magnetic field (along the y direction) of the cavity TE011 mode.
A uniform external magnetic field (H) is applied along the z direction to bias the YIG sphere for magnon-photon coupling. (B) Optical image of the
highly polished 250-mm-diameter YIG sphere that is glued to a 125-mm-diameter supporting silica fiber. The gluing area is minimized to reduce the
contact damping to the phonon mode. Scale bar, 100 mm. (C) Simulated mechanical displacement (u) of the S1,2,2 phonon mode in the YIG sphere
that has the strongest magnomechanical interaction with the uniform magnon mode. (D) An intuitive illustration of the magnomechanical coupling. Top
panel shows the uniform magnon excitation in the YIG sphere. Bottom panel illustrates how the dynamic magnetization of magnon (vertical black arrows)
causes the deformation (compression along the y direction) of the YIG sphere (and vice versa), which rotates at the magnon frequency. The color scale
represents the corresponding volumetric strain fields induced by the dynamic magnetization of magnon. In our experiments, we excite the magnon at
gigahertz frequencies and the phonon mode is actuated parametrically, that is, at the beating frequencies (megahertz) of two magnon modes. (E) Sche-
matic illustration of the measurement setup. VNA, vector network analyzer; SRC, microwave source for driving; AMP, microwave amplifier; BPF, bandpass
filter; PWR, microwave power meter; CIR, circulator; BSF, bandstop filter; DUT, device under test. (F) Black curve: Cavity reflection spectrum when magnon
is on-resonance with the cavity photon mode. The two dips represent the maximum hybridized modes Â± ! 1!!

2
p â±m̂" $. Red and blue vertical lines

indicate the applied drive and probe, respectively. The probe is swept across the hybrid mode resonance. Dsd, two-photon (probe-drive) detuning;
Dd–, drive-resonance detuning.
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Figure 2.2.: (a) Visualization of spins precessing around their equilibrium. (b) Spin
wave. [5]

After the discussion of a traveling spin wave in 1D we now want to generalize the problem
to 3D. Since here the physics is getting complicated, we focus on the case where all the
spins are aligned and after an excitation rotate in phase, which is called the Kittel
mode. Since all spins are parallel, the whole system can be interpreted as one macrospin
pointing in the same direction as the aligned spins (Fig. 2.3).

Aligned spin 
system

≙

Macrospin

Figure 2.3.: Ground state of an aligned spin system in a sphere.

For exciting the Kittel mode we again have to distribute one flipped spin over the
whole system. This corresponds to a displacement of the macrospin from its former
position (Fig. 2.4) and consequently, the macrospin starts to precess around its state
of equilibrium (Fig. 2.5 (a)). This so-called Larmor precession can be described by the
Landau-Lifshitz equation [5]

d ~M

dt
= �� ~M ⇥ ~Be↵ , (2.1)

where ~M represents the magnetization corresponding to the macrospin, � the gyro-
magnetic ratio and ~Be↵ an e↵ective magnetic field parallel to the equilibrium position of
~M resulting from externally applied magnetic fields and fields caused by the interactions
of the spins among themselves.
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is applied perpendicular to the plane of the WGM orbits.
A loop coil near the YIG sphere generates an ac magnetic
field perpendicular to the dc field and drives FMR. The
magnetization then acquires its horizontal component
rotating at the angular frequency of the Kittel mode.
Because of the finite loss, the microwave reflection picked
up by the loop coil shows a dip at the resonant frequency.
The resonant frequency and the quality factor are found to
be !mag=2" ! 6.81 GHz and Q ! 3000, respectively.
Laser light with a wavelength of 1.5 #m from an ECDL

is introduced through a FPC and then coupled to the WGM
resonator via a tapered silica optical nanofiber, with a waist
diameter of about 700 nm and a waist length of around
4 mm. Figure 1(b) shows the transmission spectra for the
transverse-electric (TE) modes and the transverse-magnetic
(TM) modes. The rich structures in the spectra indicate that
there are various spatial modes within the FSR of 62.1 GHz.
For WGMs in the large sphere limit, frequencies of the TM
modes are known to be higher than those of the TE modes
with the same mode indices because of the geometrical
birefringence [22–24]. For the 750-#m-diameter sphere we

use, the difference is estimated to be 51.8 GHz, which is
consistent with the observed spectra in Fig. 1(b) [25]. The
intrinsic quality factors of the WGMs are found to be
around 1 ! 105 when they are measured in the under-
coupled regime.
When the light propagates in the direction of the mean

magnetization in ferromagnets, the well-known Faraday
effect occurs. When, on the other hand, the mean mag-
netization is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-
gation, magnon-induced Brillouin scattering takes place
[26–28]. In the presence of magnons in the Kittel mode,
photons in the WGM undergo Brillouin scattering to create
sideband photons with the frequency shifted by "!mag=2".
A HWP and a PBS make the scattered sideband photons
and the unscattered input photons interfere to generate a
beat signal at !mag=2". The signal is amplified and
measured with a vector network analyzer.
The orange (light blue) plot in Fig. 2 shows the observed

spectrum of the beat signal for the input laser being the TM
mode and coupled to the anticlockwise (clockwise) orbit of
the WGM resonator. The frequency of the input photons is
tuned to be !=2" ! 193130 GHz where the beat signal
associated with the anticlockwise orbit is maximized.
While both peaks in Fig. 2 have the same linewidth as
the FMR signal, there is a large difference in their signal
strengths of almost 20 dB.
The nonreciprocity of the magnon-induced Brillouin

scattering can be explained by considering the conservation
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum under the
situation in which the spin-orbit coupling of the photons
and the geometrical birefringence associated with the
WGM resonator are blended with the time-reversal sym-
metry breaking in the magnon dynamics.
Suppose that the input laser polarization is adjusted to

couple to the TM mode of the anticlockwise WGM orbit
(orange orbit in Fig. 2). The light in the resonator is then $#

polarized due to the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)]. To
see why the Brillouin scattering is more noticeable in this
situation, we consider the following three points. (i) The

FIG. 1. Transmission through WGMs in a YIG sphere.
(a) Experimental setup. WGMs of the YIG sphere are addressed
with an optical nanofiber. Microwave radiation from a vector
network analyzer excites magnons, and ac and dc components of
the light intensity are monitored with a high-speed photodetector
(PD). The polarization of the light from an external-cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is adjusted by a fiber polarization controller (FPC).
A half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
are placed before the PD. The inset shows a picture of the YIG
sphere and the nanofiber. (b) Observed WGM spectra for the
750-#m-diameter YIG sphere. Red and blue lines correspond to
the TM and TE modes, respectively. The transmission signals are
normalized by their maximal values. The free spectral range
(FSR) and the estimated spectral shift due to the geometrical
birefringence (GB) are indicated.
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FIG. 2. Nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering. The orange (light
blue) plot is the observed spectrum of the beat signal for the input
laser being TM mode from port 1 (2). The right inset shows an
expanded plot of the light blue curve. The left inset depicts the
input ports and the direction of the dc magnetic field.
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the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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Optomagnonic coupling in an optomagnonic array
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In optomagnonic systems light couples coherently to collective magnetic excitations in solids.
These kind of systems are interesting candidates for developing new technologies in quantum infor-
mation like wave length converters or quantum memories. In recent works geometries were proposed
with cooperativities at maximum photon density of C ⇡ 10

�2. For enlarging these cooperativities
we investigate a thin optomagnonic crystal which localizes both, the light and the magnetic mode by
a defect in its periodicity. We show that through the mode localization a high coupling is obtained
compared to similar thin structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The coupling between light and collective magnetic ex-
citations in solid state systems holds promise for new ap-
plications in quantum information technologies. Progress
towards realizing such systems was already made in sev-
eral recent experiments [1–3]. In these a ferrimagnetic
Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) sphere simultaneously served
as an optical cavity and as a host for magnon modes due
to the dieletric magnetic material. So far, most of the
experiments coupled photons trapped in an optical whis-
pering gallery mode to the homogeneous magnetic Kittel
mode [4], but also other magnetostatic modes [5–9] on
top of homogeneous magnetic backgrounds were probed.
However, the overlap between the modes in these systems
is non-optimal and thus a new micromagnetic system was
proposed [10] coupling light to magnon modes on top
of magnetic textures, which are non-homogeneous mag-
netic ground states arising at the micro-scale [11, 12].
The feature, to couple light to magnetic modes on top
of magnetic textures, is unique to optomagnonics and
makes the system tunable by an external magnetic field.
Compared to the current state of the art experiments
where modest cooperativities in the order of C ⇠ 10

�5

were achieved, the theoretically predicted cooperativity
at maximum photon density in systems probing modes
on top of magnetic textures is five orders of magnitude
higher (C ⇠ 10

�2). However, the theoretically predicted
maximum possible cooperativity per one magnon is C ⇠ 4

(??? check ???) [29]. Increasing the cooperativities to
this order of magnitude is an important prerequisite for
realizing optomagnonic systems in promising quantum
information applications like magnon cooling, wavelength
converters, and coherent state transfer [13–28].

The reason for the small cooperativities in the kind of
systems proposed in [10] is the large difference between
the optical and the magnetic mode volume (Vmag ⌧ Vopt)
by what most of the optical mode volume does not enter
in the coupling. A successful approach to overcome this
issue has been shown in optomechanical systems, where
light couples to mechanical motion [30]. In this approach,
the material is patterned such as to form an artificial
crystal, which allows to design the photonic and, in our
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Figure 1. Investigated geometry: Optomagnonic crystal with
abrupt defect at its center for localizing the optical and the
magnon mode at the same spot. The insets at the bottom
show the mode profiles of the localized optical and magnon
mode, respectively.

case, the magnonic modes. In particular, these crystals
can be built to localize the modes to couple at a cer-
tain region of the crystal increasing their overlap. In the
case of optomechanics, this has been shown to enhance
the phonon-photon coupling by many orders of magni-
tude [31–39]. Also in optomagnonics one dimensional
layered structures have been recently investigated show-
ing the potential of this approach [40–42].

In this work we propose an optomagnonic crystal which
acts simultaneously as a photonic crystal [43] control-
ling the optical properties of a material and a magnonic
crystal [44–46] manipulating spin waves in a magnetic
material. In general photonic crystals can be designed
to guide [47–51] and confine [52–57] light, but also
to enhance non-linear optical interactions [58–64]. In
turn, magnonic crystals can be designed to create re-
programmable magnetic band structures [65], to act as
band-pass or band stop filters, and to create monomode
and bend waveguides [66–69]. Additionally these crystals
can be used for spin wave computing via logical gates [70–
72]. Unlike in electronics and photonics, a huge advan-
tage of magnonic crystals is their scalability, their low en-
ergy consumption, and faster operation rates [45, 73, 74].
Combined with the now-a-days well-explored photonic
crystals, an optomagnonic crystal combining both crys-
tal types is a relevant system to study.

The optomagnonic crystal explored in this work is
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ing the potential of this approach [40–42].

In this work we propose an optomagnonic crystal which
acts simultaneously as a photonic crystal [43] control-
ling the optical properties of a material and a magnonic
crystal [44–46] manipulating spin waves in a magnetic
material. In general photonic crystals can be designed
to guide [47–51] and confine [52–57] light, but also
to enhance non-linear optical interactions [58–64]. In
turn, magnonic crystals can be designed to create re-
programmable magnetic band structures [65], to act as
band-pass or band stop filters, and to create monomode
and bend waveguides [66–69]. Additionally these crystals
can be used for spin wave computing via logical gates [70–
72]. Unlike in electronics and photonics, a huge advan-
tage of magnonic crystals is their scalability, their low en-
ergy consumption, and faster operation rates [45, 73, 74].
Combined with the now-a-days well-explored photonic
crystals, an optomagnonic crystal combining both crys-
tal types is a relevant system to study.

The optomagnonic crystal explored in this work is

Magnon-phonon 
quantum thermometry 

2.2. Optics – Whispering gallery modes

and the interference maxima of the electric field vary with m.
Finally we discuss shortly the TE case, where | (', r)| represents the absolute value of
the magnetic field. Since these modes are showing the same behavior as the TM modes
we only focus on the modes with p = 1. As we see in figure 2.9 the modes look a bit
di↵erent since they are more confined to the disk.

1µm1µm

m11p1

140MHz

m10p1

153MHz

Figure 2.8.: TM whispering gallery modes for p = 1 (only cos solution).

1µm

m12p1

153MHz

m11p1

165MHz

Figure 2.9.: TE whispering gallery modes for p = 1 (only cos solution).

In the simulation sections the above evaluated analytical results, which are strictly speak-
ing only valid for an infinite cylinder, are compared to the numerical results for a finite
disk, where no analytical solution is calculable. However the analytical results can be
used as a valid approximation for thin dielectric cavities if one introduces the e↵ective
refractive index mentioned above.
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the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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the cooperativity defined as C ! 4g2m=!"m. The obtained
cooperativity is C ! 3.0 ! 103, which is extremely large
compared to the numbers achieved with paramagnetic spin
ensembles.
We also check dependence of the coupling strength on

the sphere diameter. Provided that all the net spins in the
ferrimagnetic YIG sphere are precessing in phase, the
coupling strength gm of the Kittel mode to the cavity mode
is expected to be proportional to the square root of the
number of the net spins N, i.e., gm ! g0

!!!!
N

p
where g0 is the

coupling strength of a single Bohr magneton to the cavity.
The single-spin coupling strength is calculated to be
g0=2# ! "e

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$0!%c=Vc

p
=2# ! 38 mHz for TE101 mode,

where "e is the electron gyromagnetic ratio of
2# ! 28.0 GHz=T, $0 is the permeability of vacuum, and
Vc is the volume of the cavity. The enhancement by the
factor of

!!!!
N

p
is due to a magnon excitation in the Kittel

mode, i.e., constructive interference of all possible proc-
esses in which a cavity photon flips one of the spins in the
sphere. The factor

!!!!
N

p
naturally appears as the Clebsch-

Gordan coefficient when the raising operator of the total
spin is applied to a fully polarized N-spin system [21]. The
red dots in Fig. 3 show the obtained coupling strength as a
function of the sphere diameter. It clearly demonstrates that
the coupling strength is proportional to the square root of
the number of spins. We evaluate the single-spin coupling
strength g0=2# to be 39 mHz from the fitting. The good
agreement with theory indicates that the design of our
hybrid system is reliable and robust.
We further observe a peculiar temperature dependence of

the Kittel-mode linewidth below 1 K; little has been known
about the dependence in this temperature range [22]. The

red dots in Fig. 4 show the Kittel-mode linewidth as a
function of the temperature. As seen also in Refs. [23] and
[24], in the temperature range from 10 K to 1 K, the
linewidth monotonically decreases. The dominant mecha-
nisms of the relaxation here are known to be the so-called
slow relaxation due to impurity ions [25] and magnon-
phonon scattering [26]. The observed linewidth below 1 K,
however, increases as temperature decreases. Such behav-
ior has been predicted to be a signature of the transverse
relaxation due to two-level systems (TLSs) [27], but has
never been observed in FMR. Note that an analogous
behavior has been seen, for example, in superconducting
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the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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the cooperativity defined as C ! 4g2m=!"m. The obtained
cooperativity is C ! 3.0 ! 103, which is extremely large
compared to the numbers achieved with paramagnetic spin
ensembles.
We also check dependence of the coupling strength on

the sphere diameter. Provided that all the net spins in the
ferrimagnetic YIG sphere are precessing in phase, the
coupling strength gm of the Kittel mode to the cavity mode
is expected to be proportional to the square root of the
number of the net spins N, i.e., gm ! g0

!!!!
N

p
where g0 is the

coupling strength of a single Bohr magneton to the cavity.
The single-spin coupling strength is calculated to be
g0=2# ! "e

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$0!%c=Vc

p
=2# ! 38 mHz for TE101 mode,

where "e is the electron gyromagnetic ratio of
2# ! 28.0 GHz=T, $0 is the permeability of vacuum, and
Vc is the volume of the cavity. The enhancement by the
factor of

!!!!
N

p
is due to a magnon excitation in the Kittel

mode, i.e., constructive interference of all possible proc-
esses in which a cavity photon flips one of the spins in the
sphere. The factor

!!!!
N

p
naturally appears as the Clebsch-

Gordan coefficient when the raising operator of the total
spin is applied to a fully polarized N-spin system [21]. The
red dots in Fig. 3 show the obtained coupling strength as a
function of the sphere diameter. It clearly demonstrates that
the coupling strength is proportional to the square root of
the number of spins. We evaluate the single-spin coupling
strength g0=2# to be 39 mHz from the fitting. The good
agreement with theory indicates that the design of our
hybrid system is reliable and robust.
We further observe a peculiar temperature dependence of

the Kittel-mode linewidth below 1 K; little has been known
about the dependence in this temperature range [22]. The

red dots in Fig. 4 show the Kittel-mode linewidth as a
function of the temperature. As seen also in Refs. [23] and
[24], in the temperature range from 10 K to 1 K, the
linewidth monotonically decreases. The dominant mecha-
nisms of the relaxation here are known to be the so-called
slow relaxation due to impurity ions [25] and magnon-
phonon scattering [26]. The observed linewidth below 1 K,
however, increases as temperature decreases. Such behav-
ior has been predicted to be a signature of the transverse
relaxation due to two-level systems (TLSs) [27], but has
never been observed in FMR. Note that an analogous
behavior has been seen, for example, in superconducting
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QUANTUM INFORMATION

Coherent coupling between a
ferromagnetic magnon and a
superconducting qubit
Yutaka Tabuchi,1* Seiichiro Ishino,1 Atsushi Noguchi,1 Toyofumi Ishikawa,1

Rekishu Yamazaki,1 Koji Usami,1 Yasunobu Nakamura1,2

Rigidity of an ordered phase in condensed matter results in collective excitation modes
spatially extending to macroscopic dimensions. A magnon is a quantum of such collective
excitation modes in ordered spin systems. Here, we demonstrate the coherent coupling
between a single-magnon excitation in a millimeter-sized ferromagnetic sphere and a
superconducting qubit, with the interaction mediated by the virtual photon excitation in a
microwave cavity. We obtain the coupling strength far exceeding the damping rates, thus
bringing the hybrid system into the strong coupling regime. Furthermore, we use a
parametric drive to realize a tunable magnon-qubit coupling scheme. Our approach
provides a versatile tool for quantum control and measurement of the magnon excitations
and may lead to advances in quantum information processing.

L
ow-dissipative magnon dynamics in ferro-
magnetic insulators have been extensively
studied in the contexts of ferromagnetic
resonance (1, 2), Bose-Einstein condensa-
tion (3), and spintronics (4, 5). Moreover,

the coupling of magnons and microwave pho-
tons in a resonator has been investigated (6–9)
with the aim of realizing hybrid quantum systems
for quantum memories and transducers. How-
ever, coherent manipulation of a magnon at the
single-quantum level has remained elusive be-
cause of the lack of anharmonicity in the system.
Single-electron spins, being a natural and

genuine two-level system, play crucial roles in
numerous applications in quantum information
processing. However, they have intrinsic draw-
backs, such as a small magneticmoment equal to
mB (the Bohr magneton) and the limited spatial
extension of the electron wave function, making
coherent coupling with an electromagnetic field
rather weak. To circumvent these problems, para-
magnetic spin ensembles such as atoms (10),
nitrogen vacancy centers (11, 12), and rare-earth
ions in a crystal (13, 14) have been studied. Gen-
erally, the coupling strength is enhanced by the
square root of the number of the spins involved.
At the same time, a collective spin excitation
mode, whichmatches the input electromagnetic-
field mode, is spanned among the spatially and
spectrally extended spin ensemble. However, with
an increased spin density needed for a stronger
coupling, the spin-spin interactions within the
ensemble drastically degrade the coherence of
the system, leading to a trade-off.
Here we take a different approach by intro-

ducing, counterintuitively, a strong exchange in-
teraction between neighboring spins to make

them fully ordered in the ferromagnetic state.
Even though they typically have a spin density
several orders of magnitude higher than those
of paramagnetic spin crystals mentioned above,
the strong exchange and dipolar interactions
among the spins dominate their dynamics, lead-
ing to narrow-linewidth magnetostatic modes.
The simplest mode, called the Kittel mode, has
uniform spin precessions in the whole volume.
In this Report, we demonstrate a hybrid quan-

tum system that combines two heterogeneous
collective-excitation modes: i.e., the Kittel mode
in a ferromagnetic crystal and a superconducting
qubit. In the latter system, the nonlinearity of
Josephson junctions plays a crucial role for the
realization of the qubit: i.e., an effective two-level
system. The progress in the past decade has
made these qubits and their integrated circuits
one of the most advanced technologies for quan-
tum information processing (15–17). In the set-
ups of circuit quantum electrodynamics, a qubit
as an artificial atom is coupled strongly to a mi-
crowave resonator (18) or a waveguide (19). These
setups allow precise control and readout of the
qubit states, as well as synthesis and character-
ization of arbitrary quantum states in the mi-
crowave modes (20); these techniques can readily
be applied to quantum engineering with magnon
excitations. The anharmonicity contributed by the
superconducting qubit is the critical element.
In our experimental setup (Fig. 1), a transmon-

type superconducting qubit and a single-crystalline
yttrium iron garnet (YIG) sphere are mounted in
a microwave cavity. The qubit with a 0.7-mm-
long dipole antenna has a resonant frequency
wq=2p of 8:136 GHz. It strongly couples to the
electric fields of the cavity modes; e.g., the cou-
pling strength gq=2p between the qubit and the
TE102 (transverse electric) mode at w102=2p !
8:488 GHz is 121 MHz (21). The YIG sphere
with a diameter of 0:5 mm is glued to an
aluminum oxide rod andmounted near the anti-

node of the magnetic field of the TE102 mode.
We also apply a local static field Bstatic e 0:29 T,
which makes the YIG sphere a single-domain
ferromagnet (fig. S1). The sphere now has an
enormous magnetic dipole moment NmB, which
couples strongly to the magnetic field of the
cavity mode. The large enhancement factor
N ! 1:4" 1018 is the number of the net electron
spins in the sphere; we take advantage of the
high spin density compared to that of previously
studied paramagnetic systems. We perform a
series of spectroscopic measurements in a dilu-
tion refrigerator at T = 10 mK. All the data are
taken in the quantum regime, where very few
thermally excited photons and magnons exist.
The average probe-photon number in the cavity
is also kept below one. To characterize the cou-
pling between the magnon and the photon, we
perform spectroscopy with the qubit frequency
far detuned. Figure 1B shows the normal-mode
splitting between the TE102 mode and the Kittel
mode in the YIG sphere. The pronounced anti-
crossing indicates the strong coupling between
the two systems (7). We obtain the coupling
strength, gm=2p = 21.0 MHz, and the linewidths
of the TE102 and Kittel modes, k102=2p = 2.5 MHz
and gm=2p = 1.4 MHz, from the fit. The addi-
tional splitting seen in the upper branch origi-
nates from another magnetostatic mode, which
is detuned from the Kittel mode.
Whereas the qubit and the magnon electri-

cally and magnetically couple to the cavity mode,
respectively, they have a negligibly small direct
interaction in between. Therefore, we first es-
tablish a static coupling scheme between the
magnon and the qubit by using the presence
of the cavity mode (Fig. 2A) (22). We tune the
qubit and the magnon frequencies, wq and wFMR,
while both are far detuned from the cavity fre-
quency wc#!w102). When wq " wFMR, coherent
exchange of the qubit excitation and a magnon
is mediated by the virtual-photon excitation in
the cavity mode. The interaction is described by
a Jaynes-Cummings-type Hamiltonian, which is
written as

Hqm;s=! ! gqm;s s

ˇ

$c

ˇ

$ g%qm;ss

ˇ

#c

ˇ

† #1&

where gqm;s ! gqgm=D is the effective qubit-
magnon coupling strength, and s

ˇ

#'! #s

ˇ

$&†( and
c

ˇ

are annihilation operators of the qubit ex-
citation and the magnon, respectively. The de-
tuning D is the difference between the bare
frequencies of the qubit and the cavity mode
(21). The first and the second excited states of
the hybridized system are bonding and anti-
bonding states between the qubit and the mag-
non excitation.
To demonstrate the qubit-magnon coupling,

we performqubit excitation spectroscopy by using
the qubit readout through the cavity TE103 mode.
Despite the large detuning, the TE103 mode at
w103=2p ! 10:461 GHz is subject to a dispersive
frequency shift: The change in the cavity reflec-
tion coefficient, Re(Dr), at w103 reflects the qubit
state. Figure 2B shows Re(Dr) as a function of the
excitation microwave frequency and the static
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the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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Microwave Regime: Single Magnon Detector

QUANTUM SENSING

Entanglement-based single-shot detection of a single
magnon with a superconducting qubit
Dany Lachance-Quirion1, Samuel Piotr Wolski1, Yutaka Tabuchi1, Shingo Kono1,
Koji Usami1, Yasunobu Nakamura1,2*

The recent development of hybrid systems based on superconducting circuits provides
the possibility of engineering quantum sensors that exploit different degrees of freedom.
Quantum magnonics, which aims to control and read out quanta of collective spin excitations
in magnetically ordered systems, provides opportunities for advances in both the study of
magnetism and the development of quantum technologies. Using a superconducting qubit
as a quantum sensor, we report the detection of a single magnon in a millimeter-sized
ferrimagnetic crystal with a quantum efficiency of up to 0.71. The detection is based on
the entanglement between a magnetostatic mode and the qubit, followed by a single-shot
measurement of the qubit state. This proof-of-principle experiment establishes the
single-photon detector counterpart for magnonics.

Q
uantum sensing aims to exploit the
fragility of quantum states to external
perturbations for the development of
sensors. Quantum-enhanced sensing has
now become one of the leading appli-

cations of quantum technologies (1, 2). Entan-
glement can be harnessed in quantum sensing
to indirectly probe a system of interest through
a well-controlled auxiliary mode acting as the
sensor (3–5). Such a task requires careful en-
gineering to integrate existing quantum tech-
nologies into sensors able to detect various
physical quantities.
The recent development of hybrid quantum

systems provides a natural platform to engi-
neer such quantum sensors (6). The combina-
tion of systems that harness complementary
features for quantum technologies opens up
the possibility of sensing one degree of freedom
through another well-controlled system. One
of the main challenges for this application lies
in achieving high-fidelity control and readout
of the quantumsensor in ahybriddevice.Hybrid
systems based on superconducting circuits (7, 8)
offer a versatile platform with which to over-
come this challenge. Recent demonstrations
include the measurement of the coherence
of a bulk acoustic wave resonator (9) and the
creation and characterization of quantum states
of phonons (10, 11).
Quantummagnonics provides another pro-

mising architecture for the development of
quantumsensorsbasedonhybrid systems (12–15).
In quantummagnonics, magnetostatic modes
in magnetically ordered solid-state systems are
coherently coupled to superconducting qubits.
Here, we demonstrate a quantum sensor able
to faithfully detect singlemagnons, the quanta

of excitations in magnetostatic modes, through
entanglement with a superconducting qubit.
Such single-magnon detection is made possi-
ble by combining high-fidelity time-domain
control and single-shot readout of a qubit in
a hybrid system with the strong dispersive

regime of quantum magnonics. Our demon-
stration brings the equivalent of the single-
photondetector to the emerging field ofmagnon
spintronics (16) and establishes a new quantum
technology for magnetism.
To realize the single-magnon detector, we

used a hybrid system composed of a spheri-
cal ferrimagnetic crystal of yttrium iron gar-
net (YIG), a transmon-type superconducting
qubit, and a three-dimensional microwave
cavity (Fig. 1A) (12–15). Our system hosts three
modes of interest: the uniformmagnetostatic
mode, or Kittel mode, in the ferrimagnetic
crystal of tunable frequency wm/2p; the qubit
of frequency wq/2p ! 7.92 GHz; and a micro-
wave cavitymode of frequencywc/2p ! 8.45GHz.
The Kittel mode and the superconducting
qubit are respectively coupled to the cavity
mode through magnetic-dipole (17, 18) and
electric-dipole couplings (7, 19, 20). These in-
teractions lead to an effective beam-splitter
interaction between the Kittel mode and the
qubit (12–15). This coherent interaction enters
the strong coupling regime with a coupling
strength gq–m/2p = 7.13 MHz, which is much
larger than the decay rates of each system
(Fig. 1B).
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Fig. 1. Strong dispersive regime of quantum magnonics. (A) Interaction of strength gq–m between
the Kittel mode (with frequency wm) of a spherical ferrimagnetic crystal of YIG and a superconducting
qubit (wq), engineered through magnetic- and electric-dipole couplings to a microwave cavity
mode (wc). The ferrimagnetic sphere is magnetized with an external magnetic field B0. (B) Normalized
qubit spectrum measured as a function of the coil current. Dashed lines are guides for the eye.
(Right) Qubit spectrum measured at wq ! wm. The line shows a fit to the data. (C) Ramsey interferometry
protocol to probe the qubit in the presence of a continuous excitation of !nm magnons in the
Kittel mode. (D) Probability pe of the qubit being in the excited state jei as a function of the free
evolution time t in the presence of !nm ! 0:53 magnons in the Kittel mode. (E) Normalized qubit
spectrum, obtained from the Fourier transform of pe, indicating a strong dispersive interaction
between the Kittel mode and the qubit. The black line shows a fit to the data. The blue line and
shaded area show the spectral component corresponding to the magnon vacuum state j0i, and the
red line and shaded area show the spectral component corresponding to the Fock state j1i.
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QUANTUM SENSING

Entanglement-based single-shot detection of a single
magnon with a superconducting qubit
Dany Lachance-Quirion1, Samuel Piotr Wolski1, Yutaka Tabuchi1, Shingo Kono1,
Koji Usami1, Yasunobu Nakamura1,2*

The recent development of hybrid systems based on superconducting circuits provides
the possibility of engineering quantum sensors that exploit different degrees of freedom.
Quantum magnonics, which aims to control and read out quanta of collective spin excitations
in magnetically ordered systems, provides opportunities for advances in both the study of
magnetism and the development of quantum technologies. Using a superconducting qubit
as a quantum sensor, we report the detection of a single magnon in a millimeter-sized
ferrimagnetic crystal with a quantum efficiency of up to 0.71. The detection is based on
the entanglement between a magnetostatic mode and the qubit, followed by a single-shot
measurement of the qubit state. This proof-of-principle experiment establishes the
single-photon detector counterpart for magnonics.

Q
uantum sensing aims to exploit the
fragility of quantum states to external
perturbations for the development of
sensors. Quantum-enhanced sensing has
now become one of the leading appli-

cations of quantum technologies (1, 2). Entan-
glement can be harnessed in quantum sensing
to indirectly probe a system of interest through
a well-controlled auxiliary mode acting as the
sensor (3–5). Such a task requires careful en-
gineering to integrate existing quantum tech-
nologies into sensors able to detect various
physical quantities.
The recent development of hybrid quantum

systems provides a natural platform to engi-
neer such quantum sensors (6). The combina-
tion of systems that harness complementary
features for quantum technologies opens up
the possibility of sensing one degree of freedom
through another well-controlled system. One
of the main challenges for this application lies
in achieving high-fidelity control and readout
of the quantumsensor in ahybriddevice.Hybrid
systems based on superconducting circuits (7, 8)
offer a versatile platform with which to over-
come this challenge. Recent demonstrations
include the measurement of the coherence
of a bulk acoustic wave resonator (9) and the
creation and characterization of quantum states
of phonons (10, 11).
Quantummagnonics provides another pro-

mising architecture for the development of
quantumsensorsbasedonhybrid systems (12–15).
In quantummagnonics, magnetostatic modes
in magnetically ordered solid-state systems are
coherently coupled to superconducting qubits.
Here, we demonstrate a quantum sensor able
to faithfully detect singlemagnons, the quanta

of excitations in magnetostatic modes, through
entanglement with a superconducting qubit.
Such single-magnon detection is made possi-
ble by combining high-fidelity time-domain
control and single-shot readout of a qubit in
a hybrid system with the strong dispersive

regime of quantum magnonics. Our demon-
stration brings the equivalent of the single-
photondetector to the emerging field ofmagnon
spintronics (16) and establishes a new quantum
technology for magnetism.
To realize the single-magnon detector, we

used a hybrid system composed of a spheri-
cal ferrimagnetic crystal of yttrium iron gar-
net (YIG), a transmon-type superconducting
qubit, and a three-dimensional microwave
cavity (Fig. 1A) (12–15). Our system hosts three
modes of interest: the uniformmagnetostatic
mode, or Kittel mode, in the ferrimagnetic
crystal of tunable frequency wm/2p; the qubit
of frequency wq/2p ! 7.92 GHz; and a micro-
wave cavitymode of frequencywc/2p ! 8.45GHz.
The Kittel mode and the superconducting
qubit are respectively coupled to the cavity
mode through magnetic-dipole (17, 18) and
electric-dipole couplings (7, 19, 20). These in-
teractions lead to an effective beam-splitter
interaction between the Kittel mode and the
qubit (12–15). This coherent interaction enters
the strong coupling regime with a coupling
strength gq–m/2p = 7.13 MHz, which is much
larger than the decay rates of each system
(Fig. 1B).
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Fig. 1. Strong dispersive regime of quantum magnonics. (A) Interaction of strength gq–m between
the Kittel mode (with frequency wm) of a spherical ferrimagnetic crystal of YIG and a superconducting
qubit (wq), engineered through magnetic- and electric-dipole couplings to a microwave cavity
mode (wc). The ferrimagnetic sphere is magnetized with an external magnetic field B0. (B) Normalized
qubit spectrum measured as a function of the coil current. Dashed lines are guides for the eye.
(Right) Qubit spectrum measured at wq ! wm. The line shows a fit to the data. (C) Ramsey interferometry
protocol to probe the qubit in the presence of a continuous excitation of !nm magnons in the
Kittel mode. (D) Probability pe of the qubit being in the excited state jei as a function of the free
evolution time t in the presence of !nm ! 0:53 magnons in the Kittel mode. (E) Normalized qubit
spectrum, obtained from the Fourier transform of pe, indicating a strong dispersive interaction
between the Kittel mode and the qubit. The black line shows a fit to the data. The blue line and
shaded area show the spectral component corresponding to the magnon vacuum state j0i, and the
red line and shaded area show the spectral component corresponding to the Fock state j1i.
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the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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what has been denominated ‘quantum magnonics’ [23].
Theoretical proposals so far include all-optical heralding
of magnon Fock states [44] and generation of entangled
states [45–47].

Here, we propose a scheme to prepare a cat state of
a macroscopic number of spins (> 10

18) which can be
achieved by employing state-of-the-art microwave cavi-
ties with an embedded magnetic element of anisotropic
shape, see Fig. 1(a). The protocol relies on the
anisotropy of the magnet enforcing a magnetic ground
state analogous to the squeezed vacuum in quantum op-
tics, plus the concomitant entangled spin-photon ground
state when the magnet is coupled to the cavity. We show
that in a YIG sample cats with a size ⇠ 5~ are feasible.

Model: A well established protocol to generate cat
states in quantum optics is to add a photon to a squeezed
optical vacuum [9, 48, 49]. In order to accomplish this
analogously in a ferromagnet, we first require a squeezed
magnetization state [50], i.e. a minimum uncertainty
state with anisotropic zero-point fluctuations. This can
be realized via the ground state of a magnet with an
anisotropic shape, such as an ellipsoid. Notably, the de-
gree of squeezing of the magnetic ground state is tunable
by an external magnetic field. The second step is to add
an excitation, i.e. to ‘flip’ on average one spin which is
delocalized in space, see Fig. 1(b). We show that this
can be achieved by coupling the magnetization to a mi-
crowave cavity [25–27] and performing a measurement of
the latter. For low enough temperatures either a single-
photon measurement [51, 52] or a parity measurement
can be employed [53]. We discuss these steps in detail
below.

The proposed setup is shown in Fig. 1(a) where a fer-
romagnetic ellipsoid is kept inside a microwave cavity.
The magnet is assumed to be slender and prolate, i.e.
Ly � Lx = Lz where Li is the length in i-th direction.
In the absence of external magnetic fields, the magneti-
zation would align with the longest axis. A sufficiently
large field, here H0z, aligns the magnetization to z with
zero-point fluctuations largely along y [50], see Fig. 1(b).
For comparison, a spherical magnet would have isotropic
zero point fluctuations MZPF given by

M
2
ZPF =

�~Ms

2V
, (1)

where V is the volume of the magnet and � is the abso-
lute value of the gyromagnetic ratio. Flipping a (delocal-
ized) spin pushes the magnetization away from the origin.
In the presence of shape anisotropy, the resulting state
has the characteristic features of a cat state involving
a superposition of two sufficiently distinct semiclassical
states, see Fig. 1(b).

In the macrospin limit, the classical Hamiltonian den-
sity for the magnetization is

Hmag =
µ0

2
MÑM � µ0MzH0, (2)

where M is the total magnetization and Ñ is the demag-
netization tensor. The magnitude |M | = Ms is a con-
stant of motion [54] where Ms is the saturation magne-
tization. For a spheroid, Ñ is diagonal with Nx = Nz =

NT and Ny = 1 � 2NT [54, 55]. We assume a sufficiently
large magnetic field, H0 > Ms/2, such that the classi-
cal ground state is M = Msz. Becaue of a difference in
energy cost, the fluctuations in My are larger than that
in Mx, leading to a squeezed vacuum [50]. We model
the quantum fluctuations using the Holstein-Primakoff
approximation [54, 56]

Mx � iMy

2MZPF
! ŝ, (3)

valid for |Mx,y| ⌧ Mz with MZPF defined in Eq. (1).
Mz is found by the constraint |M | = Ms. Using Eq. (3)
and retaining only quadratic terms in ŝ, the magnetic
Hamiltonian density (2) integrates to

Ĥmag

~ = !0ŝ
†
ŝ +

!s

2

�
ŝ
2

+ ŝ
†2�

, (4)

where

!s = (3NT � 1)
�µ0Ms

2
, !0 = �µ0H0 � !s. (5)

The bosonic operator ŝ flips a spin from +z to �z, satis-
fies the canonical commutation relation

⇥
ŝ, ŝ

†⇤
= 1, and

annihilates the classical ground state corresponding to all
spins pointing along �z (the spins are anti-parallel to the
magnetization), ŝ |0i = 0. For a sphere, NT = 1/3 imply-
ing !s = 0 and hence ŝ (ŝ†) is the annihilation (creation)
operator of the elementary excitations of the magnet, i.e.
the magnons. Below, we consider the case of a slender
prolate spheroid with NT ⇡ 1/2 where the ground state
is not |0i because of the term / ŝ

2
+ ŝ

†2.
Squeezed magnetic vacuum - The Hamiltonian (4) can

be diagonalized to Ĥmag = ~!mm̂
†
m̂ by a Bogoliubov

transformation m̂ = cosh rŝ + sinh rŝ
†, with

!m =

q
!

2
0 � !2

s = �µ0

s

H0

✓
H0 �

Ms

2

◆
. (6)

The parameter r characterizes the degree of squeezing
and is given by

e
r

=

r
!0 + !s

!m
=

✓
1 �

Ms

2H0

◆�1/4

. (7)

The ground state of Ĥmag, defined via m̂ |gi = 0, is given
by [50, 57] |gi = Sr (ŝ) |0i where

Sr (ŝ) = exp

"
r
�
ŝ
2

� ŝ
†2�

2

#
(8)

is the squeezing operator. In the presence of anisotropy,
the ground state of the system |gi is characterized by a
finite number of ‘flipped spins’,

⌦
g
��ŝ†

ŝ
��g
↵

= sinh
2
r.
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Low temperatures needed for a “large cat”

The magnetization points simultaneously in two directions
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the spectral lines at the anticrossing; (iii) the limited
filtering in the microwave measurement setup allowed
thermal excitations of magnons and photons in the sample.
The present work resolves all these issues as discussed
below. A nearly uniform microwave field in the large cavity
volume, combined with the selection of a spherical sample,
suppresses the coupling to other magnetostatic modes
because of their symmetry. Meanwhile, the high spin
density of YIG and the large volume of the sphere lead
to an enormous magnetic-dipole coupling strength between
the Kittel mode and the cavity mode, namely, two harmonic
oscillators. Normal-mode splitting with the cavity mode is
clearly observed even in the quantum regime where both
the average numbers of thermally excited magnons and
photons are nearly zero and that of the probe microwave
photons in the cavity is less than one.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity

made of oxygen free copper has the fundamental-mode
(TE101) frequency !c=2" of 10.565 GHz, and its internal
cavity loss #int=2" is about 1.0 MHz at low temperature.
This cavity has two connector ports for the transmission
spectroscopy; an asymmetric port configuration is used
where input and output ports have different coupling
strengths #1=2" and #2=2" of 0.13 and 1.5 MHz, respec-
tively. An YIG sphere made by Ferrisphere Inc. [20] is

mounted in the cavity at the magnetic antinode of the
fundamental mode. We apply a static magnetic field of
approximately 370 mT along the crystal axis h100i which
is the hard magnetization axis for YIG. The sample is
supposed to be uniformly magnetized and saturated.
We first measure the transmission spectrum of the cavity

loaded by an YIG sphere with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
Figure 2(a) shows the transmission coefficient Re!S21" as a
function of the frequency and the magnetic field tuned by
the bias current I in the coil. A pronounced normal-mode
splitting is observed, indicating strong coupling between a
collective excitation mode in the YIG sphere and the cavity
mode. We assign the mode in the sphere to the Kittel mode;
it gives the maximum coupling strength to the nearly
uniform cavity field and the frequency which is linearly
dependent on the static field. Although it is difficult to
recognize in Fig. 2(a), we also see a few hints of other tiny
anticrossings, for example, at I # !1.6, 2.3, and 3.3 mA.
These are due to weak coupling of the cavity mode with
other magnetostatic modes in the YIG sphere, induced by
the small inhomogeneity of the magnetic fields. Several
cross sections of the 2D color plot are depicted in Fig. 2(b).
As a function of the magnetic field, the Kittel mode
approaches the cavity mode. At the degeneracy point
(I ! 0 mA) where the Kittel-mode frequency coincides
with the cavity frequency, we see the normal-mode splitting
of nearly 100 MHz, orders of magnitude wider than
the linewidths. At this point, the Kittel and cavity modes
form “magnon-polariton” modes, i.e., hybridized modes
between the collective spin excitation and the cavity
excitation.
We now evaluate the coupling strength and the cavity

and magnon linewidths by fitting the transmission coef-
ficient S21!!" with an equation derived from the input-
output theory. The transmission coefficient of the hybrid
system is written as

S21!!" #
!!!!!!!!!
#1#2

p

i!! ! !c" ! #1$#2$#int
2 $ jgmj2

i!!!!FMR"!$m=2

; !1"

where gm is the coupling strength of the Kittel mode to the
cavity, and !FMR and $m are the frequency and the line-
width of the Kittel mode, respectively. The input and output
port couplings of the cavity are determined separately by
measuring additionally the reflection of the cavity output.
As depicted by the dashed white lines in Fig. 2(b), the
spectra are well fitted with Eq. (1). The coupling strength of
the Kittel mode to the cavity gm=2", the total cavity
linewidth #=2" # !#1 $ #2 $ #int"=2", and the Kittel-mode
linewidth $m=2" are determined as 47 MHz, 2.7 MHz, and
1.1 MHz, respectively. From the parameters, the hybrid
system turns out to be deep in the strong coupling regime
where gm " $m, #, even at the lowest temperature and with
the weakest probe power. A dimensionless measure which
indicates how well the spins couple to the cavity mode is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setup. (a) An YIG sphere
mounted in a rectangular cavity made of oxygen free copper. The
sphere is glued to an alumina (aluminum-oxide) rod oriented to
the crystal axis h110i. The inset is a magnified picture of a sphere
with a diameter of 1.0 mm. The cavity has two connector ports for
transmission spectroscopy and dimensions of 22 ! 18 ! 3 mm
that give the fundamental-mode (TE101) resonant frequency
!c=2" of 10.565 GHz. (b) Measurement apparatus. The YIG
sphere, cavity, and magnet are cooled to 10 mK using a dilution
refrigerator. A series of attenuators and isolators prevent thermal
noise from reaching the sample space. The total attenuation of the
input port is 48 dB at 10 GHz. The output signal is amplified by
two low-noise amplifiers at 4 K and the room temperature. We
use a vector network analyzer (VNA) for transmission and
reflection spectroscopy. A static magnetic field perpendicular
to the microwave magnetic field and parallel to the crystal axis
h100i is applied by using permanent neodymium magnets and a
magnetic yoke made of pure iron. We use a superconducting coil
for fine tuning of the static field.
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Magnons can couple coherently to phonons

shows the highest coupling strength when the bias field is along the
direction of maximum displacement (Fig. 2B). Therefore, in our experi-
ments, we focus only on the S1,2,2 mode. Although a YIG sphere with a
smaller diameter is favorable for achieving larger coupling strengths
(Fig. 2B), it also results in a higher frequency for the phonon mode
(Fig. 2C), which in turn leads to lower responsivity to the parametric
drive, so a trade-off has to be made when choosing the sphere size. In
our experiments, a 250-mm-diameter YIG sphere is used, corresponding
to a phonon frequency wb/2p = 11.42 MHz and a coupling strength
gmb/2p ! 9.9 mHz. With an external drive of 0 dBm, the linear
magnon-phonon coupling can be enhanced to around 30 kHz, which
is two orders of magnitude larger than the phonon dissipation rate, kb.

Magnetostriction mediates the coupling between magnons and pho-
tons. However, to achieve coherent magnon-phonon coupling, it is fur-
ther required that the phononmode should have a relatively long lifetime.
Single-crystal YIG has a garnet structure that is known to exhibit very low
mechanical damping and therefore supports a material-limited phonon
lifetime over a millisecond (38). The supporting fiber that is glued to the
YIG sphere reduces the phonon lifetime (Fig. 2D). In our experiments,
the measured linewidth of S1,2,2 phonon mode with a 125-mm-diameter
supporting fiber is 2kb/2p = 300 Hz, which is sufficiently small for
observing coherent magnon-phonon coupling phenomena.

Figure 1E plots the schematics of our measurement setup at room
temperature ambient condition. The YIG sphere is placed inside a
three-dimensional microwave cavity (Fig. 1A). A weak probe signal is

sent into the cavity through a coaxial probe, and by sweeping its fre-
quency ws and measuring the reflection, we can infer the interaction
among photon, magnon, and phonon inside the cavity. The YIG sphere
is positioned at the maximum microwave magnetic field of the cavity
TE011 mode, which resonates at wa/2p = 7.86 GHz. By controlling the
bias magnetic field, we tune the magnon close to the resonance with the
cavity photon mode. This leads to the hybridization between magnon
and photon (31–34), which shows up in the reflection spectrum as a pair
of split normal modes (Fig. 1F). Because each of the two hybrid modes
contains magnon components, it coherently couples with the phonon
modes when the cavity is parametrically driven by a strong microwave
signal at wd.

We first study each individual hybrid mode for its coherent mag-
nomechanical coupling by applying an off-resonance microwave drive
and ignoring processes that simultaneously involve both hybrid modes.
In this case, the cavity magnomechanical system can be described by

Hmb;1 ! !gmb"b̂ # b̂
†
$" sin2qÂ#

†
Â# # cos2qÂ%

†
Â%$ "1$

where the two hybrid modes interact with the phonon mode indepen-
dently. Here, Â# ! cosqâ # sinqm̂ and Â% ! % sinqâ # cosqm̂ are
quantized boson operators for hybridized excitations constituted by
the magnon and microwave photon (â), whereq ! 1
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Fig. 1. Device schematic andmeasurement setup. (A) Schematic of the device that consists of a three-dimensional copper cavity (only bottom half
is shown) and a YIG sphere. The YIG sphere is placed near the maximum microwave magnetic field (along the y direction) of the cavity TE011 mode.
A uniform external magnetic field (H) is applied along the z direction to bias the YIG sphere for magnon-photon coupling. (B) Optical image of the
highly polished 250-mm-diameter YIG sphere that is glued to a 125-mm-diameter supporting silica fiber. The gluing area is minimized to reduce the
contact damping to the phonon mode. Scale bar, 100 mm. (C) Simulated mechanical displacement (u) of the S1,2,2 phonon mode in the YIG sphere
that has the strongest magnomechanical interaction with the uniform magnon mode. (D) An intuitive illustration of the magnomechanical coupling. Top
panel shows the uniform magnon excitation in the YIG sphere. Bottom panel illustrates how the dynamic magnetization of magnon (vertical black arrows)
causes the deformation (compression along the y direction) of the YIG sphere (and vice versa), which rotates at the magnon frequency. The color scale
represents the corresponding volumetric strain fields induced by the dynamic magnetization of magnon. In our experiments, we excite the magnon at
gigahertz frequencies and the phonon mode is actuated parametrically, that is, at the beating frequencies (megahertz) of two magnon modes. (E) Sche-
matic illustration of the measurement setup. VNA, vector network analyzer; SRC, microwave source for driving; AMP, microwave amplifier; BPF, bandpass
filter; PWR, microwave power meter; CIR, circulator; BSF, bandstop filter; DUT, device under test. (F) Black curve: Cavity reflection spectrum when magnon
is on-resonance with the cavity photon mode. The two dips represent the maximum hybridized modes Â± ! 1!!

2
p â±m̂" $. Red and blue vertical lines

indicate the applied drive and probe, respectively. The probe is swept across the hybrid mode resonance. Dsd, two-photon (probe-drive) detuning;
Dd–, drive-resonance detuning.
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2.3. Quantization of the Magnetoelastic Coupling

106 erg/cm3 [28]. Using the terms of 2.3 one can write an first expression for the magnetoe-
lastic energy
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By exchanging the direction cosines with the magnetization components and introducing
MS as saturation magnetization the final expression for magnetoelastic energy reads
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2.3. Quantization of the Magnetoelastic Coupling

The Hamiltonian describing the coupling between magnetic and mechanical degrees of free-
dom in a structure is obtained by integration of equation 2.5 over the structures volume
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Uniform Magnetization

In case of a uniform magnetization one can use a Holstein-Primakoff transformation in
order to quantize the Hamiltonian in terms of bosonic operators for the magnons [28, 17]

m̂ =

s
V

2~�MS

⇣
M̂x � iM̂y

⌘
(2.7)

where V denotes the volume of the structure and � the gyromagnetic ratio. The point of
this transformation 2.7 is that for a uniform magnetization in z-direction, Mz aligns with
M0 and Mx and My can be taken as small deviations (see fig. 2.2) and formulated in terms
of m̂ as
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Magnons can couple coherently to phonons

shows the highest coupling strength when the bias field is along the
direction of maximum displacement (Fig. 2B). Therefore, in our experi-
ments, we focus only on the S1,2,2 mode. Although a YIG sphere with a
smaller diameter is favorable for achieving larger coupling strengths
(Fig. 2B), it also results in a higher frequency for the phonon mode
(Fig. 2C), which in turn leads to lower responsivity to the parametric
drive, so a trade-off has to be made when choosing the sphere size. In
our experiments, a 250-mm-diameter YIG sphere is used, corresponding
to a phonon frequency wb/2p = 11.42 MHz and a coupling strength
gmb/2p ! 9.9 mHz. With an external drive of 0 dBm, the linear
magnon-phonon coupling can be enhanced to around 30 kHz, which
is two orders of magnitude larger than the phonon dissipation rate, kb.

Magnetostriction mediates the coupling between magnons and pho-
tons. However, to achieve coherent magnon-phonon coupling, it is fur-
ther required that the phononmode should have a relatively long lifetime.
Single-crystal YIG has a garnet structure that is known to exhibit very low
mechanical damping and therefore supports a material-limited phonon
lifetime over a millisecond (38). The supporting fiber that is glued to the
YIG sphere reduces the phonon lifetime (Fig. 2D). In our experiments,
the measured linewidth of S1,2,2 phonon mode with a 125-mm-diameter
supporting fiber is 2kb/2p = 300 Hz, which is sufficiently small for
observing coherent magnon-phonon coupling phenomena.

Figure 1E plots the schematics of our measurement setup at room
temperature ambient condition. The YIG sphere is placed inside a
three-dimensional microwave cavity (Fig. 1A). A weak probe signal is

sent into the cavity through a coaxial probe, and by sweeping its fre-
quency ws and measuring the reflection, we can infer the interaction
among photon, magnon, and phonon inside the cavity. The YIG sphere
is positioned at the maximum microwave magnetic field of the cavity
TE011 mode, which resonates at wa/2p = 7.86 GHz. By controlling the
bias magnetic field, we tune the magnon close to the resonance with the
cavity photon mode. This leads to the hybridization between magnon
and photon (31–34), which shows up in the reflection spectrum as a pair
of split normal modes (Fig. 1F). Because each of the two hybrid modes
contains magnon components, it coherently couples with the phonon
modes when the cavity is parametrically driven by a strong microwave
signal at wd.

We first study each individual hybrid mode for its coherent mag-
nomechanical coupling by applying an off-resonance microwave drive
and ignoring processes that simultaneously involve both hybrid modes.
In this case, the cavity magnomechanical system can be described by

Hmb;1 ! !gmb"b̂ # b̂
†
$" sin2qÂ#

†
Â# # cos2qÂ%

†
Â%$ "1$

where the two hybrid modes interact with the phonon mode indepen-
dently. Here, Â# ! cosqâ # sinqm̂ and Â% ! % sinqâ # cosqm̂ are
quantized boson operators for hybridized excitations constituted by
the magnon and microwave photon (â), whereq ! 1
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Fig. 1. Device schematic andmeasurement setup. (A) Schematic of the device that consists of a three-dimensional copper cavity (only bottom half
is shown) and a YIG sphere. The YIG sphere is placed near the maximum microwave magnetic field (along the y direction) of the cavity TE011 mode.
A uniform external magnetic field (H) is applied along the z direction to bias the YIG sphere for magnon-photon coupling. (B) Optical image of the
highly polished 250-mm-diameter YIG sphere that is glued to a 125-mm-diameter supporting silica fiber. The gluing area is minimized to reduce the
contact damping to the phonon mode. Scale bar, 100 mm. (C) Simulated mechanical displacement (u) of the S1,2,2 phonon mode in the YIG sphere
that has the strongest magnomechanical interaction with the uniform magnon mode. (D) An intuitive illustration of the magnomechanical coupling. Top
panel shows the uniform magnon excitation in the YIG sphere. Bottom panel illustrates how the dynamic magnetization of magnon (vertical black arrows)
causes the deformation (compression along the y direction) of the YIG sphere (and vice versa), which rotates at the magnon frequency. The color scale
represents the corresponding volumetric strain fields induced by the dynamic magnetization of magnon. In our experiments, we excite the magnon at
gigahertz frequencies and the phonon mode is actuated parametrically, that is, at the beating frequencies (megahertz) of two magnon modes. (E) Sche-
matic illustration of the measurement setup. VNA, vector network analyzer; SRC, microwave source for driving; AMP, microwave amplifier; BPF, bandpass
filter; PWR, microwave power meter; CIR, circulator; BSF, bandstop filter; DUT, device under test. (F) Black curve: Cavity reflection spectrum when magnon
is on-resonance with the cavity photon mode. The two dips represent the maximum hybridized modes Â± ! 1!!

2
p â±m̂" $. Red and blue vertical lines

indicate the applied drive and probe, respectively. The probe is swept across the hybrid mode resonance. Dsd, two-photon (probe-drive) detuning;
Dd–, drive-resonance detuning.
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106 erg/cm3 [28]. Using the terms of 2.3 one can write an first expression for the magnetoe-
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By exchanging the direction cosines with the magnetization components and introducing
MS as saturation magnetization the final expression for magnetoelastic energy reads
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2.3. Quantization of the Magnetoelastic Coupling

The Hamiltonian describing the coupling between magnetic and mechanical degrees of free-
dom in a structure is obtained by integration of equation 2.5 over the structures volume
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Uniform Magnetization

In case of a uniform magnetization one can use a Holstein-Primakoff transformation in
order to quantize the Hamiltonian in terms of bosonic operators for the magnons [28, 17]

m̂ =
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2~�MS

⇣
M̂x � iM̂y

⌘
(2.7)

where V denotes the volume of the structure and � the gyromagnetic ratio. The point of
this transformation 2.7 is that for a uniform magnetization in z-direction, Mz aligns with
M0 and Mx and My can be taken as small deviations (see fig. 2.2) and formulated in terms
of m̂ as
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2. Magnetoelasticity

for the uniform magnetization, as well as the term with m̂
†
m̂ which denotes parametric

coupling where a phonon is shifting the frequency of a magnon. A third process which is
new in the formulation for the magnetic texture is the term proportional to m̂m̂ describing
a two-magnon process where a phonon can be destroyed to create two identical magnons.
In order to capture the whole coupling strength of all three processes one has to three new
coupling constants
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leading to the final expression for the quantized magnetoelastic Hamiltonian
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Figure 2.3.: Different processes contained in the coupling Hamiltonians pictured as Feyn-
man graph-like images.
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Magnons can couple to phonons

shows the highest coupling strength when the bias field is along the
direction of maximum displacement (Fig. 2B). Therefore, in our experi-
ments, we focus only on the S1,2,2 mode. Although a YIG sphere with a
smaller diameter is favorable for achieving larger coupling strengths
(Fig. 2B), it also results in a higher frequency for the phonon mode
(Fig. 2C), which in turn leads to lower responsivity to the parametric
drive, so a trade-off has to be made when choosing the sphere size. In
our experiments, a 250-mm-diameter YIG sphere is used, corresponding
to a phonon frequency wb/2p = 11.42 MHz and a coupling strength
gmb/2p ! 9.9 mHz. With an external drive of 0 dBm, the linear
magnon-phonon coupling can be enhanced to around 30 kHz, which
is two orders of magnitude larger than the phonon dissipation rate, kb.

Magnetostriction mediates the coupling between magnons and pho-
tons. However, to achieve coherent magnon-phonon coupling, it is fur-
ther required that the phononmode should have a relatively long lifetime.
Single-crystal YIG has a garnet structure that is known to exhibit very low
mechanical damping and therefore supports a material-limited phonon
lifetime over a millisecond (38). The supporting fiber that is glued to the
YIG sphere reduces the phonon lifetime (Fig. 2D). In our experiments,
the measured linewidth of S1,2,2 phonon mode with a 125-mm-diameter
supporting fiber is 2kb/2p = 300 Hz, which is sufficiently small for
observing coherent magnon-phonon coupling phenomena.

Figure 1E plots the schematics of our measurement setup at room
temperature ambient condition. The YIG sphere is placed inside a
three-dimensional microwave cavity (Fig. 1A). A weak probe signal is

sent into the cavity through a coaxial probe, and by sweeping its fre-
quency ws and measuring the reflection, we can infer the interaction
among photon, magnon, and phonon inside the cavity. The YIG sphere
is positioned at the maximum microwave magnetic field of the cavity
TE011 mode, which resonates at wa/2p = 7.86 GHz. By controlling the
bias magnetic field, we tune the magnon close to the resonance with the
cavity photon mode. This leads to the hybridization between magnon
and photon (31–34), which shows up in the reflection spectrum as a pair
of split normal modes (Fig. 1F). Because each of the two hybrid modes
contains magnon components, it coherently couples with the phonon
modes when the cavity is parametrically driven by a strong microwave
signal at wd.

We first study each individual hybrid mode for its coherent mag-
nomechanical coupling by applying an off-resonance microwave drive
and ignoring processes that simultaneously involve both hybrid modes.
In this case, the cavity magnomechanical system can be described by

Hmb;1 ! !gmb"b̂ # b̂
†
$" sin2qÂ#

†
Â# # cos2qÂ%

†
Â%$ "1$

where the two hybrid modes interact with the phonon mode indepen-
dently. Here, Â# ! cosqâ # sinqm̂ and Â% ! % sinqâ # cosqm̂ are
quantized boson operators for hybridized excitations constituted by
the magnon and microwave photon (â), whereq ! 1
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Fig. 1. Device schematic andmeasurement setup. (A) Schematic of the device that consists of a three-dimensional copper cavity (only bottom half
is shown) and a YIG sphere. The YIG sphere is placed near the maximum microwave magnetic field (along the y direction) of the cavity TE011 mode.
A uniform external magnetic field (H) is applied along the z direction to bias the YIG sphere for magnon-photon coupling. (B) Optical image of the
highly polished 250-mm-diameter YIG sphere that is glued to a 125-mm-diameter supporting silica fiber. The gluing area is minimized to reduce the
contact damping to the phonon mode. Scale bar, 100 mm. (C) Simulated mechanical displacement (u) of the S1,2,2 phonon mode in the YIG sphere
that has the strongest magnomechanical interaction with the uniform magnon mode. (D) An intuitive illustration of the magnomechanical coupling. Top
panel shows the uniform magnon excitation in the YIG sphere. Bottom panel illustrates how the dynamic magnetization of magnon (vertical black arrows)
causes the deformation (compression along the y direction) of the YIG sphere (and vice versa), which rotates at the magnon frequency. The color scale
represents the corresponding volumetric strain fields induced by the dynamic magnetization of magnon. In our experiments, we excite the magnon at
gigahertz frequencies and the phonon mode is actuated parametrically, that is, at the beating frequencies (megahertz) of two magnon modes. (E) Sche-
matic illustration of the measurement setup. VNA, vector network analyzer; SRC, microwave source for driving; AMP, microwave amplifier; BPF, bandpass
filter; PWR, microwave power meter; CIR, circulator; BSF, bandstop filter; DUT, device under test. (F) Black curve: Cavity reflection spectrum when magnon
is on-resonance with the cavity photon mode. The two dips represent the maximum hybridized modes Â± ! 1!!

2
p â±m̂" $. Red and blue vertical lines

indicate the applied drive and probe, respectively. The probe is swept across the hybrid mode resonance. Dsd, two-photon (probe-drive) detuning;
Dd–, drive-resonance detuning.
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2.3. Quantization of the Magnetoelastic Coupling

106 erg/cm3 [28]. Using the terms of 2.3 one can write an first expression for the magnetoe-
lastic energy
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By exchanging the direction cosines with the magnetization components and introducing
MS as saturation magnetization the final expression for magnetoelastic energy reads
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2.3. Quantization of the Magnetoelastic Coupling

The Hamiltonian describing the coupling between magnetic and mechanical degrees of free-
dom in a structure is obtained by integration of equation 2.5 over the structures volume
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Uniform Magnetization

In case of a uniform magnetization one can use a Holstein-Primakoff transformation in
order to quantize the Hamiltonian in terms of bosonic operators for the magnons [28, 17]
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(2.7)

where V denotes the volume of the structure and � the gyromagnetic ratio. The point of
this transformation 2.7 is that for a uniform magnetization in z-direction, Mz aligns with
M0 and Mx and My can be taken as small deviations (see fig. 2.2) and formulated in terms
of m̂ as
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for the uniform magnetization, as well as the term with m̂
†
m̂ which denotes parametric

coupling where a phonon is shifting the frequency of a magnon. A third process which is
new in the formulation for the magnetic texture is the term proportional to m̂m̂ describing
a two-magnon process where a phonon can be destroyed to create two identical magnons.
In order to capture the whole coupling strength of all three processes one has to three new
coupling constants
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leading to the final expression for the quantized magnetoelastic Hamiltonian
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Figure 2.3.: Different processes contained in the coupling Hamiltonians pictured as Feyn-
man graph-like images.
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FIG. 1. Considered setup. (a) A single mode of a microwave
cavity (â) couples linearly to the magnetic excitations (m̂) of a
magnetic material loaded in the cavity. The later are coupled
parametrically to the mechanical vibrations of the material
(b̂). (b) Schematic of a possible experimental implementation:
the microwave mode couples to the uniform magnon mode
which in turn is coupled to the vibrations of the material. The
cavity can be externally pumped via a port P . Our scheme
consists of pumping the microwave mode and measuring noise
correlations via the port P , which carry information about the
bath temperature T .

(magnons) of a magnetic material via a linear interac-
tion. The magnons in turn interact with a vibrational
mode of the material via the magnetostrictive interac-
tion [32]. To describe the cryogenic environment in which
these experiments are carried out, we assume that each
mode interacts with a corresponding heat bath and that
all the baths are at the same temperature T . The aim is
then to measure the temperature of the phonon heat bath
by pumping and measuring the output noise fluctuations
of the MW cavity.

II. MODEL

We consider the hybrid cavity microwave-magnon-
phonon system depicted in Fig. 1, which we describe in
terms of three coupled bosonic modes, denoted by â (cav-
ity microwave mode), m̂ (magnon mode) and b̂ (phonon
mode), with frequencies !a, !m and !b respectively. We
assume that the MW and magnon modes interact via a
linear coupling Hamiltonian while the magnons and the
mechanical vibrations are coupled via a parametric type
Hamiltonian (see Fig. 1a), such that the total Hamilto-
nian describing the system dynamics reads

Ĥ0 = ~!aâ
†
â + ~!bb̂

†
b̂ + ~!mm̂

†
m̂

+ ~gam(â + â
†)(m̂ + m̂

†) + ~gmbm̂
†
m̂(b̂ + b̂

†).
(1)

Here, the MW-magnon coupling strength is indicated
by gam while the magnon-phonon coupling strength is
gmb. The Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), describes a general
microwave-magnon-phonon system. This model applies
directly to current experimental setups in which the MW
mode strongly couples with the uniform magnetization
mode (Kittel mode) of a ferromagnetic yttrium-iron gar-
net (YIG) sphere [29–32]. The resonant MW-magnon

coupling is usually realized by tuning the frequency of
the Kittel mode by an applied external DC magnetic
field (35 to 350 mT), with frequencies ranging between
1 to 10 GHz. Magnetoelastic e↵ects are responsible for
the coupling between magnons and phonons correspond-
ing to the collective mechanical breathing modes of the
YIG sphere, usually in the MHz range due to the relative
large size of the sphere (currently in the 100 µm radius
range). For this standard experimental setup, the cou-
pling strengths are gam ⇠ 10 MHz and gmb ⇠ 10 mHz
[32]. In general, this model can describe more complex
structures and/or modes, with coupling parameters mod-
ified accordingly.

The MW cavity is assumed to be coupled to a single
external port, labeled P , which is coherently driven such
that the total Hamiltonian of the system is

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥdrive, (2)

where Ĥdrive = i~✏d
p

P(âe
i!dt � â

†
e
�i!dt), with P the

coupling rate to the port and !d the driving frequency.
The protocol that follows can be also implemented in
multiple port setups via cross-correlation measures, al-
though the single port approach has some experimental
advantages. Namely, to avoid errors, the coupling rate
to both ports must be matched exactly, which can be
di�cult to implement with two or more ports.

Employing standard quantum optics procedures, we
obtain the linearized Hamiltonian for the fluctuations
�Â = Â � hÂi around the steady state value hÂi of the
fields Â = â, m̂, b̂ (see Appendix A). We further assume
that gam � gmb and that the photon and magnon modes
are resonant. In the frame rotating at the drive fre-
quency, and considering the rotating wave approximation
for the magnon-photon coupling, the linearized Hamilto-
nian reads

ĤLin = �~�a�â
†
�â + ~!b�b̂

†
�b̂ � ~�̃m�m̂

†
�m̂

+ ~gam(�â�m̂
† + �â

†
�m̂)

+ ~(Gmb�m̂
† + G

⇤
mb�m̂)(�b̂ + �b̂

†),

(3)

where �a = !d�!a and �̃m = !d�!m�2~gmbRe[hb̂i] de-
note the detuning of the drive with respect to the bare mi-
crowave cavity and the phonon-shifted magnon frequen-
cies respectively (see Appendix A). Since the magnon-
phonon coupling is the lowest rate in the system, in
the following we do not consider the frequency shift
�2~gmbRe[hb̂i]. The e↵ective magnon-phonon coupling
is defined as Gmb = gmbhm̂i and is therefore enhanced
from its bare value gmb by the average number of steady
state magnons, driven via the coupling to the MW mode.

From the Hamiltonian, we derive the quantum
Langevin equations of motion for the frequency domain
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FIG. 1. Considered setup. (a) A single mode of a microwave
cavity (â) couples linearly to the magnetic excitations (m̂) of a
magnetic material loaded in the cavity. The later are coupled
parametrically to the mechanical vibrations of the material
(b̂). (b) Schematic of a possible experimental implementation:
the microwave mode couples to the uniform magnon mode
which in turn is coupled to the vibrations of the material. The
cavity can be externally pumped via a port P . Our scheme
consists of pumping the microwave mode and measuring noise
correlations via the port P , which carry information about the
bath temperature T .

(magnons) of a magnetic material via a linear interac-
tion. The magnons in turn interact with a vibrational
mode of the material via the magnetostrictive interac-
tion [32]. To describe the cryogenic environment in which
these experiments are carried out, we assume that each
mode interacts with a corresponding heat bath and that
all the baths are at the same temperature T . The aim is
then to measure the temperature of the phonon heat bath
by pumping and measuring the output noise fluctuations
of the MW cavity.

II. MODEL

We consider the hybrid cavity microwave-magnon-
phonon system depicted in Fig. 1, which we describe in
terms of three coupled bosonic modes, denoted by â (cav-
ity microwave mode), m̂ (magnon mode) and b̂ (phonon
mode), with frequencies !a, !m and !b respectively. We
assume that the MW and magnon modes interact via a
linear coupling Hamiltonian while the magnons and the
mechanical vibrations are coupled via a parametric type
Hamiltonian (see Fig. 1a), such that the total Hamilto-
nian describing the system dynamics reads

Ĥ0 = ~!aâ
†
â + ~!bb̂

†
b̂ + ~!mm̂

†
m̂

+ ~gam(â + â
†)(m̂ + m̂

†) + ~gmbm̂
†
m̂(b̂ + b̂

†).
(1)

Here, the MW-magnon coupling strength is indicated
by gam while the magnon-phonon coupling strength is
gmb. The Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), describes a general
microwave-magnon-phonon system. This model applies
directly to current experimental setups in which the MW
mode strongly couples with the uniform magnetization
mode (Kittel mode) of a ferromagnetic yttrium-iron gar-
net (YIG) sphere [29–32]. The resonant MW-magnon

coupling is usually realized by tuning the frequency of
the Kittel mode by an applied external DC magnetic
field (35 to 350 mT), with frequencies ranging between
1 to 10 GHz. Magnetoelastic e↵ects are responsible for
the coupling between magnons and phonons correspond-
ing to the collective mechanical breathing modes of the
YIG sphere, usually in the MHz range due to the relative
large size of the sphere (currently in the 100 µm radius
range). For this standard experimental setup, the cou-
pling strengths are gam ⇠ 10 MHz and gmb ⇠ 10 mHz
[32]. In general, this model can describe more complex
structures and/or modes, with coupling parameters mod-
ified accordingly.

The MW cavity is assumed to be coupled to a single
external port, labeled P , which is coherently driven such
that the total Hamiltonian of the system is

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥdrive, (2)

where Ĥdrive = i~✏d
p

P(âe
i!dt � â

†
e
�i!dt), with P the

coupling rate to the port and !d the driving frequency.
The protocol that follows can be also implemented in
multiple port setups via cross-correlation measures, al-
though the single port approach has some experimental
advantages. Namely, to avoid errors, the coupling rate
to both ports must be matched exactly, which can be
di�cult to implement with two or more ports.

Employing standard quantum optics procedures, we
obtain the linearized Hamiltonian for the fluctuations
�Â = Â � hÂi around the steady state value hÂi of the
fields Â = â, m̂, b̂ (see Appendix A). We further assume
that gam � gmb and that the photon and magnon modes
are resonant. In the frame rotating at the drive fre-
quency, and considering the rotating wave approximation
for the magnon-photon coupling, the linearized Hamilto-
nian reads

ĤLin = �~�a�â
†
�â + ~!b�b̂

†
�b̂ � ~�̃m�m̂

†
�m̂

+ ~gam(�â�m̂
† + �â
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+ ~(Gmb�m̂
† + G

⇤
mb�m̂)(�b̂ + �b̂

†),

(3)

where �a = !d�!a and �̃m = !d�!m�2~gmbRe[hb̂i] de-
note the detuning of the drive with respect to the bare mi-
crowave cavity and the phonon-shifted magnon frequen-
cies respectively (see Appendix A). Since the magnon-
phonon coupling is the lowest rate in the system, in
the following we do not consider the frequency shift
�2~gmbRe[hb̂i]. The e↵ective magnon-phonon coupling
is defined as Gmb = gmbhm̂i and is therefore enhanced
from its bare value gmb by the average number of steady
state magnons, driven via the coupling to the MW mode.

From the Hamiltonian, we derive the quantum
Langevin equations of motion for the frequency domain

• Thermal vibrations imprinted on the magnetization 

• Drive the MW at resonance and measure noise correlations
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FIG. 1. Considered setup. (a) A single mode of a microwave
cavity (â) couples linearly to the magnetic excitations (m̂) of a
magnetic material loaded in the cavity. The later are coupled
parametrically to the mechanical vibrations of the material
(b̂). (b) Schematic of a possible experimental implementation:
the microwave mode couples to the uniform magnon mode
which in turn is coupled to the vibrations of the material. The
cavity can be externally pumped via a port P . Our scheme
consists of pumping the microwave mode and measuring noise
correlations via the port P , which carry information about the
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(magnons) of a magnetic material via a linear interac-
tion. The magnons in turn interact with a vibrational
mode of the material via the magnetostrictive interac-
tion [32]. To describe the cryogenic environment in which
these experiments are carried out, we assume that each
mode interacts with a corresponding heat bath and that
all the baths are at the same temperature T . The aim is
then to measure the temperature of the phonon heat bath
by pumping and measuring the output noise fluctuations
of the MW cavity.

II. MODEL

We consider the hybrid cavity microwave-magnon-
phonon system depicted in Fig. 1, which we describe in
terms of three coupled bosonic modes, denoted by â (cav-
ity microwave mode), m̂ (magnon mode) and b̂ (phonon
mode), with frequencies !a, !m and !b respectively. We
assume that the MW and magnon modes interact via a
linear coupling Hamiltonian while the magnons and the
mechanical vibrations are coupled via a parametric type
Hamiltonian (see Fig. 1a), such that the total Hamilto-
nian describing the system dynamics reads

Ĥ0 = ~!aâ
†
â + ~!bb̂

†
b̂ + ~!mm̂

†
m̂

+ ~gam(â + â
†)(m̂ + m̂

†) + ~gmbm̂
†
m̂(b̂ + b̂

†).
(1)

Here, the MW-magnon coupling strength is indicated
by gam while the magnon-phonon coupling strength is
gmb. The Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), describes a general
microwave-magnon-phonon system. This model applies
directly to current experimental setups in which the MW
mode strongly couples with the uniform magnetization
mode (Kittel mode) of a ferromagnetic yttrium-iron gar-
net (YIG) sphere [29–32]. The resonant MW-magnon

coupling is usually realized by tuning the frequency of
the Kittel mode by an applied external DC magnetic
field (35 to 350 mT), with frequencies ranging between
1 to 10 GHz. Magnetoelastic e↵ects are responsible for
the coupling between magnons and phonons correspond-
ing to the collective mechanical breathing modes of the
YIG sphere, usually in the MHz range due to the relative
large size of the sphere (currently in the 100 µm radius
range). For this standard experimental setup, the cou-
pling strengths are gam ⇠ 10 MHz and gmb ⇠ 10 mHz
[32]. In general, this model can describe more complex
structures and/or modes, with coupling parameters mod-
ified accordingly.

The MW cavity is assumed to be coupled to a single
external port, labeled P , which is coherently driven such
that the total Hamiltonian of the system is

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥdrive, (2)

where Ĥdrive = i~✏d
p

P(âe
i!dt � â

†
e
�i!dt), with P the

coupling rate to the port and !d the driving frequency.
The protocol that follows can be also implemented in
multiple port setups via cross-correlation measures, al-
though the single port approach has some experimental
advantages. Namely, to avoid errors, the coupling rate
to both ports must be matched exactly, which can be
di�cult to implement with two or more ports.

Employing standard quantum optics procedures, we
obtain the linearized Hamiltonian for the fluctuations
�Â = Â � hÂi around the steady state value hÂi of the
fields Â = â, m̂, b̂ (see Appendix A). We further assume
that gam � gmb and that the photon and magnon modes
are resonant. In the frame rotating at the drive fre-
quency, and considering the rotating wave approximation
for the magnon-photon coupling, the linearized Hamilto-
nian reads

ĤLin = �~�a�â
†
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(3)

where �a = !d�!a and �̃m = !d�!m�2~gmbRe[hb̂i] de-
note the detuning of the drive with respect to the bare mi-
crowave cavity and the phonon-shifted magnon frequen-
cies respectively (see Appendix A). Since the magnon-
phonon coupling is the lowest rate in the system, in
the following we do not consider the frequency shift
�2~gmbRe[hb̂i]. The e↵ective magnon-phonon coupling
is defined as Gmb = gmbhm̂i and is therefore enhanced
from its bare value gmb by the average number of steady
state magnons, driven via the coupling to the MW mode.

From the Hamiltonian, we derive the quantum
Langevin equations of motion for the frequency domain
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(magnons) of a magnetic material via a linear interac-
tion. The magnons in turn interact with a vibrational
mode of the material via the magnetostrictive interac-
tion [32]. To describe the cryogenic environment in which
these experiments are carried out, we assume that each
mode interacts with a corresponding heat bath and that
all the baths are at the same temperature T . The aim is
then to measure the temperature of the phonon heat bath
by pumping and measuring the output noise fluctuations
of the MW cavity.

II. MODEL

We consider the hybrid cavity microwave-magnon-
phonon system depicted in Fig. 1, which we describe in
terms of three coupled bosonic modes, denoted by â (cav-
ity microwave mode), m̂ (magnon mode) and b̂ (phonon
mode), with frequencies !a, !m and !b respectively. We
assume that the MW and magnon modes interact via a
linear coupling Hamiltonian while the magnons and the
mechanical vibrations are coupled via a parametric type
Hamiltonian (see Fig. 1a), such that the total Hamilto-
nian describing the system dynamics reads

Ĥ0 = ~!aâ
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+ ~gam(â + â
†)(m̂ + m̂

†) + ~gmbm̂
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†).
(1)

Here, the MW-magnon coupling strength is indicated
by gam while the magnon-phonon coupling strength is
gmb. The Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), describes a general
microwave-magnon-phonon system. This model applies
directly to current experimental setups in which the MW
mode strongly couples with the uniform magnetization
mode (Kittel mode) of a ferromagnetic yttrium-iron gar-
net (YIG) sphere [29–32]. The resonant MW-magnon

coupling is usually realized by tuning the frequency of
the Kittel mode by an applied external DC magnetic
field (35 to 350 mT), with frequencies ranging between
1 to 10 GHz. Magnetoelastic e↵ects are responsible for
the coupling between magnons and phonons correspond-
ing to the collective mechanical breathing modes of the
YIG sphere, usually in the MHz range due to the relative
large size of the sphere (currently in the 100 µm radius
range). For this standard experimental setup, the cou-
pling strengths are gam ⇠ 10 MHz and gmb ⇠ 10 mHz
[32]. In general, this model can describe more complex
structures and/or modes, with coupling parameters mod-
ified accordingly.

The MW cavity is assumed to be coupled to a single
external port, labeled P , which is coherently driven such
that the total Hamiltonian of the system is

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥdrive, (2)

where Ĥdrive = i~✏d
p

P(âe
i!dt � â

†
e
�i!dt), with P the

coupling rate to the port and !d the driving frequency.
The protocol that follows can be also implemented in
multiple port setups via cross-correlation measures, al-
though the single port approach has some experimental
advantages. Namely, to avoid errors, the coupling rate
to both ports must be matched exactly, which can be
di�cult to implement with two or more ports.

Employing standard quantum optics procedures, we
obtain the linearized Hamiltonian for the fluctuations
�Â = Â � hÂi around the steady state value hÂi of the
fields Â = â, m̂, b̂ (see Appendix A). We further assume
that gam � gmb and that the photon and magnon modes
are resonant. In the frame rotating at the drive fre-
quency, and considering the rotating wave approximation
for the magnon-photon coupling, the linearized Hamilto-
nian reads
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where �a = !d�!a and �̃m = !d�!m�2~gmbRe[hb̂i] de-
note the detuning of the drive with respect to the bare mi-
crowave cavity and the phonon-shifted magnon frequen-
cies respectively (see Appendix A). Since the magnon-
phonon coupling is the lowest rate in the system, in
the following we do not consider the frequency shift
�2~gmbRe[hb̂i]. The e↵ective magnon-phonon coupling
is defined as Gmb = gmbhm̂i and is therefore enhanced
from its bare value gmb by the average number of steady
state magnons, driven via the coupling to the MW mode.

From the Hamiltonian, we derive the quantum
Langevin equations of motion for the frequency domain
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where the coe�cients fa[!] and fm[!] have been defined
in Appendix B and we have adopted the short hand no-
tation for the total MW input noise ⇠̂ =

p
P⇠̂P.

Using these and Eq. (8) we can construct a generic
quadrature of the output field �âout parameterized by ✓,
as

X̂�âout,✓[!] = cos (✓)X̂�âout [!] + sin (✓)Ŷ�âout [!], (10)

such that the symmetrized correlation spectrum can be
calculated as

S✓,✓0 [!] =
1

4

Z 1

�1
d!

0h{X̂�âout,✓[!], X̂�âout,✓
0 [!0]}i. (11)

The reflected signal can be demodulated using an
IQ-mixer allowing the simultaneous measurement of
�X̂�âout [!] and �Ŷ�âout [!]. Importantly, these two
quadratures are su�cient to construct a measurable cor-
relation function containing the phonon noise contribu-
tion. This is in contrast to the heterodyne measure-
ment technique used in Ref. [19]. Instead, here, the low-
frequency microwave signal allows the direct demodula-
tion, simplifying measurement when compared to high-
frequency optical measurements. The two quadratures
can then be directly captured using a data acquisition
system, following demodulation, without any additional
post-processing.

The phonon’s noise contribution is included in the
correlation spectrum via the component proportional to
h{Ŷ�â[!], Ŷ�â[!0]}i and the temperature of the phonon
mode can be determined by considering the ratio of two
conveniently chosen correlation spectra: one containing
the above mentioned term and the other one a reference.
For the former we notice that the phase-phase autocorre-
lation spectrum S⇡

2 ,
⇡
2
[!], in the resolved sideband regime

!a,b,m � , �m,b, is given explicitly by

S⇡
2 ,

⇡
2
[!] = f⇡

2 ,
⇡
2
[!]|(�b[!] � �

⇤
b[�!])|2⇥

�bcoth

✓
~!

2kBT

◆
,

(12)

while the reference term is the amplitude-phase correla-
tion spectrum S0,

⇡
2
[!] given by

S0,
⇡
2
[!] = if0,

⇡
2
[!](�b[!] � �

⇤
b[�!])(2nth + 1). (13)

The frequency dependent coe�cients f0,
⇡
2
[!] and f⇡

2 ,
⇡
2
[!]

contain information about the relevant coupling rates, as
well as the photon and magnon susceptibilities. More-
over, at temperatures T ⌧ ~!a,m/kB, nth = 0 and
Eq. (13) is temperature independent.

Figure 2 shows a calculated phase-phase autocorrela-
tion spectrum (a) and an amplitude-phase correlation (b)
as functions of the frequency. The maximum value of the
phase-phase autocorrelation S⇡

2 ,
⇡
2
[!] increases with the

bath temperature T and, similar to what was reported in
Ref. [19], can be used as a thermometric measurement.

At low magnon and photon thermal occupancy, the
terms related to photon and magnon shot noise in the

function f⇡
2 ,

⇡
2
[!] can be ignored, and the phonon noise is

the main component of the phase-phase autocorrelation
(12). In this limit we have

Re{S⇡
2 ,

⇡
2
[!]}

Im{S0,
⇡
2
[!]} =

4coth
⇣

~!

2kBT

⌘

2nth + 1
, (14)

where the constant background contribution from
Re{S⇡

2 ,
⇡
2
[!]} has been subtracted. This expression de-

termines the temperature of the phonon mode via the
measured correlation spectra and is independent of ex-
perimental parameters, such as coupling strengths and
decay rates. We also note that the inclusion of all terms
contained within f⇡

2 ,
⇡
2
[!] (see Eq. (12)) is consistent with

Eq. (14) within 0.1 mK for typical experimental param-
eters; see Appendix C for details.

Figure 3 depicts the thermometric relation Eq. (14) as
a function of the phonon e↵ective temperature, Fig. 3a,
and for several values of the MW mode frequency, Fig. 3b.
Although the relation defined in Eq. (14) is unique for
all temperatures, for T > ~!a,m/kB the function is rel-
atively flat. Therefore, the thermometric measurement
will be most accurate at low-temperatures when the ther-
mal photon/magnon occupation is less than one.

It should be noted that heating due to photon absorp-
tion limits the e↵ective lower temperature range of opti-
cal quantum-correlation thermometry to approximately
10 K [19–22]. Therefore, the use of microwave pho-
tons, which cause minimal heating of the mechanical el-
ement due to their low energy allows this protocol to
e↵ectively be used at dilution temperatures below ⇠500
mK. Also, although a purely optomechanical quantum-
correlation thermometry setup is possible within the mi-
crowave regime, it would su↵er from similar loss of sensi-
tivity at moderate temperatures due to the finite thermal
occupation of the photon mode.

A. Finite detuning e↵ects and measurement
considerations

We now address the e↵ects of non-zero detuning of
the MW drive in the proposed thermometric measure-
ment. The thermometric relation Eq. (14) was derived
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for !d = !a (see Sec. 3). Finite values of the detun-
ing introduce spurious e↵ects. This is depicted in Fig. 4,
which shows the thermometric relation for di↵erent de-
tunings. Experimentally these e↵ects can be minimized
by carefully varying the detuning and monitoring the
real component of the amplitude-phase cross-correlation
spectra. The peak-to-peak height of S0,⇡/2[!] directly
depends on the value of the detuning. Therefore, min-
imizing the peak-to-peak height of the amplitude-phase
cross-correlation spectra will minimize the thermometric
relation error, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.

For the considered strong magnon-photon coupling, a
drive tone tuned to �a = 0 is far o↵-resonance. This is
a consequence of the hybridization of the microwave and
magnon modes forming two normal modes separated by
2gam, as depicted in Fig. 5. This leads to the wrong
conclusion that it would be preferable to drive on res-
onance with the hybrid mode to allow an enhancement
of the magnon-phonon coupling rate. Nevertheless, as
discussed above, the thermometric relation in Eq. (14) is
precise for �a = 0. However, the signal-to-noise ratio can
be improved by carefully tuning the magnon-photon cou-
pling rate to match the frequency of the phonon mode,
i.e. gam = !b. The coupling gam depends on an over-
lap between the cavity mode and the magnetic element,
and the aforementioned condition can be achieved by
carefully positioning the magnetic element in the cav-
ity [43, 51]. When this condition is satisfied, by pumping
the cavity on resonance, one also pumps the mechanical
sidebands of the hybrid modes as described in Fig. 6. The
two sidebands constructively interfere producing an en-
hanced signal strength for the noise spectra, as shown in
Fig. 5b. Deviations from this ideal condition are shown
in Appendix E.

Finally, accurate thermometry requires that the
phonon mode is not a↵ected by the microwave drive.
This information is carried by the phonon self-energy
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FIG. 3. a) Thermometric relationship as a function of bath
temperature. The solid line represents the simplified analyt-
ical expression in Eq. (14), and the solid circles are numeri-
cally simulated values including all noise contributions within
the phase-phase correlation function. For this curve !b = 10
MHz and !a = !m = 10 GHz. b) Thermometry relation-
ship for di↵erent values of the microwave resonance frequency:
!m = 10, 25, 50 GHz. In both plots ! = !b, corresponding to
the peak of Re{S⇡

2 ,⇡2
[!]} and Im{S0,⇡2

[!]}.

term (see Appendix D) ⌃[!] [52], given by

⌃[!] = i|Gmb|2(⌅[!] � ⌅⇤[�!]), (15)

where ⌅[!] = [��1
m [!] + g

2
am�a[!]]. In the weak magnon-

phonon coupling limit, the mechanical frequency is
shifted by �!b = � Re ⌃[!] and the interaction induces
an additional damping rate �b = 2 Im⌃[!] which we re-
fer to as the magnomechanical decay rate:

!̃b = !b + �!b,

�̃b = �b + �b.
(16)

Fig. 7 shows the the frequency shift �!b and the mag-
nomechanical decay rate rate �b of the phonon mode for
the case of gam = !b. For � = 0 it can be seen that both
�!b and �b are zero.

We can further consider the e↵ect of the magnome-
chanical interaction for finite detunings, �a 6= 0. As
can be seen in Fig. 7 driving on the red(blue)-sideband,
i.e. �a = n!b, where n is an integer, results in a posi-
tive (negative) additional damping rate, e↵ectively cool-
ing (heating) the mechanical mode. This e↵ect is maxi-
mized for the first sideband and subsequent higher-order
sidebands have a reduced additional damping rate. Ad-
ditionally, we notice a shift in the mechanical resonance
frequency as a result of the magnomechanical interaction.
This frequency shift is analogous to the optical spring
e↵ect in optomechanics [15], and we refer to it as the
magnonic spring e↵ect. The features depicted in Fig. 7
are highly dependent on the ratio gam/!b, as a result
of the interplay between the mechanical sidebands and
the hybridization of the photon-magnon modes. Here
we have plotted these expressions for the experimentally
relevant case gam/!b = 1; additional plots are shown in
Appendix E.

Finally, we point out that a colored-noise model, sim-
ilar to the one used for the phonon mode, could also
be adopted for the magnon mode. This would intro-
duce detrimental e↵ects for the thermometric relation,
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FIG. 1. Considered setup. (a) A single mode of a microwave
cavity (â) couples linearly to the magnetic excitations (m̂) of a
magnetic material loaded in the cavity. The later are coupled
parametrically to the mechanical vibrations of the material
(b̂). (b) Schematic of a possible experimental implementation:
the microwave mode couples to the uniform magnon mode
which in turn is coupled to the vibrations of the material. The
cavity can be externally pumped via a port P . Our scheme
consists of pumping the microwave mode and measuring noise
correlations via the port P , which carry information about the
bath temperature T .

(magnons) of a magnetic material via a linear interac-
tion. The magnons in turn interact with a vibrational
mode of the material via the magnetostrictive interac-
tion [32]. To describe the cryogenic environment in which
these experiments are carried out, we assume that each
mode interacts with a corresponding heat bath and that
all the baths are at the same temperature T . The aim is
then to measure the temperature of the phonon heat bath
by pumping and measuring the output noise fluctuations
of the MW cavity.

II. MODEL

We consider the hybrid cavity microwave-magnon-
phonon system depicted in Fig. 1, which we describe in
terms of three coupled bosonic modes, denoted by â (cav-
ity microwave mode), m̂ (magnon mode) and b̂ (phonon
mode), with frequencies !a, !m and !b respectively. We
assume that the MW and magnon modes interact via a
linear coupling Hamiltonian while the magnons and the
mechanical vibrations are coupled via a parametric type
Hamiltonian (see Fig. 1a), such that the total Hamilto-
nian describing the system dynamics reads

Ĥ0 = ~!aâ
†
â + ~!bb̂

†
b̂ + ~!mm̂

†
m̂

+ ~gam(â + â
†)(m̂ + m̂

†) + ~gmbm̂
†
m̂(b̂ + b̂

†).
(1)

Here, the MW-magnon coupling strength is indicated
by gam while the magnon-phonon coupling strength is
gmb. The Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), describes a general
microwave-magnon-phonon system. This model applies
directly to current experimental setups in which the MW
mode strongly couples with the uniform magnetization
mode (Kittel mode) of a ferromagnetic yttrium-iron gar-
net (YIG) sphere [29–32]. The resonant MW-magnon

coupling is usually realized by tuning the frequency of
the Kittel mode by an applied external DC magnetic
field (35 to 350 mT), with frequencies ranging between
1 to 10 GHz. Magnetoelastic e↵ects are responsible for
the coupling between magnons and phonons correspond-
ing to the collective mechanical breathing modes of the
YIG sphere, usually in the MHz range due to the relative
large size of the sphere (currently in the 100 µm radius
range). For this standard experimental setup, the cou-
pling strengths are gam ⇠ 10 MHz and gmb ⇠ 10 mHz
[32]. In general, this model can describe more complex
structures and/or modes, with coupling parameters mod-
ified accordingly.

The MW cavity is assumed to be coupled to a single
external port, labeled P , which is coherently driven such
that the total Hamiltonian of the system is

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥdrive, (2)

where Ĥdrive = i~✏d
p

P(âe
i!dt � â

†
e
�i!dt), with P the

coupling rate to the port and !d the driving frequency.
The protocol that follows can be also implemented in
multiple port setups via cross-correlation measures, al-
though the single port approach has some experimental
advantages. Namely, to avoid errors, the coupling rate
to both ports must be matched exactly, which can be
di�cult to implement with two or more ports.

Employing standard quantum optics procedures, we
obtain the linearized Hamiltonian for the fluctuations
�Â = Â � hÂi around the steady state value hÂi of the
fields Â = â, m̂, b̂ (see Appendix A). We further assume
that gam � gmb and that the photon and magnon modes
are resonant. In the frame rotating at the drive fre-
quency, and considering the rotating wave approximation
for the magnon-photon coupling, the linearized Hamilto-
nian reads

ĤLin = �~�a�â
†
�â + ~!b�b̂

†
�b̂ � ~�̃m�m̂

†
�m̂

+ ~gam(�â�m̂
† + �â

†
�m̂)

+ ~(Gmb�m̂
† + G

⇤
mb�m̂)(�b̂ + �b̂

†),

(3)

where �a = !d�!a and �̃m = !d�!m�2~gmbRe[hb̂i] de-
note the detuning of the drive with respect to the bare mi-
crowave cavity and the phonon-shifted magnon frequen-
cies respectively (see Appendix A). Since the magnon-
phonon coupling is the lowest rate in the system, in
the following we do not consider the frequency shift
�2~gmbRe[hb̂i]. The e↵ective magnon-phonon coupling
is defined as Gmb = gmbhm̂i and is therefore enhanced
from its bare value gmb by the average number of steady
state magnons, driven via the coupling to the MW mode.

From the Hamiltonian, we derive the quantum
Langevin equations of motion for the frequency domain
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FIG. 1. Considered setup. (a) A single mode of a microwave
cavity (â) couples linearly to the magnetic excitations (m̂) of a
magnetic material loaded in the cavity. The later are coupled
parametrically to the mechanical vibrations of the material
(b̂). (b) Schematic of a possible experimental implementation:
the microwave mode couples to the uniform magnon mode
which in turn is coupled to the vibrations of the material. The
cavity can be externally pumped via a port P . Our scheme
consists of pumping the microwave mode and measuring noise
correlations via the port P , which carry information about the
bath temperature T .

(magnons) of a magnetic material via a linear interac-
tion. The magnons in turn interact with a vibrational
mode of the material via the magnetostrictive interac-
tion [32]. To describe the cryogenic environment in which
these experiments are carried out, we assume that each
mode interacts with a corresponding heat bath and that
all the baths are at the same temperature T . The aim is
then to measure the temperature of the phonon heat bath
by pumping and measuring the output noise fluctuations
of the MW cavity.

II. MODEL

We consider the hybrid cavity microwave-magnon-
phonon system depicted in Fig. 1, which we describe in
terms of three coupled bosonic modes, denoted by â (cav-
ity microwave mode), m̂ (magnon mode) and b̂ (phonon
mode), with frequencies !a, !m and !b respectively. We
assume that the MW and magnon modes interact via a
linear coupling Hamiltonian while the magnons and the
mechanical vibrations are coupled via a parametric type
Hamiltonian (see Fig. 1a), such that the total Hamilto-
nian describing the system dynamics reads

Ĥ0 = ~!aâ
†
â + ~!bb̂

†
b̂ + ~!mm̂

†
m̂

+ ~gam(â + â
†)(m̂ + m̂

†) + ~gmbm̂
†
m̂(b̂ + b̂

†).
(1)

Here, the MW-magnon coupling strength is indicated
by gam while the magnon-phonon coupling strength is
gmb. The Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), describes a general
microwave-magnon-phonon system. This model applies
directly to current experimental setups in which the MW
mode strongly couples with the uniform magnetization
mode (Kittel mode) of a ferromagnetic yttrium-iron gar-
net (YIG) sphere [29–32]. The resonant MW-magnon

coupling is usually realized by tuning the frequency of
the Kittel mode by an applied external DC magnetic
field (35 to 350 mT), with frequencies ranging between
1 to 10 GHz. Magnetoelastic e↵ects are responsible for
the coupling between magnons and phonons correspond-
ing to the collective mechanical breathing modes of the
YIG sphere, usually in the MHz range due to the relative
large size of the sphere (currently in the 100 µm radius
range). For this standard experimental setup, the cou-
pling strengths are gam ⇠ 10 MHz and gmb ⇠ 10 mHz
[32]. In general, this model can describe more complex
structures and/or modes, with coupling parameters mod-
ified accordingly.

The MW cavity is assumed to be coupled to a single
external port, labeled P , which is coherently driven such
that the total Hamiltonian of the system is

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥdrive, (2)

where Ĥdrive = i~✏d
p

P(âe
i!dt � â

†
e
�i!dt), with P the

coupling rate to the port and !d the driving frequency.
The protocol that follows can be also implemented in
multiple port setups via cross-correlation measures, al-
though the single port approach has some experimental
advantages. Namely, to avoid errors, the coupling rate
to both ports must be matched exactly, which can be
di�cult to implement with two or more ports.

Employing standard quantum optics procedures, we
obtain the linearized Hamiltonian for the fluctuations
�Â = Â � hÂi around the steady state value hÂi of the
fields Â = â, m̂, b̂ (see Appendix A). We further assume
that gam � gmb and that the photon and magnon modes
are resonant. In the frame rotating at the drive fre-
quency, and considering the rotating wave approximation
for the magnon-photon coupling, the linearized Hamilto-
nian reads

ĤLin = �~�a�â
†
�â + ~!b�b̂

†
�b̂ � ~�̃m�m̂

†
�m̂

+ ~gam(�â�m̂
† + �â

†
�m̂)

+ ~(Gmb�m̂
† + G

⇤
mb�m̂)(�b̂ + �b̂

†),

(3)

where �a = !d�!a and �̃m = !d�!m�2~gmbRe[hb̂i] de-
note the detuning of the drive with respect to the bare mi-
crowave cavity and the phonon-shifted magnon frequen-
cies respectively (see Appendix A). Since the magnon-
phonon coupling is the lowest rate in the system, in
the following we do not consider the frequency shift
�2~gmbRe[hb̂i]. The e↵ective magnon-phonon coupling
is defined as Gmb = gmbhm̂i and is therefore enhanced
from its bare value gmb by the average number of steady
state magnons, driven via the coupling to the MW mode.

From the Hamiltonian, we derive the quantum
Langevin equations of motion for the frequency domain
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for !d = !a (see Sec. 3). Finite values of the detun-
ing introduce spurious e↵ects. This is depicted in Fig. 4,
which shows the thermometric relation for di↵erent de-
tunings. Experimentally these e↵ects can be minimized
by carefully varying the detuning and monitoring the
real component of the amplitude-phase cross-correlation
spectra. The peak-to-peak height of S0,⇡/2[!] directly
depends on the value of the detuning. Therefore, min-
imizing the peak-to-peak height of the amplitude-phase
cross-correlation spectra will minimize the thermometric
relation error, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.

For the considered strong magnon-photon coupling, a
drive tone tuned to �a = 0 is far o↵-resonance. This is
a consequence of the hybridization of the microwave and
magnon modes forming two normal modes separated by
2gam, as depicted in Fig. 5. This leads to the wrong
conclusion that it would be preferable to drive on res-
onance with the hybrid mode to allow an enhancement
of the magnon-phonon coupling rate. Nevertheless, as
discussed above, the thermometric relation in Eq. (14) is
precise for �a = 0. However, the signal-to-noise ratio can
be improved by carefully tuning the magnon-photon cou-
pling rate to match the frequency of the phonon mode,
i.e. gam = !b. The coupling gam depends on an over-
lap between the cavity mode and the magnetic element,
and the aforementioned condition can be achieved by
carefully positioning the magnetic element in the cav-
ity [43, 51]. When this condition is satisfied, by pumping
the cavity on resonance, one also pumps the mechanical
sidebands of the hybrid modes as described in Fig. 6. The
two sidebands constructively interfere producing an en-
hanced signal strength for the noise spectra, as shown in
Fig. 5b. Deviations from this ideal condition are shown
in Appendix E.

Finally, accurate thermometry requires that the
phonon mode is not a↵ected by the microwave drive.
This information is carried by the phonon self-energy
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FIG. 3. a) Thermometric relationship as a function of bath
temperature. The solid line represents the simplified analyt-
ical expression in Eq. (14), and the solid circles are numeri-
cally simulated values including all noise contributions within
the phase-phase correlation function. For this curve !b = 10
MHz and !a = !m = 10 GHz. b) Thermometry relation-
ship for di↵erent values of the microwave resonance frequency:
!m = 10, 25, 50 GHz. In both plots ! = !b, corresponding to
the peak of Re{S⇡

2 ,⇡2
[!]} and Im{S0,⇡2

[!]}.

term (see Appendix D) ⌃[!] [52], given by

⌃[!] = i|Gmb|2(⌅[!] � ⌅⇤[�!]), (15)

where ⌅[!] = [��1
m [!] + g

2
am�a[!]]. In the weak magnon-

phonon coupling limit, the mechanical frequency is
shifted by �!b = � Re ⌃[!] and the interaction induces
an additional damping rate �b = 2 Im⌃[!] which we re-
fer to as the magnomechanical decay rate:

!̃b = !b + �!b,

�̃b = �b + �b.
(16)

Fig. 7 shows the the frequency shift �!b and the mag-
nomechanical decay rate rate �b of the phonon mode for
the case of gam = !b. For � = 0 it can be seen that both
�!b and �b are zero.

We can further consider the e↵ect of the magnome-
chanical interaction for finite detunings, �a 6= 0. As
can be seen in Fig. 7 driving on the red(blue)-sideband,
i.e. �a = n!b, where n is an integer, results in a posi-
tive (negative) additional damping rate, e↵ectively cool-
ing (heating) the mechanical mode. This e↵ect is maxi-
mized for the first sideband and subsequent higher-order
sidebands have a reduced additional damping rate. Ad-
ditionally, we notice a shift in the mechanical resonance
frequency as a result of the magnomechanical interaction.
This frequency shift is analogous to the optical spring
e↵ect in optomechanics [15], and we refer to it as the
magnonic spring e↵ect. The features depicted in Fig. 7
are highly dependent on the ratio gam/!b, as a result
of the interplay between the mechanical sidebands and
the hybridization of the photon-magnon modes. Here
we have plotted these expressions for the experimentally
relevant case gam/!b = 1; additional plots are shown in
Appendix E.

Finally, we point out that a colored-noise model, sim-
ilar to the one used for the phonon mode, could also
be adopted for the magnon mode. This would intro-
duce detrimental e↵ects for the thermometric relation,
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is applied perpendicular to the plane of the WGM orbits.
A loop coil near the YIG sphere generates an ac magnetic
field perpendicular to the dc field and drives FMR. The
magnetization then acquires its horizontal component
rotating at the angular frequency of the Kittel mode.
Because of the finite loss, the microwave reflection picked
up by the loop coil shows a dip at the resonant frequency.
The resonant frequency and the quality factor are found to
be !mag=2" ! 6.81 GHz and Q ! 3000, respectively.
Laser light with a wavelength of 1.5 #m from an ECDL

is introduced through a FPC and then coupled to the WGM
resonator via a tapered silica optical nanofiber, with a waist
diameter of about 700 nm and a waist length of around
4 mm. Figure 1(b) shows the transmission spectra for the
transverse-electric (TE) modes and the transverse-magnetic
(TM) modes. The rich structures in the spectra indicate that
there are various spatial modes within the FSR of 62.1 GHz.
For WGMs in the large sphere limit, frequencies of the TM
modes are known to be higher than those of the TE modes
with the same mode indices because of the geometrical
birefringence [22–24]. For the 750-#m-diameter sphere we

use, the difference is estimated to be 51.8 GHz, which is
consistent with the observed spectra in Fig. 1(b) [25]. The
intrinsic quality factors of the WGMs are found to be
around 1 ! 105 when they are measured in the under-
coupled regime.
When the light propagates in the direction of the mean

magnetization in ferromagnets, the well-known Faraday
effect occurs. When, on the other hand, the mean mag-
netization is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-
gation, magnon-induced Brillouin scattering takes place
[26–28]. In the presence of magnons in the Kittel mode,
photons in the WGM undergo Brillouin scattering to create
sideband photons with the frequency shifted by "!mag=2".
A HWP and a PBS make the scattered sideband photons
and the unscattered input photons interfere to generate a
beat signal at !mag=2". The signal is amplified and
measured with a vector network analyzer.
The orange (light blue) plot in Fig. 2 shows the observed

spectrum of the beat signal for the input laser being the TM
mode and coupled to the anticlockwise (clockwise) orbit of
the WGM resonator. The frequency of the input photons is
tuned to be !=2" ! 193130 GHz where the beat signal
associated with the anticlockwise orbit is maximized.
While both peaks in Fig. 2 have the same linewidth as
the FMR signal, there is a large difference in their signal
strengths of almost 20 dB.
The nonreciprocity of the magnon-induced Brillouin

scattering can be explained by considering the conservation
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum under the
situation in which the spin-orbit coupling of the photons
and the geometrical birefringence associated with the
WGM resonator are blended with the time-reversal sym-
metry breaking in the magnon dynamics.
Suppose that the input laser polarization is adjusted to

couple to the TM mode of the anticlockwise WGM orbit
(orange orbit in Fig. 2). The light in the resonator is then $#

polarized due to the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)]. To
see why the Brillouin scattering is more noticeable in this
situation, we consider the following three points. (i) The

FIG. 1. Transmission through WGMs in a YIG sphere.
(a) Experimental setup. WGMs of the YIG sphere are addressed
with an optical nanofiber. Microwave radiation from a vector
network analyzer excites magnons, and ac and dc components of
the light intensity are monitored with a high-speed photodetector
(PD). The polarization of the light from an external-cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is adjusted by a fiber polarization controller (FPC).
A half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
are placed before the PD. The inset shows a picture of the YIG
sphere and the nanofiber. (b) Observed WGM spectra for the
750-#m-diameter YIG sphere. Red and blue lines correspond to
the TM and TE modes, respectively. The transmission signals are
normalized by their maximal values. The free spectral range
(FSR) and the estimated spectral shift due to the geometrical
birefringence (GB) are indicated.
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FIG. 2. Nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering. The orange (light
blue) plot is the observed spectrum of the beat signal for the input
laser being TM mode from port 1 (2). The right inset shows an
expanded plot of the light blue curve. The left inset depicts the
input ports and the direction of the dc magnetic field.
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Magnons Optical photons

Coupling demonstrated in 2016  

• Osada et. al PRL 116, 223601
(Nakamura’s group, Tokyo) 

• Zhang et. al PRL 117, 123605
(Hong Tang’s group, Yale) 

• Haigh et. al PRL 117, 133602
(Cambridge Univ / Hitachi) 

Cavity Optomagnonics

is applied perpendicular to the plane of the WGM orbits.
A loop coil near the YIG sphere generates an ac magnetic
field perpendicular to the dc field and drives FMR. The
magnetization then acquires its horizontal component
rotating at the angular frequency of the Kittel mode.
Because of the finite loss, the microwave reflection picked
up by the loop coil shows a dip at the resonant frequency.
The resonant frequency and the quality factor are found to
be !mag=2" ! 6.81 GHz and Q ! 3000, respectively.
Laser light with a wavelength of 1.5 #m from an ECDL

is introduced through a FPC and then coupled to the WGM
resonator via a tapered silica optical nanofiber, with a waist
diameter of about 700 nm and a waist length of around
4 mm. Figure 1(b) shows the transmission spectra for the
transverse-electric (TE) modes and the transverse-magnetic
(TM) modes. The rich structures in the spectra indicate that
there are various spatial modes within the FSR of 62.1 GHz.
For WGMs in the large sphere limit, frequencies of the TM
modes are known to be higher than those of the TE modes
with the same mode indices because of the geometrical
birefringence [22–24]. For the 750-#m-diameter sphere we

use, the difference is estimated to be 51.8 GHz, which is
consistent with the observed spectra in Fig. 1(b) [25]. The
intrinsic quality factors of the WGMs are found to be
around 1 ! 105 when they are measured in the under-
coupled regime.
When the light propagates in the direction of the mean

magnetization in ferromagnets, the well-known Faraday
effect occurs. When, on the other hand, the mean mag-
netization is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-
gation, magnon-induced Brillouin scattering takes place
[26–28]. In the presence of magnons in the Kittel mode,
photons in the WGM undergo Brillouin scattering to create
sideband photons with the frequency shifted by "!mag=2".
A HWP and a PBS make the scattered sideband photons
and the unscattered input photons interfere to generate a
beat signal at !mag=2". The signal is amplified and
measured with a vector network analyzer.
The orange (light blue) plot in Fig. 2 shows the observed

spectrum of the beat signal for the input laser being the TM
mode and coupled to the anticlockwise (clockwise) orbit of
the WGM resonator. The frequency of the input photons is
tuned to be !=2" ! 193130 GHz where the beat signal
associated with the anticlockwise orbit is maximized.
While both peaks in Fig. 2 have the same linewidth as
the FMR signal, there is a large difference in their signal
strengths of almost 20 dB.
The nonreciprocity of the magnon-induced Brillouin

scattering can be explained by considering the conservation
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum under the
situation in which the spin-orbit coupling of the photons
and the geometrical birefringence associated with the
WGM resonator are blended with the time-reversal sym-
metry breaking in the magnon dynamics.
Suppose that the input laser polarization is adjusted to

couple to the TM mode of the anticlockwise WGM orbit
(orange orbit in Fig. 2). The light in the resonator is then $#

polarized due to the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)]. To
see why the Brillouin scattering is more noticeable in this
situation, we consider the following three points. (i) The

FIG. 1. Transmission through WGMs in a YIG sphere.
(a) Experimental setup. WGMs of the YIG sphere are addressed
with an optical nanofiber. Microwave radiation from a vector
network analyzer excites magnons, and ac and dc components of
the light intensity are monitored with a high-speed photodetector
(PD). The polarization of the light from an external-cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is adjusted by a fiber polarization controller (FPC).
A half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
are placed before the PD. The inset shows a picture of the YIG
sphere and the nanofiber. (b) Observed WGM spectra for the
750-#m-diameter YIG sphere. Red and blue lines correspond to
the TM and TE modes, respectively. The transmission signals are
normalized by their maximal values. The free spectral range
(FSR) and the estimated spectral shift due to the geometrical
birefringence (GB) are indicated.
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FIG. 2. Nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering. The orange (light
blue) plot is the observed spectrum of the beat signal for the input
laser being TM mode from port 1 (2). The right inset shows an
expanded plot of the light blue curve. The left inset depicts the
input ports and the direction of the dc magnetic field.
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is applied perpendicular to the plane of the WGM orbits.
A loop coil near the YIG sphere generates an ac magnetic
field perpendicular to the dc field and drives FMR. The
magnetization then acquires its horizontal component
rotating at the angular frequency of the Kittel mode.
Because of the finite loss, the microwave reflection picked
up by the loop coil shows a dip at the resonant frequency.
The resonant frequency and the quality factor are found to
be !mag=2" ! 6.81 GHz and Q ! 3000, respectively.
Laser light with a wavelength of 1.5 #m from an ECDL

is introduced through a FPC and then coupled to the WGM
resonator via a tapered silica optical nanofiber, with a waist
diameter of about 700 nm and a waist length of around
4 mm. Figure 1(b) shows the transmission spectra for the
transverse-electric (TE) modes and the transverse-magnetic
(TM) modes. The rich structures in the spectra indicate that
there are various spatial modes within the FSR of 62.1 GHz.
For WGMs in the large sphere limit, frequencies of the TM
modes are known to be higher than those of the TE modes
with the same mode indices because of the geometrical
birefringence [22–24]. For the 750-#m-diameter sphere we

use, the difference is estimated to be 51.8 GHz, which is
consistent with the observed spectra in Fig. 1(b) [25]. The
intrinsic quality factors of the WGMs are found to be
around 1 ! 105 when they are measured in the under-
coupled regime.
When the light propagates in the direction of the mean

magnetization in ferromagnets, the well-known Faraday
effect occurs. When, on the other hand, the mean mag-
netization is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-
gation, magnon-induced Brillouin scattering takes place
[26–28]. In the presence of magnons in the Kittel mode,
photons in the WGM undergo Brillouin scattering to create
sideband photons with the frequency shifted by "!mag=2".
A HWP and a PBS make the scattered sideband photons
and the unscattered input photons interfere to generate a
beat signal at !mag=2". The signal is amplified and
measured with a vector network analyzer.
The orange (light blue) plot in Fig. 2 shows the observed

spectrum of the beat signal for the input laser being the TM
mode and coupled to the anticlockwise (clockwise) orbit of
the WGM resonator. The frequency of the input photons is
tuned to be !=2" ! 193130 GHz where the beat signal
associated with the anticlockwise orbit is maximized.
While both peaks in Fig. 2 have the same linewidth as
the FMR signal, there is a large difference in their signal
strengths of almost 20 dB.
The nonreciprocity of the magnon-induced Brillouin

scattering can be explained by considering the conservation
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum under the
situation in which the spin-orbit coupling of the photons
and the geometrical birefringence associated with the
WGM resonator are blended with the time-reversal sym-
metry breaking in the magnon dynamics.
Suppose that the input laser polarization is adjusted to

couple to the TM mode of the anticlockwise WGM orbit
(orange orbit in Fig. 2). The light in the resonator is then $#

polarized due to the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)]. To
see why the Brillouin scattering is more noticeable in this
situation, we consider the following three points. (i) The

FIG. 1. Transmission through WGMs in a YIG sphere.
(a) Experimental setup. WGMs of the YIG sphere are addressed
with an optical nanofiber. Microwave radiation from a vector
network analyzer excites magnons, and ac and dc components of
the light intensity are monitored with a high-speed photodetector
(PD). The polarization of the light from an external-cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is adjusted by a fiber polarization controller (FPC).
A half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
are placed before the PD. The inset shows a picture of the YIG
sphere and the nanofiber. (b) Observed WGM spectra for the
750-#m-diameter YIG sphere. Red and blue lines correspond to
the TM and TE modes, respectively. The transmission signals are
normalized by their maximal values. The free spectral range
(FSR) and the estimated spectral shift due to the geometrical
birefringence (GB) are indicated.
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FIG. 2. Nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering. The orange (light
blue) plot is the observed spectrum of the beat signal for the input
laser being TM mode from port 1 (2). The right inset shows an
expanded plot of the light blue curve. The left inset depicts the
input ports and the direction of the dc magnetic field.
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is applied perpendicular to the plane of the WGM orbits.
A loop coil near the YIG sphere generates an ac magnetic
field perpendicular to the dc field and drives FMR. The
magnetization then acquires its horizontal component
rotating at the angular frequency of the Kittel mode.
Because of the finite loss, the microwave reflection picked
up by the loop coil shows a dip at the resonant frequency.
The resonant frequency and the quality factor are found to
be !mag=2" ! 6.81 GHz and Q ! 3000, respectively.
Laser light with a wavelength of 1.5 #m from an ECDL

is introduced through a FPC and then coupled to the WGM
resonator via a tapered silica optical nanofiber, with a waist
diameter of about 700 nm and a waist length of around
4 mm. Figure 1(b) shows the transmission spectra for the
transverse-electric (TE) modes and the transverse-magnetic
(TM) modes. The rich structures in the spectra indicate that
there are various spatial modes within the FSR of 62.1 GHz.
For WGMs in the large sphere limit, frequencies of the TM
modes are known to be higher than those of the TE modes
with the same mode indices because of the geometrical
birefringence [22–24]. For the 750-#m-diameter sphere we

use, the difference is estimated to be 51.8 GHz, which is
consistent with the observed spectra in Fig. 1(b) [25]. The
intrinsic quality factors of the WGMs are found to be
around 1 ! 105 when they are measured in the under-
coupled regime.
When the light propagates in the direction of the mean

magnetization in ferromagnets, the well-known Faraday
effect occurs. When, on the other hand, the mean mag-
netization is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-
gation, magnon-induced Brillouin scattering takes place
[26–28]. In the presence of magnons in the Kittel mode,
photons in the WGM undergo Brillouin scattering to create
sideband photons with the frequency shifted by "!mag=2".
A HWP and a PBS make the scattered sideband photons
and the unscattered input photons interfere to generate a
beat signal at !mag=2". The signal is amplified and
measured with a vector network analyzer.
The orange (light blue) plot in Fig. 2 shows the observed

spectrum of the beat signal for the input laser being the TM
mode and coupled to the anticlockwise (clockwise) orbit of
the WGM resonator. The frequency of the input photons is
tuned to be !=2" ! 193130 GHz where the beat signal
associated with the anticlockwise orbit is maximized.
While both peaks in Fig. 2 have the same linewidth as
the FMR signal, there is a large difference in their signal
strengths of almost 20 dB.
The nonreciprocity of the magnon-induced Brillouin

scattering can be explained by considering the conservation
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum under the
situation in which the spin-orbit coupling of the photons
and the geometrical birefringence associated with the
WGM resonator are blended with the time-reversal sym-
metry breaking in the magnon dynamics.
Suppose that the input laser polarization is adjusted to

couple to the TM mode of the anticlockwise WGM orbit
(orange orbit in Fig. 2). The light in the resonator is then $#

polarized due to the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)]. To
see why the Brillouin scattering is more noticeable in this
situation, we consider the following three points. (i) The

FIG. 1. Transmission through WGMs in a YIG sphere.
(a) Experimental setup. WGMs of the YIG sphere are addressed
with an optical nanofiber. Microwave radiation from a vector
network analyzer excites magnons, and ac and dc components of
the light intensity are monitored with a high-speed photodetector
(PD). The polarization of the light from an external-cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is adjusted by a fiber polarization controller (FPC).
A half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
are placed before the PD. The inset shows a picture of the YIG
sphere and the nanofiber. (b) Observed WGM spectra for the
750-#m-diameter YIG sphere. Red and blue lines correspond to
the TM and TE modes, respectively. The transmission signals are
normalized by their maximal values. The free spectral range
(FSR) and the estimated spectral shift due to the geometrical
birefringence (GB) are indicated.
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FIG. 2. Nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering. The orange (light
blue) plot is the observed spectrum of the beat signal for the input
laser being TM mode from port 1 (2). The right inset shows an
expanded plot of the light blue curve. The left inset depicts the
input ports and the direction of the dc magnetic field.
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2.2. Optics – Whispering gallery modes

and the interference maxima of the electric field vary with m.
Finally we discuss shortly the TE case, where | (', r)| represents the absolute value of
the magnetic field. Since these modes are showing the same behavior as the TM modes
we only focus on the modes with p = 1. As we see in figure 2.9 the modes look a bit
di↵erent since they are more confined to the disk.

1µm1µm

m11p1

140MHz

m10p1

153MHz

Figure 2.8.: TM whispering gallery modes for p = 1 (only cos solution).

1µm

m12p1

153MHz

m11p1

165MHz

Figure 2.9.: TE whispering gallery modes for p = 1 (only cos solution).

In the simulation sections the above evaluated analytical results, which are strictly speak-
ing only valid for an infinite cylinder, are compared to the numerical results for a finite
disk, where no analytical solution is calculable. However the analytical results can be
used as a valid approximation for thin dielectric cavities if one introduces the e↵ective
refractive index mentioned above.
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were taken in air at ambient temperature. An
MFM image of an array of 3 ! 3 dots of
permalloy 1 "m in diameter and 50 nm thick
is shown in Fig. 2. For a thin film of permal-
loy, the magnetic easy axis typically has an
in-plane orientation. If a permalloy dot has
a single domain structure or shows a do-
main pattern, in MFM a pair of magnetic
poles reflected by a dark and white contrast
should be observed in either case. In fact,
the image shows a clearly contrasted spot at
the center of each dot. It is suggested that
each dot has a curling magnetic structure
and the spots observed at the center of the
dots correspond to the area where the mag-
netization is aligned parallel to the plane
normal. However, the direction of the mag-
netization at the center seems to turn ran-

domly, either up or down, as reflected by
the different contrast of the center spots. This
seems to be reasonable, as up- and down-mag-
netizations are energetically equivalent without
an external applied field and do not depend on
the vortex orientation (clockwise or counter-
clockwise). The image shows simultaneously
that the dot structures are of high quality and
that the anisotropy effective in each dot is neg-
ligibly small, which is a necessary condition to
realize a curling magnetic structure. (The spots
in Fig. 2 around the circumference of each dot
are artifacts caused by the surface profile, main-
ly resulting from unremoved fractions of the
resist layer.)

MFM scans were also taken for an en-
semble of permalloy dots with varying di-
ameters, nominally from 0.1 to 1 "m (Fig.
3). These images were taken after applying
an external field of 1.5 T along an in-plane
direction (Fig. 3A) and parallel to the plane
normal (Fig. 3B). For dots larger than 0.3
"m in diameter, a contrast spot at the center
of each dot can be distinguished, and thus
the existence of vortices with a core of
perpendicular magnetization is confirmed.
Again, the two types of vortex core with
up- and down-magnetization are observed
(Fig. 3A). In contrast, after applying an
external field parallel to the plane normal,
all center spots exhibit the same contrast
(Fig. 3B), indicating that all the vortex core
magnetizations have been oriented into the
field direction.

From the above results, there is no doubt
that the contrast spots observed at the center
of each permalloy dot correspond to the
turned-up magnetization of a vortex core.
Although the vortex core is almost exactly
located at the center of the dot, its real diam-
eter cannot be estimated from the contrast
spot observed by MFM, as this is below the
lateral resolution power of this technique. To
resolve a vortex core by MFM, it is necessary
to pin the position of the core so that it is not
affected by a stray field from the tip. In the
experiments reported above, the vortex cores
apparently have been so stable that a clear
contrast appears in the MFM imaging pro-
cess. Magnetic vortices are novel nanoscale
magnetic systems, and it will be of great
importance in the near future to study the
dynamical behavior of turned-up and turned-
down magnetizations, that is, fluctuations of
the vortex cores.
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Fig. 1. Monte Carlo simulation for a
ferromagnetic Heisenberg spin struc-
ture comprising 32 ! 32 ! 8 spins
[courtesy of Ohshima et al. (2)]. (A) Top
surface layer. (B) Cross-section view
through the center. Beside the center,
the spins are oriented almost perpen-
dicular to the drawing plane, jutting out
of the plane to the right and into the
plane to the left, respectively. These
figures represent snapshots of the fluc-
tuating spin structure and are therefore
not symmetric with respect to the cen-
ter. The structure should become sym-
metric by time averaging.

Fig. 2. MFM image of an array of permalloy
dots 1 "m in diameter and 50 nm thick.

A B

Fig. 3. MFM image of an ensemble of 50-nm-thick permalloy dots with diameters varying from 0.1
to 1 "m after applying an external field of 1.5 T along an in-plane direction (A) and parallel to the
plane normal (B).
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circularly polarized X-rays, we can exploit X-ray magnetic circular 
 dichroism (XMCD), which is sensitive to the component of the mag-
netization parallel to the X-ray beam26. A two-dimensional XMCD 
projection of the pillar (Fig. 1c) already gives an indication that the 
internal magnetic structure is complex. We next perform magnetic 
vector tomography to elucidate the details of the three-dimensional 
internal structure at the nanoscale.

Experimentally, magnetic tomography is performed as shown in Fig. 1a  
to determine the as-grown magnetization state of the sample. For each 
axis of rotation, two-dimensional absorption images are recorded using 
circular left polarized X-rays27 with hard-X-ray dichroic ptychography22 

for 512 different orientations distributed over 360° with equal angular 
spacing (see Fig. 1b). The details of the tomographic reconstruction 
and calculations of the spatial resolution are described in Methods. 
The  spatial resolution was found to range between 97 nm and 127 nm, 
depending on the direction or plane considered. The direction depend-
ence of the spatial resolution is a result of the my  component—that is, 
the component of the  magnetization along the long axis of the pillar—
receiving effectively less flux owing to the experimental geometry. This 
estimate of the spatial resolution was confirmed by the fact that we can 
resolve a magnetic vortex from an antivortex in the x–z plane with a 
separation of 126 nm (see Methods subsection ‘Spatial resolution’).
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Figure 1 | X-ray magnetic tomography. a, Schematic of setup with 
circularly polarized X-rays incident on the sample. Ptychographic scans 
are performed whereby the diffraction pattern is measured in the far field 
at several sample positions in the x–y plane with mutually overlapping 
illumination. To have access to all three components of the magnetization, 
tomographic data are collected for two axes of rotation (see insets showing 
the GdCo2 pillar, of diameter 5 µ m, showing tilt angles ! =  0° and 30°).  

b, A ptychographic reconstruction of the absorption measured with 
a single circular polarization contains both electronic and magnetic 
contrast. c, A purely magnetic image can be obtained by taking the 
difference between images recorded with left and right circularly polarized 
light and is given as a factor of the difference in absorption across the 
absorption edge, "edge (see Methods)22. Scale bars in b and c represent  
2 µ m.
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Figure 2 | Axial tomographic slice of the reconstructed magnetization 
vector field. a, A section taken perpendicular to the long axis of the 
cylindrical sample is shown, in which the streamlines represent the x–z 
components of the magnetization and different magnetic structures can 
be identified. There are anticlockwise vortices, such as (i) and (iii), a 
clockwise vortex (iv), and antivortices, such as (ii), which occur between 

two vortices with the same vorticity. b, c, The three-dimensional magnetic 
nanostructure of vortex (i) and antivortex (ii), respectively, is shown in 
more detail. A section of a cross-tie wall consisting of a succession of 
vortex and antivortex structures is indicated by the dashed white line in a. 
Scale bars represent 1 µ m in a and 300 nm in b and c.
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circularly polarized X-rays, we can exploit X-ray magnetic circular 
 dichroism (XMCD), which is sensitive to the component of the mag-
netization parallel to the X-ray beam26. A two-dimensional XMCD 
projection of the pillar (Fig. 1c) already gives an indication that the 
internal magnetic structure is complex. We next perform magnetic 
vector tomography to elucidate the details of the three-dimensional 
internal structure at the nanoscale.

Experimentally, magnetic tomography is performed as shown in Fig. 1a  
to determine the as-grown magnetization state of the sample. For each 
axis of rotation, two-dimensional absorption images are recorded using 
circular left polarized X-rays27 with hard-X-ray dichroic ptychography22 

for 512 different orientations distributed over 360° with equal angular 
spacing (see Fig. 1b). The details of the tomographic reconstruction 
and calculations of the spatial resolution are described in Methods. 
The  spatial resolution was found to range between 97 nm and 127 nm, 
depending on the direction or plane considered. The direction depend-
ence of the spatial resolution is a result of the my  component—that is, 
the component of the  magnetization along the long axis of the pillar—
receiving effectively less flux owing to the experimental geometry. This 
estimate of the spatial resolution was confirmed by the fact that we can 
resolve a magnetic vortex from an antivortex in the x–z plane with a 
separation of 126 nm (see Methods subsection ‘Spatial resolution’).
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Figure 1 | X-ray magnetic tomography. a, Schematic of setup with 
circularly polarized X-rays incident on the sample. Ptychographic scans 
are performed whereby the diffraction pattern is measured in the far field 
at several sample positions in the x–y plane with mutually overlapping 
illumination. To have access to all three components of the magnetization, 
tomographic data are collected for two axes of rotation (see insets showing 
the GdCo2 pillar, of diameter 5 µ m, showing tilt angles ! =  0° and 30°).  

b, A ptychographic reconstruction of the absorption measured with 
a single circular polarization contains both electronic and magnetic 
contrast. c, A purely magnetic image can be obtained by taking the 
difference between images recorded with left and right circularly polarized 
light and is given as a factor of the difference in absorption across the 
absorption edge, "edge (see Methods)22. Scale bars in b and c represent  
2 µ m.
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Figure 2 | Axial tomographic slice of the reconstructed magnetization 
vector field. a, A section taken perpendicular to the long axis of the 
cylindrical sample is shown, in which the streamlines represent the x–z 
components of the magnetization and different magnetic structures can 
be identified. There are anticlockwise vortices, such as (i) and (iii), a 
clockwise vortex (iv), and antivortices, such as (ii), which occur between 

two vortices with the same vorticity. b, c, The three-dimensional magnetic 
nanostructure of vortex (i) and antivortex (ii), respectively, is shown in 
more detail. A section of a cross-tie wall consisting of a succession of 
vortex and antivortex structures is indicated by the dashed white line in a. 
Scale bars represent 1 µ m in a and 300 nm in b and c.
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To understand the complex magnetization distribution, we first 
 consider axial slices of the pillar: a 40 nm-thick slice is presented in 
Fig. 2a with the direction of the magnetization in the x–z plane rep-
resented using streamlines whose colour indicates the y component 
of the magnetization (along the long axis of the pillar). The magnetic 
configuration contains several inhomogeneous structures, which 
are  magnetostatically favoured despite the resulting increase in the 
exchange energy. In particular, there is a dense arrangement of  magnetic 
vortices with both negative and positive  vorticities (corresponding to 
the clockwise and anticlockwise curling of the  magnetization). The 
structure of the anticlockwise vortex (i) is shown in detail in Fig. 2b. 
Between  vortices with opposite vorticities, such as (i) and (iv), the mag-
netization is almost uniform, whereas between vortices with identical 
vorticities, such as (i) and (iii), the magnetization is inhomogeneous, 
leading to the formation of antivortices. The detailed magnetic con-
figuration of the antivortex (ii) can be seen in Fig. 2c. The succession 
of vortex and antivortex structures gives rise to a cross-tie wall across 
the pillar (a section of which is indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 2a).  
This cross-tie wall separates regions of opposite magnetization in the 
plane of the tomographic slice. Unlike in magnetic thin films, the mag-
netic structures in the bulk are not confined to a single plane. Instead 
they display a non-zero magnetization component along the axis of 
the pillar (my), which is not limited to the cores of the structures, as is 
the case in thin films.

Considering the full three-dimensional magnetization configuration 
surrounding vortex (i) in Fig. 2a, which extends through the height of 
the pillar, we observe a complex structure owing to the large number of 
degrees of freedom resulting from the lack of spatial confinement and 
negligible anisotropy. Our reconstruction reveals two large domains of 

 positive and negative my (Fig. 3a), separated by a domain wall  extending 
along the height of the pillar. This domain wall is a vortex wall and 
intersects the cross-tie wall in Fig. 2. The structure of the vortex wall 
can be seen from the detailed magnetization vectors for a section of the 
wall shown in Fig. 3b. In contrast to domain walls in thin films and in 
high anisotropy materials, which typically extend over a few to tens of 
nanometres, here the domain wall extends over a few hundred nano-
metres as expected in an ideal soft ferromagnet in the absence of lateral 
confinement28. The central plane of the domain wall is mapped using 
the my =  0 (white) isosurface for a subsection of the pillar in Fig. 3c,  
and the core, Vd, of the vortex wall can be seen to run along the wall in 
Fig. 3c (the detailed correspondence between Fig. 2 and Fig. 3a and c  
is given in Extended Data Fig. 6). The core, Vi, of vortex (i) in Fig. 2 
intersects this domain wall at multiple locations, coinciding with the 
core, Vd, of the vortex wall. At these intersections the polarization, that 
is, the orientation of the magnetization within both cores, Vi and Vd, 
reverses. This reversal can be seen in Fig. 3c at point f, where the colour 
indicates the direction of the magnetisation within the vortex core Vi, 
which changes from + my (orange) to ! my (purple) on either side of 
the wall. The polarization of the vortex wall, given by the colour of its 
core Vd, also reverses from + mx (red) to ! mx (blue).

At the points of intersection of the core Vi with the domain wall 
(indicated by circles e and f in Fig. 3c), mx =  my =  mz =  0,  corresponding 
to a magnetic singularity, or Bloch point. Although such singularities 
were predicted over fifty years ago4 and have been studied theoreti-
cally, they have so far not been directly observed experi mentally. The 
Bloch point contains a singularity around which the magnetic order 
is destroyed within a radius of the order of a few  lattice constants15. 
The structure of the Bloch point is determined by the magnetization 
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Figure 3 | Details of the reconstructed magnetization. a, The y 
component of the magnetization in a vertical slice through the pillar. Two 
main large domains of negative (purple) and positive (orange) my can be 
seen, whose magnetic orientation is indicated by the white arrows. b, The 
magnetic configuration of the domain wall in the y–z plane, within the 
region indicated by a dashed rectangle in a. c, The domain wall is shown as 
a white my =  0 isosurface within a portion of the pillar. The core, Vd, of the 
vortex wall, coloured by the direction of the magnetization component 
aligned along the unit vector x̂ within the core 16, runs along the domain 
wall. The magnetic configuration of an axial slice through the portion of 
the pillar, indicated by the white disk, is given in d. The core, Vi, of vortex 
(i) in Fig. 2, which is part of the cross-tie wall, extends through the length 
of the pillar and is mapped by an isosurface whose colour represents the 

magnetization orientation (orange and purple for +  my and ! my, 
respectively). Within the volume shown, Vi and Vd intersect at the two 
circled points e and f. At these points mx =  my =  mz =  0, corresponding to a 
magnetic singularity, or Bloch point. While the Bloch points themselves 
cannot be resolved, the magnetization configuration in their vicinity 
(within a 125 nm radius) is shown in e and f. For reference, three possible 
configurations for Bloch points are shown schematically: g, a ‘hedgehog’, or 
diverging Bloch point; h, a circulating Bloch point; and i, a contra-
circulating Bloch point (or anti-Bloch point), where the vortex in h is 
replaced by an antivortex. Scale bars represent 1 µ m (a), 500 nm (b–d) and 
100 nm (e, f). In a–f reconstructed experimental data is given, while in g–i 
schematic drawings are shown. The three-dimensional structure of  
Fig. 3c, e and f can be seen in Supplementary Videos 1–3 .
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Optomagnonics beyond the Kittel mode



HMO = �i
✓F�n

2⇡

"0"

2

Z
dr m(r, t) · [E⇤ (r, t)⇥E (r, t)]

<latexit sha1_base64="YJSpGSMfmCg6CERfLqbacx+8ikg=">AAACyXicdVFbaxQxFM6Mt7peuuqjL8FFqKJlpgj6IhTFUhCxgtsWNuOSyZzZDc1kxuTM4hrii//QN9/8KWa2U+1FDwS+fN93LsnJGyUtJsnPKL50+crVa2vXBzdu3rq9Prxzd9/WrREwFrWqzWHOLSipYYwSFRw2BniVKzjIj153+sECjJW1/ojLBrKKz7QspeAYqOnw1+7UOWYq+u699y+fSlYaLhzDOSDvlR3vmQoVi0Bo790Wa6TvfQtuoLFShVIu8aeuweaZ1LiqUHhWcZznpTP+2wms/MZf9gk+YqKocXJCvfnkHnd9ocQzNmbkbB7MKCuwf8z/N2bT4SjZTFZBL4K0ByPSx950+IMVtWgr0CgUt3aSJg1mjhuUQoEfsNZCw8URn8EkQM3DIJlbbcLTh4EpaFmbcDTSFXs6w/HK2mWVB2c3qz2vdeS/tEmL5YvMSd20CFocNypbRbGm3VppIQ0IVMsAuDAyzErFnIcdYVj+IHxCev7JF8H+1mYa8Idno+1X/XeskfvkAdkgKXlOtsku2SNjIqKdSEVttIjfxp/jL/HXY2sc9Tn3yJmIv/8GQjDlfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YJSpGSMfmCg6CERfLqbacx+8ikg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YJSpGSMfmCg6CERfLqbacx+8ikg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YJSpGSMfmCg6CERfLqbacx+8ikg=">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</latexit>

m(r, t) = m0(r) + �m(r, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="s/60143FUoHS2DPMMyIwvo+l4Fs=">AAACO3icdZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSTbAILUpJRNCNUHTjsop9QBPKZDpph04mYeZGKKH/y41/wp0bNy4Uceve6UOsrV4Y+DjnXube48ecKbDtJyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlDNBq8CA00YsKQ59Tut+73Lo1++oVCwSt9CPqRfijmABIxi01DJv3BBD1w/ScFD4Rjk4guL5j9FK7WmzeOi2KQf832TLzNsle1TWPDgTyKNJVVrmo9uOSBJSAYRjpZqOHYOXYgmMcDrIuYmiMSY93KFNjQKHVHnp6PaBdaCVthVEUj8B1kidnkhxqFQ/9HXncEk16w3Fv7xmAsGZlzIRJ0AFGX8UJNyCyBoGabWZpAR4XwMmkuldLdLFEhPQced0CM7syfNQOy45mq9P8uWLSRxZtIf2UQE56BSV0RWqoCoi6B49o1f0ZjwYL8a78TFuzRiTmV30q4zPL7RRr6g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s/60143FUoHS2DPMMyIwvo+l4Fs=">AAACO3icdZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSTbAILUpJRNCNUHTjsop9QBPKZDpph04mYeZGKKH/y41/wp0bNy4Uceve6UOsrV4Y+DjnXube48ecKbDtJyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlDNBq8CA00YsKQ59Tut+73Lo1++oVCwSt9CPqRfijmABIxi01DJv3BBD1w/ScFD4Rjk4guL5j9FK7WmzeOi2KQf832TLzNsle1TWPDgTyKNJVVrmo9uOSBJSAYRjpZqOHYOXYgmMcDrIuYmiMSY93KFNjQKHVHnp6PaBdaCVthVEUj8B1kidnkhxqFQ/9HXncEk16w3Fv7xmAsGZlzIRJ0AFGX8UJNyCyBoGabWZpAR4XwMmkuldLdLFEhPQced0CM7syfNQOy45mq9P8uWLSRxZtIf2UQE56BSV0RWqoCoi6B49o1f0ZjwYL8a78TFuzRiTmV30q4zPL7RRr6g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s/60143FUoHS2DPMMyIwvo+l4Fs=">AAACO3icdZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSTbAILUpJRNCNUHTjsop9QBPKZDpph04mYeZGKKH/y41/wp0bNy4Uceve6UOsrV4Y+DjnXube48ecKbDtJyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlDNBq8CA00YsKQ59Tut+73Lo1++oVCwSt9CPqRfijmABIxi01DJv3BBD1w/ScFD4Rjk4guL5j9FK7WmzeOi2KQf832TLzNsle1TWPDgTyKNJVVrmo9uOSBJSAYRjpZqOHYOXYgmMcDrIuYmiMSY93KFNjQKHVHnp6PaBdaCVthVEUj8B1kidnkhxqFQ/9HXncEk16w3Fv7xmAsGZlzIRJ0AFGX8UJNyCyBoGabWZpAR4XwMmkuldLdLFEhPQced0CM7syfNQOy45mq9P8uWLSRxZtIf2UQE56BSV0RWqoCoi6B49o1f0ZjwYL8a78TFuzRiTmV30q4zPL7RRr6g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s/60143FUoHS2DPMMyIwvo+l4Fs=">AAACO3icdZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSTbAILUpJRNCNUHTjsop9QBPKZDpph04mYeZGKKH/y41/wp0bNy4Uceve6UOsrV4Y+DjnXube48ecKbDtJyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlDNBq8CA00YsKQ59Tut+73Lo1++oVCwSt9CPqRfijmABIxi01DJv3BBD1w/ScFD4Rjk4guL5j9FK7WmzeOi2KQf832TLzNsle1TWPDgTyKNJVVrmo9uOSBJSAYRjpZqOHYOXYgmMcDrIuYmiMSY93KFNjQKHVHnp6PaBdaCVthVEUj8B1kidnkhxqFQ/9HXncEk16w3Fv7xmAsGZlzIRJ0AFGX8UJNyCyBoGabWZpAR4XwMmkuldLdLFEhPQced0CM7syfNQOy45mq9P8uWLSRxZtIf2UQE56BSV0RWqoCoi6B49o1f0ZjwYL8a78TFuzRiTmV30q4zPL7RRr6g=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="4v8K3XjbC84JRcxuAi0W9ALoCSI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4v8K3XjbC84JRcxuAi0W9ALoCSI=">AAAC23icfVJLj9MwEHbCaymvAkcuERVSy2PVrJDguIILx0Wiu5XqtJo4k9RaO4nsCaiywoUDCHHlj3Hjb/ALcB8sSwuMZOnT98189sw4rZW0NBx+D8ILFy9dvrJ3tXPt+o2bt7q37xzbqjECR6JSlRmnYFHJEkckSeG4Ngg6VXiSnr5c6idv0VhZlW9oUWOioShlLgWQp2bdHzxDRcA10DzNnW77v6BpH9OAG1nMCYyp3vHcgHBx6w5abhs9c7wAraHlCnPqb9ucyef8BnwO5NLfGk7dE8krjQWccdQ++qfX1D38r9/U8QyKAs3Sedd43cxg1u0N94eriHZBvAE9tomjWfcbzyrRaCxJKLB2Eg9rShwYkkJh2+GNxRrEKRQ48bAEjTZxq9200QPPZFFeGX9Kilbs+QoH2tqFTn3msjG7rS3Jv2mThvLniZNl3RCWYn1R3qiIqmi56CiTBgWphQcgjPRvjcQc/A7Jf4eOH0K83fIuOD7Yjz1+/bR3+GIzjj12j91nfRazZ+yQvWJHbMREMA7eBx+DT2ESfgg/h1/WqWGwqbnL/ojw609Ase5v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4v8K3XjbC84JRcxuAi0W9ALoCSI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4v8K3XjbC84JRcxuAi0W9ALoCSI=">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</latexit>

Quantize: Holstein Primakoff to first order

magnon mode index bosonic operator

mode functions

Optomagnonics beyond the Kittel mode



HMO = �i
✓F�n
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"0"

2

Z
dr m(r, t) · [E⇤ (r, t)⇥E (r, t)]

<latexit sha1_base64="YJSpGSMfmCg6CERfLqbacx+8ikg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YJSpGSMfmCg6CERfLqbacx+8ikg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YJSpGSMfmCg6CERfLqbacx+8ikg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YJSpGSMfmCg6CERfLqbacx+8ikg=">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</latexit>

m(r, t) = m0(r) + �m(r, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="s/60143FUoHS2DPMMyIwvo+l4Fs=">AAACO3icdZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSTbAILUpJRNCNUHTjsop9QBPKZDpph04mYeZGKKH/y41/wp0bNy4Uceve6UOsrV4Y+DjnXube48ecKbDtJyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlDNBq8CA00YsKQ59Tut+73Lo1++oVCwSt9CPqRfijmABIxi01DJv3BBD1w/ScFD4Rjk4guL5j9FK7WmzeOi2KQf832TLzNsle1TWPDgTyKNJVVrmo9uOSBJSAYRjpZqOHYOXYgmMcDrIuYmiMSY93KFNjQKHVHnp6PaBdaCVthVEUj8B1kidnkhxqFQ/9HXncEk16w3Fv7xmAsGZlzIRJ0AFGX8UJNyCyBoGabWZpAR4XwMmkuldLdLFEhPQced0CM7syfNQOy45mq9P8uWLSRxZtIf2UQE56BSV0RWqoCoi6B49o1f0ZjwYL8a78TFuzRiTmV30q4zPL7RRr6g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s/60143FUoHS2DPMMyIwvo+l4Fs=">AAACO3icdZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSTbAILUpJRNCNUHTjsop9QBPKZDpph04mYeZGKKH/y41/wp0bNy4Uceve6UOsrV4Y+DjnXube48ecKbDtJyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlDNBq8CA00YsKQ59Tut+73Lo1++oVCwSt9CPqRfijmABIxi01DJv3BBD1w/ScFD4Rjk4guL5j9FK7WmzeOi2KQf832TLzNsle1TWPDgTyKNJVVrmo9uOSBJSAYRjpZqOHYOXYgmMcDrIuYmiMSY93KFNjQKHVHnp6PaBdaCVthVEUj8B1kidnkhxqFQ/9HXncEk16w3Fv7xmAsGZlzIRJ0AFGX8UJNyCyBoGabWZpAR4XwMmkuldLdLFEhPQced0CM7syfNQOy45mq9P8uWLSRxZtIf2UQE56BSV0RWqoCoi6B49o1f0ZjwYL8a78TFuzRiTmV30q4zPL7RRr6g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s/60143FUoHS2DPMMyIwvo+l4Fs=">AAACO3icdZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSTbAILUpJRNCNUHTjsop9QBPKZDpph04mYeZGKKH/y41/wp0bNy4Uceve6UOsrV4Y+DjnXube48ecKbDtJyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlDNBq8CA00YsKQ59Tut+73Lo1++oVCwSt9CPqRfijmABIxi01DJv3BBD1w/ScFD4Rjk4guL5j9FK7WmzeOi2KQf832TLzNsle1TWPDgTyKNJVVrmo9uOSBJSAYRjpZqOHYOXYgmMcDrIuYmiMSY93KFNjQKHVHnp6PaBdaCVthVEUj8B1kidnkhxqFQ/9HXncEk16w3Fv7xmAsGZlzIRJ0AFGX8UJNyCyBoGabWZpAR4XwMmkuldLdLFEhPQced0CM7syfNQOy45mq9P8uWLSRxZtIf2UQE56BSV0RWqoCoi6B49o1f0ZjwYL8a78TFuzRiTmV30q4zPL7RRr6g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s/60143FUoHS2DPMMyIwvo+l4Fs=">AAACO3icdZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSTbAILUpJRNCNUHTjsop9QBPKZDpph04mYeZGKKH/y41/wp0bNy4Uceve6UOsrV4Y+DjnXube48ecKbDtJyOzsLi0vJJdza2tb2xumds7NRUlktAqiXgkGz5WlDNBq8CA00YsKQ59Tut+73Lo1++oVCwSt9CPqRfijmABIxi01DJv3BBD1w/ScFD4Rjk4guL5j9FK7WmzeOi2KQf832TLzNsle1TWPDgTyKNJVVrmo9uOSBJSAYRjpZqOHYOXYgmMcDrIuYmiMSY93KFNjQKHVHnp6PaBdaCVthVEUj8B1kidnkhxqFQ/9HXncEk16w3Fv7xmAsGZlzIRJ0AFGX8UJNyCyBoGabWZpAR4XwMmkuldLdLFEhPQced0CM7syfNQOy45mq9P8uWLSRxZtIf2UQE56BSV0RWqoCoi6B49o1f0ZjwYL8a78TFuzRiTmV30q4zPL7RRr6g=</latexit>

�m(r, t) ! 1

2

X

�

⇣
�m�(r)b̂�e

�i!�t + �m⇤
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†
�e

i!�t
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<latexit sha1_base64="4v8K3XjbC84JRcxuAi0W9ALoCSI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4v8K3XjbC84JRcxuAi0W9ALoCSI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4v8K3XjbC84JRcxuAi0W9ALoCSI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4v8K3XjbC84JRcxuAi0W9ALoCSI=">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</latexit>

E(⇤)(r, t) !
X

�

E(⇤)
� (r)â(†)� e�(+)i!�t

<latexit sha1_base64="6A/QDBj96EMVjXrBGNaiPIMc+Ks=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6A/QDBj96EMVjXrBGNaiPIMc+Ks=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6A/QDBj96EMVjXrBGNaiPIMc+Ks=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6A/QDBj96EMVjXrBGNaiPIMc+Ks=">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</latexit>

Optomagnonics beyond the Kittel mode
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Optomagnonic Hamiltonian in the spin-wave limit

Optomagnonic coupling
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Optomagnonics beyond the Kittel mode

magnon mode function photon mode functions



Nanostrutures: magnetic textures + light  

2.2. Optics – Whispering gallery modes

and the interference maxima of the electric field vary with m.
Finally we discuss shortly the TE case, where | (', r)| represents the absolute value of
the magnetic field. Since these modes are showing the same behavior as the TM modes
we only focus on the modes with p = 1. As we see in figure 2.9 the modes look a bit
di↵erent since they are more confined to the disk.

1µm1µm

m11p1

140MHz

m10p1

153MHz

Figure 2.8.: TM whispering gallery modes for p = 1 (only cos solution).

1µm

m12p1
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Figure 2.9.: TE whispering gallery modes for p = 1 (only cos solution).

In the simulation sections the above evaluated analytical results, which are strictly speak-
ing only valid for an infinite cylinder, are compared to the numerical results for a finite
disk, where no analytical solution is calculable. However the analytical results can be
used as a valid approximation for thin dielectric cavities if one introduces the e↵ective
refractive index mentioned above.
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Nanostrutures: magnetic textures + light  

J. Graf, H. Pfeifer, F. Marquardt, SVK; Phys. Rev. B 98, 241406(R), (2018)

• Coupling for each mode tunable by a magnetic field


• Predicted cooperativity  C = 4nph
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Application: Magnon heralding
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is applied perpendicular to the plane of the WGM orbits.
A loop coil near the YIG sphere generates an ac magnetic
field perpendicular to the dc field and drives FMR. The
magnetization then acquires its horizontal component
rotating at the angular frequency of the Kittel mode.
Because of the finite loss, the microwave reflection picked
up by the loop coil shows a dip at the resonant frequency.
The resonant frequency and the quality factor are found to
be !mag=2" ! 6.81 GHz and Q ! 3000, respectively.
Laser light with a wavelength of 1.5 #m from an ECDL

is introduced through a FPC and then coupled to the WGM
resonator via a tapered silica optical nanofiber, with a waist
diameter of about 700 nm and a waist length of around
4 mm. Figure 1(b) shows the transmission spectra for the
transverse-electric (TE) modes and the transverse-magnetic
(TM) modes. The rich structures in the spectra indicate that
there are various spatial modes within the FSR of 62.1 GHz.
For WGMs in the large sphere limit, frequencies of the TM
modes are known to be higher than those of the TE modes
with the same mode indices because of the geometrical
birefringence [22–24]. For the 750-#m-diameter sphere we

use, the difference is estimated to be 51.8 GHz, which is
consistent with the observed spectra in Fig. 1(b) [25]. The
intrinsic quality factors of the WGMs are found to be
around 1 ! 105 when they are measured in the under-
coupled regime.
When the light propagates in the direction of the mean

magnetization in ferromagnets, the well-known Faraday
effect occurs. When, on the other hand, the mean mag-
netization is perpendicular to the direction of light propa-
gation, magnon-induced Brillouin scattering takes place
[26–28]. In the presence of magnons in the Kittel mode,
photons in the WGM undergo Brillouin scattering to create
sideband photons with the frequency shifted by "!mag=2".
A HWP and a PBS make the scattered sideband photons
and the unscattered input photons interfere to generate a
beat signal at !mag=2". The signal is amplified and
measured with a vector network analyzer.
The orange (light blue) plot in Fig. 2 shows the observed

spectrum of the beat signal for the input laser being the TM
mode and coupled to the anticlockwise (clockwise) orbit of
the WGM resonator. The frequency of the input photons is
tuned to be !=2" ! 193130 GHz where the beat signal
associated with the anticlockwise orbit is maximized.
While both peaks in Fig. 2 have the same linewidth as
the FMR signal, there is a large difference in their signal
strengths of almost 20 dB.
The nonreciprocity of the magnon-induced Brillouin

scattering can be explained by considering the conservation
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum under the
situation in which the spin-orbit coupling of the photons
and the geometrical birefringence associated with the
WGM resonator are blended with the time-reversal sym-
metry breaking in the magnon dynamics.
Suppose that the input laser polarization is adjusted to

couple to the TM mode of the anticlockwise WGM orbit
(orange orbit in Fig. 2). The light in the resonator is then $#

polarized due to the spin-orbit coupling [see Fig. 3(a)]. To
see why the Brillouin scattering is more noticeable in this
situation, we consider the following three points. (i) The

FIG. 1. Transmission through WGMs in a YIG sphere.
(a) Experimental setup. WGMs of the YIG sphere are addressed
with an optical nanofiber. Microwave radiation from a vector
network analyzer excites magnons, and ac and dc components of
the light intensity are monitored with a high-speed photodetector
(PD). The polarization of the light from an external-cavity diode
laser (ECDL) is adjusted by a fiber polarization controller (FPC).
A half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
are placed before the PD. The inset shows a picture of the YIG
sphere and the nanofiber. (b) Observed WGM spectra for the
750-#m-diameter YIG sphere. Red and blue lines correspond to
the TM and TE modes, respectively. The transmission signals are
normalized by their maximal values. The free spectral range
(FSR) and the estimated spectral shift due to the geometrical
birefringence (GB) are indicated.
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FIG. 2. Nonreciprocal Brillouin scattering. The orange (light
blue) plot is the observed spectrum of the beat signal for the input
laser being TM mode from port 1 (2). The right inset shows an
expanded plot of the light blue curve. The left inset depicts the
input ports and the direction of the dc magnetic field.
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Optomagnonic coupling in an optomagnonic array

Jasmin Graf1 and Silvia Viola Kusminskiy1

1Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light, Staudtstraße 2, 91058 Erlangen, Germany

In optomagnonic systems light couples coherently to collective magnetic excitations in solids.
These kind of systems are interesting candidates for developing new technologies in quantum infor-
mation like wave length converters or quantum memories. In recent works geometries were proposed
with cooperativities at maximum photon density of C ⇡ 10

�2. For enlarging these cooperativities
we investigate a thin optomagnonic crystal which localizes both, the light and the magnetic mode by
a defect in its periodicity. We show that through the mode localization a high coupling is obtained
compared to similar thin structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The coupling between light and collective magnetic ex-
citations in solid state systems holds promise for new ap-
plications in quantum information technologies. Progress
towards realizing such systems was already made in sev-
eral recent experiments [1–3]. In these a ferrimagnetic
Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) sphere simultaneously served
as an optical cavity and as a host for magnon modes due
to the dieletric magnetic material. So far, most of the
experiments coupled photons trapped in an optical whis-
pering gallery mode to the homogeneous magnetic Kittel
mode [4], but also other magnetostatic modes [5–9] on
top of homogeneous magnetic backgrounds were probed.
However, the overlap between the modes in these systems
is non-optimal and thus a new micromagnetic system was
proposed [10] coupling light to magnon modes on top
of magnetic textures, which are non-homogeneous mag-
netic ground states arising at the micro-scale [11, 12].
The feature, to couple light to magnetic modes on top
of magnetic textures, is unique to optomagnonics and
makes the system tunable by an external magnetic field.
Compared to the current state of the art experiments
where modest cooperativities in the order of C ⇠ 10

�5

were achieved, the theoretically predicted cooperativity
at maximum photon density in systems probing modes
on top of magnetic textures is five orders of magnitude
higher (C ⇠ 10

�2). However, the theoretically predicted
maximum possible cooperativity per one magnon is C ⇠ 4

(??? check ???) [29]. Increasing the cooperativities to
this order of magnitude is an important prerequisite for
realizing optomagnonic systems in promising quantum
information applications like magnon cooling, wavelength
converters, and coherent state transfer [13–28].

The reason for the small cooperativities in the kind of
systems proposed in [10] is the large difference between
the optical and the magnetic mode volume (Vmag ⌧ Vopt)
by what most of the optical mode volume does not enter
in the coupling. A successful approach to overcome this
issue has been shown in optomechanical systems, where
light couples to mechanical motion [30]. In this approach,
the material is patterned such as to form an artificial
crystal, which allows to design the photonic and, in our
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Figure 1. Investigated geometry: Optomagnonic crystal with
abrupt defect at its center for localizing the optical and the
magnon mode at the same spot. The insets at the bottom
show the mode profiles of the localized optical and magnon
mode, respectively.

case, the magnonic modes. In particular, these crystals
can be built to localize the modes to couple at a cer-
tain region of the crystal increasing their overlap. In the
case of optomechanics, this has been shown to enhance
the phonon-photon coupling by many orders of magni-
tude [31–39]. Also in optomagnonics one dimensional
layered structures have been recently investigated show-
ing the potential of this approach [40–42].

In this work we propose an optomagnonic crystal which
acts simultaneously as a photonic crystal [43] control-
ling the optical properties of a material and a magnonic
crystal [44–46] manipulating spin waves in a magnetic
material. In general photonic crystals can be designed
to guide [47–51] and confine [52–57] light, but also
to enhance non-linear optical interactions [58–64]. In
turn, magnonic crystals can be designed to create re-
programmable magnetic band structures [65], to act as
band-pass or band stop filters, and to create monomode
and bend waveguides [66–69]. Additionally these crystals
can be used for spin wave computing via logical gates [70–
72]. Unlike in electronics and photonics, a huge advan-
tage of magnonic crystals is their scalability, their low en-
ergy consumption, and faster operation rates [45, 73, 74].
Combined with the now-a-days well-explored photonic
crystals, an optomagnonic crystal combining both crys-
tal types is a relevant system to study.

The optomagnonic crystal explored in this work is

Optomagnonic 
crystals

J. Graf, S. Sharma, H. Huebl, SVK; 
Physical Review Research 3, 013277 (2021)
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as an optical cavity and as a host for magnon modes due
to the dieletric magnetic material. So far, most of the
experiments coupled photons trapped in an optical whis-
pering gallery mode to the homogeneous magnetic Kittel
mode [4], but also other magnetostatic modes [5–9] on
top of homogeneous magnetic backgrounds were probed.
However, the overlap between the modes in these systems
is non-optimal and thus a new micromagnetic system was
proposed [10] coupling light to magnon modes on top
of magnetic textures, which are non-homogeneous mag-
netic ground states arising at the micro-scale [11, 12].
The feature, to couple light to magnetic modes on top
of magnetic textures, is unique to optomagnonics and
makes the system tunable by an external magnetic field.
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this order of magnitude is an important prerequisite for
realizing optomagnonic systems in promising quantum
information applications like magnon cooling, wavelength
converters, and coherent state transfer [13–28].

The reason for the small cooperativities in the kind of
systems proposed in [10] is the large difference between
the optical and the magnetic mode volume (Vmag ⌧ Vopt)
by what most of the optical mode volume does not enter
in the coupling. A successful approach to overcome this
issue has been shown in optomechanical systems, where
light couples to mechanical motion [30]. In this approach,
the material is patterned such as to form an artificial
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case, the magnonic modes. In particular, these crystals
can be built to localize the modes to couple at a cer-
tain region of the crystal increasing their overlap. In the
case of optomechanics, this has been shown to enhance
the phonon-photon coupling by many orders of magni-
tude [31–39]. Also in optomagnonics one dimensional
layered structures have been recently investigated show-
ing the potential of this approach [40–42].

In this work we propose an optomagnonic crystal which
acts simultaneously as a photonic crystal [43] control-
ling the optical properties of a material and a magnonic
crystal [44–46] manipulating spin waves in a magnetic
material. In general photonic crystals can be designed
to guide [47–51] and confine [52–57] light, but also
to enhance non-linear optical interactions [58–64]. In
turn, magnonic crystals can be designed to create re-
programmable magnetic band structures [65], to act as
band-pass or band stop filters, and to create monomode
and bend waveguides [66–69]. Additionally these crystals
can be used for spin wave computing via logical gates [70–
72]. Unlike in electronics and photonics, a huge advan-
tage of magnonic crystals is their scalability, their low en-
ergy consumption, and faster operation rates [45, 73, 74].
Combined with the now-a-days well-explored photonic
crystals, an optomagnonic crystal combining both crys-
tal types is a relevant system to study.
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Figure 4. Optical (a and b)and magnetic modes (c): (a) Band diagram for TE-like modes within the irreducible Brillouin
zone with a state which was pulled into the gap from the upper band-edge state by the insertion of a defect (note that the
gap-state was not obtained by band diagram simulations).The bands in the green shaded area representing the light cone are
leaky modes which couple with radiating states inside the light cone [75]. From the mode shape of the localized defect mode
with a frequency of !opt/2⇡ = 246THz (middle layer in the xy-plane) we see that this mode is odd with respect to x = 0 and
y = 0 (and even with respect to z = 0). (b) Optical spin density (middle layer in the xy-plane) of the localized mode, fulfilling
the same symmetries, see main text. (c) Band diagram of backward volume waves within the irreducible Brillouin zone showing
magnetic modes with extended k-values but preferring wave vectors at the edge of the Brillouin zone. The highest excited
localized mode has a frequency of !mag/2⇡ = 13.12MHz and is odd along the mirror symmetry planes for x = 0 and y = 0

(and additionally even with respect to the plane for z = 0). The dashed line in the middle inset shows the mode spectrum in
case of no defect.

such as an applied magnetic field [35–37]. Historically,
magnonic crystals precede photonic crystals [79, 80]. Un-
like in photonic or phononic crystals, the band structure
in magnonic crystals does not only depend on the peri-
odicity of the crystal but also on the spatial arrangement
of the ground state magnetization, resulting in an addi-
tional degree of freedom. Hence the band structure de-
pends on the applied external magnetic field, the relative
direction of the wave vector, the shape of the magnet, and
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the material [35–
37]. In this section we study the properties of the crystal
presented in Sec. III (see Fig. 3a), as a magnonic crystal.

In the following we consider magnetic excitations
which are non homogeneous in space, and we focus only
on systems in the presence of an external magnetic field
saturating the magnetization in a chosen direction. In
this case spin waves can be divided into three classes: if
all spins precess uniformly in phase, the mode is homo-
geneous and denominated the Kittel mode. If the dis-
persion is dominated by dipolar interactions (which is
usually the case for wavelengths above 100 nm) the exci-
tations are called dipolar spin waves. For wavelengths be-
low 100 nm the exchange interaction dominates instead,
giving rise to exchange spin waves. The frequencies of
the dipolar spin waves lie typically in the GHz-regime,
whereas the exchange spin waves have frequencies in the
THz-regime. Since the size of the structure considered
in this work is in the micrometre range, we will focus on
dipolar spin waves. For this case, the modes can be classi-
fied further by their propagation direction with respect to
the magnetization. For an in-plane magnetic field, modes
with a frequency higher than the frequency of the uni-

form precession tend to localize at the surface and have
a wave vector pointing perpendicular to the static mag-
netization M0 and thus the external field, k?M0 kHext
(see Fig. 5a). These modes are called surface or Damon-
Eshbach modes [81]. If the wave vector is parallel to the
external field such that k kM0 kHext holds, the waves
are called backward volume waves and their frequency
is smaller than the frequency of the Kittel mode (see
Fig. 5a). Finally, if the external field and the magne-
tization are normal to the crystal’s plane and the wave
vector lies in plane k?M0 kHext these waves are called
forward volume waves (see Fig. 5a) [37, 82]. In the fol-
lowing we restrict the discussion to external fields which
are applied in the plane of the crystal, since a perpendic-
ular magnetization in a thin structure usually requires
strong fields.

Similar to light modes in photonic crystals, magnon
modes can also be localized within a certain region in
the magnonic crystal. It is well known that the two
dimensional periodic modification of a continuous film
e.g by the insertion of holes (denominated antidot ar-
rays) can drastically change the behaviour of the spin
waves [83, 84]. In this case the modes have either a lo-
calized or extended character. The localized mode is a
consequence of non-uniform demagnetization fields cre-
ated by the antidots. These fields change abruptly at
the edges of the antidots and act as potential wells for
the spin waves. [37] Thus, the above designed photonic
crystal which localizes the optical mode by the insertion
of a defect, also is an good candidate for acting as a
magnonic crystal localizing the magnetic mode via the
inserted holes. Although the geometry of the crystal is
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Figure 4. Optical (a and b)and magnetic modes (c): (a) Band diagram for TE-like modes within the irreducible Brillouin
zone with a state which was pulled into the gap from the upper band-edge state by the insertion of a defect (note that the
gap-state was not obtained by band diagram simulations).The bands in the green shaded area representing the light cone are
leaky modes which couple with radiating states inside the light cone [75]. From the mode shape of the localized defect mode
with a frequency of !opt/2⇡ = 246THz (middle layer in the xy-plane) we see that this mode is odd with respect to x = 0 and
y = 0 (and even with respect to z = 0). (b) Optical spin density (middle layer in the xy-plane) of the localized mode, fulfilling
the same symmetries, see main text. (c) Band diagram of backward volume waves within the irreducible Brillouin zone showing
magnetic modes with extended k-values but preferring wave vectors at the edge of the Brillouin zone. The highest excited
localized mode has a frequency of !mag/2⇡ = 13.12MHz and is odd along the mirror symmetry planes for x = 0 and y = 0

(and additionally even with respect to the plane for z = 0). The dashed line in the middle inset shows the mode spectrum in
case of no defect.

such as an applied magnetic field [35–37]. Historically,
magnonic crystals precede photonic crystals [79, 80]. Un-
like in photonic or phononic crystals, the band structure
in magnonic crystals does not only depend on the peri-
odicity of the crystal but also on the spatial arrangement
of the ground state magnetization, resulting in an addi-
tional degree of freedom. Hence the band structure de-
pends on the applied external magnetic field, the relative
direction of the wave vector, the shape of the magnet, and
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the material [35–
37]. In this section we study the properties of the crystal
presented in Sec. III (see Fig. 3a), as a magnonic crystal.

In the following we consider magnetic excitations
which are non homogeneous in space, and we focus only
on systems in the presence of an external magnetic field
saturating the magnetization in a chosen direction. In
this case spin waves can be divided into three classes: if
all spins precess uniformly in phase, the mode is homo-
geneous and denominated the Kittel mode. If the dis-
persion is dominated by dipolar interactions (which is
usually the case for wavelengths above 100 nm) the exci-
tations are called dipolar spin waves. For wavelengths be-
low 100 nm the exchange interaction dominates instead,
giving rise to exchange spin waves. The frequencies of
the dipolar spin waves lie typically in the GHz-regime,
whereas the exchange spin waves have frequencies in the
THz-regime. Since the size of the structure considered
in this work is in the micrometre range, we will focus on
dipolar spin waves. For this case, the modes can be classi-
fied further by their propagation direction with respect to
the magnetization. For an in-plane magnetic field, modes
with a frequency higher than the frequency of the uni-

form precession tend to localize at the surface and have
a wave vector pointing perpendicular to the static mag-
netization M0 and thus the external field, k?M0 kHext
(see Fig. 5a). These modes are called surface or Damon-
Eshbach modes [81]. If the wave vector is parallel to the
external field such that k kM0 kHext holds, the waves
are called backward volume waves and their frequency
is smaller than the frequency of the Kittel mode (see
Fig. 5a). Finally, if the external field and the magne-
tization are normal to the crystal’s plane and the wave
vector lies in plane k?M0 kHext these waves are called
forward volume waves (see Fig. 5a) [37, 82]. In the fol-
lowing we restrict the discussion to external fields which
are applied in the plane of the crystal, since a perpendic-
ular magnetization in a thin structure usually requires
strong fields.

Similar to light modes in photonic crystals, magnon
modes can also be localized within a certain region in
the magnonic crystal. It is well known that the two
dimensional periodic modification of a continuous film
e.g by the insertion of holes (denominated antidot ar-
rays) can drastically change the behaviour of the spin
waves [83, 84]. In this case the modes have either a lo-
calized or extended character. The localized mode is a
consequence of non-uniform demagnetization fields cre-
ated by the antidots. These fields change abruptly at
the edges of the antidots and act as potential wells for
the spin waves. [37] Thus, the above designed photonic
crystal which localizes the optical mode by the insertion
of a defect, also is an good candidate for acting as a
magnonic crystal localizing the magnetic mode via the
inserted holes. Although the geometry of the crystal is
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In optomagnonic systems light couples coherently to collective magnetic excitations in solids.
These kind of systems are interesting candidates for developing new technologies in quantum infor-
mation like wave length converters or quantum memories. In recent works geometries were proposed
with cooperativities at maximum photon density of C ⇡ 10

�2. For enlarging these cooperativities
we investigate a thin optomagnonic crystal which localizes both, the light and the magnetic mode by
a defect in its periodicity. We show that through the mode localization a high coupling is obtained
compared to similar thin structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The coupling between light and collective magnetic ex-
citations in solid state systems holds promise for new ap-
plications in quantum information technologies. Progress
towards realizing such systems was already made in sev-
eral recent experiments [1–3]. In these a ferrimagnetic
Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) sphere simultaneously served
as an optical cavity and as a host for magnon modes due
to the dieletric magnetic material. So far, most of the
experiments coupled photons trapped in an optical whis-
pering gallery mode to the homogeneous magnetic Kittel
mode [4], but also other magnetostatic modes [5–9] on
top of homogeneous magnetic backgrounds were probed.
However, the overlap between the modes in these systems
is non-optimal and thus a new micromagnetic system was
proposed [10] coupling light to magnon modes on top
of magnetic textures, which are non-homogeneous mag-
netic ground states arising at the micro-scale [11, 12].
The feature, to couple light to magnetic modes on top
of magnetic textures, is unique to optomagnonics and
makes the system tunable by an external magnetic field.
Compared to the current state of the art experiments
where modest cooperativities in the order of C ⇠ 10

�5

were achieved, the theoretically predicted cooperativity
at maximum photon density in systems probing modes
on top of magnetic textures is five orders of magnitude
higher (C ⇠ 10

�2). However, the theoretically predicted
maximum possible cooperativity per one magnon is C ⇠ 4

(??? check ???) [29]. Increasing the cooperativities to
this order of magnitude is an important prerequisite for
realizing optomagnonic systems in promising quantum
information applications like magnon cooling, wavelength
converters, and coherent state transfer [13–28].

The reason for the small cooperativities in the kind of
systems proposed in [10] is the large difference between
the optical and the magnetic mode volume (Vmag ⌧ Vopt)
by what most of the optical mode volume does not enter
in the coupling. A successful approach to overcome this
issue has been shown in optomechanical systems, where
light couples to mechanical motion [30]. In this approach,
the material is patterned such as to form an artificial
crystal, which allows to design the photonic and, in our
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Figure 1. Investigated geometry: Optomagnonic crystal with
abrupt defect at its center for localizing the optical and the
magnon mode at the same spot. The insets at the bottom
show the mode profiles of the localized optical and magnon
mode, respectively.

case, the magnonic modes. In particular, these crystals
can be built to localize the modes to couple at a cer-
tain region of the crystal increasing their overlap. In the
case of optomechanics, this has been shown to enhance
the phonon-photon coupling by many orders of magni-
tude [31–39]. Also in optomagnonics one dimensional
layered structures have been recently investigated show-
ing the potential of this approach [40–42].

In this work we propose an optomagnonic crystal which
acts simultaneously as a photonic crystal [43] control-
ling the optical properties of a material and a magnonic
crystal [44–46] manipulating spin waves in a magnetic
material. In general photonic crystals can be designed
to guide [47–51] and confine [52–57] light, but also
to enhance non-linear optical interactions [58–64]. In
turn, magnonic crystals can be designed to create re-
programmable magnetic band structures [65], to act as
band-pass or band stop filters, and to create monomode
and bend waveguides [66–69]. Additionally these crystals
can be used for spin wave computing via logical gates [70–
72]. Unlike in electronics and photonics, a huge advan-
tage of magnonic crystals is their scalability, their low en-
ergy consumption, and faster operation rates [45, 73, 74].
Combined with the now-a-days well-explored photonic
crystals, an optomagnonic crystal combining both crys-
tal types is a relevant system to study.

The optomagnonic crystal explored in this work is
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Figure 9. Optimization of the geometry: Through increasing
the parameters along the width of the crystal we create more
space for the modes without touching the optical optimization
of the original crystal (dashed line). We note that we also
increased the defect size, not shown here.

the optical optimization, in the following we tune only the
parameters along the width of the crystal (ŷ-direction)
to optimize the geometry for magnonics. A promising
structure was found by increasing the width of the crystal
and considering elliptical holes, see Fig. 9. We found that
width of w = 900 nm and a radius of the holes along the
width of rw = 380 nm to give the highest coupling from
a set of trials. In order to give both modes more space to
oscillate in the defect area, we also increased the defect
size to d = 1201.5 nm which nicely localizes the optical
defect mode in the middle of the band gap and thus is
not drastically changing the localization behaviour of the
photonic crystal.

For evaluating the photonic band structure and the op-
tical modes we use the same procedure as described in
Sec. III. We obtain a similar band structure for TE-like
modes and also a similar localized mode with a frequency
of !opt/2⇡ = 279THz and a lifetime of opt/2⇡ = 3THz

resulting in a reduced optical quality factor of Q = 93

(see Fig. 10a). This rather low optical quality factor is
a trade off for the magnetic optimization achieved by
elliptical holes. Moreover, the optical spin density com-
pared to the original crystal is mostly localized within
the defect which is advantageous for our purposes (see
Fig. 10b). Similarly, for evaluating the magnon modes we
used the parameters and procedures presented in Sec. IV.
In the following we focus on the Faraday part of the opto-
magnonic part coupling and therefore consider only the
�mz-component of the magnon mode due to the structure
of the optical spin density. The Cotton-Mouton term is
dicussed briefly at the end of the section. The simulated
band diagram for backward volume waves again shows
extended magnon modes but in this case we obtain one
broad band, most likely stemming from a fusion of sev-
eral bands due to the larger width of the crystal (see
Fig. 10c). The frequency of the highest excited local-
ized mode is !mag/2⇡ = 13.17GHz with an estimated
linewidth of �!mag = 827 kHz where we used the Gilbert
damping of YIG � = 10

�5. As in the previous case, the
simulated linewidth is larger due to the larger Gilbert
damping used in the simulations. As we see from its mode
shape, this mode is nicely localized at the holes attached
to the defect and has approximately the same shape and
symmetry as the optical spin density (see Fig. 10c).

Using the results discussed above, the Faraday com-
ponent of the optomagnonic coupling of Eq. 14 for the
optimized crystal evaluates to G = 2⇡ ⇥ 2.9 kHz. There-
fore the optimized coupling is one order of magnitude
larger than in the crystal discussed in Sec. V. As before
we want to gauge this value by comparing it to the ana-
lytical estimate given in Eq. 22. The optimal coupling
in the optimized crystal is Goptimal = 2⇡ ⇥ 0.5MHz.
Again the magnetic mode volume bounds the coupling
due to the smaller size of the magnetic mode compared
to the optical mode which also extends to the Si3N4 lay-
ers. This results in a overlap measure (see Eq. 23) of
O = 0.004. Therefor the mode overlap is increased by
25% compared to the un-optimized crystal. Evaluating
the directionality measure given in Eq. 24 gives D = 53%

which is just slightly larger than in the un-optimized case.
Taking both measures into account the analytical cou-
pling estimate shrinks to Gexpected = O · D · Goptimal ⇡

2⇡ ⇥ 1 kHz which lies slightly beneath the numerically
obtained value. Although the fine structure peaks of the
optical spin density and the magnon mode still do not
coincide (see Fig. 11), the coupling values are improved
by “pulling" the optical and magnetic mode completely
in the defect area by the insertion of elliptical holes cre-
ating an overlap area with high density of both modes.

The cooperativity in this case is C = 5 · 10
�5 and thus

slightly larger as in the crystal presented above, a conse-
quence of the reduced quality factor of the optical mode.

Lastly we briefly discuss the Cotton-Moutton effect,
which evaluates to G

C
= �2⇡ ⇥ 1 kHz in this case. As

in Sec. V the Cotton-Moutton effect has the same order
of magnitude as the optomagnonic coupling due to the
symmetry arguments stated above.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed a simple optomagnonic crystal consisting
of a one-dimensional array with a defect. By proper de-
sign and taking into account the required symmetries of
the modes for optimizing the coupling, we showed that
coupling values ⇠ 10 kHz are possible in these structures.
However, this coupling is still rather small compared to
the predicted optimal value of ⇠ 5MHz [16] for micron
sized structures, which is of the order of magnitude of the
optomechanical coupling. Similar hybrid structures de-
signed in optomechanics have reached couplings in the
range of MHz. As we showed, the strength of opto-
magnonic coupling in our proposed structure is still lim-
ited largely by sub-optimal mode overlap, < 10%. More-
over, the corresponding cooperativities are in the order
of C ⇠ 10

�5, which are two orders of magnitude larger
than in current state of the art experiments, but still
low. These values are are mostly limited by the optical
linewidth. In order to increase the coupling we therefore
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Figure 10. Optical (a and b) and magnetic modes (c) of the optimized crystal: (a) Band diagram for TE-like modes within
the irreducible Brillouin zone with a defect mode in the photonic band gap which was pulled from the upper band-edge state
into the gap by the insertion of a defect. From the mode shape of the localized mode with a frequency of !opt/2⇡ = 279THz

(middle layer in the xy-plane) we see that this mode is odd with respect to x = 0 and y = 0 (and even with respect to (z=0)).
(b) Optical spin density of the localized mode (middle layer in the xy-plane) which is odd with respect to x = 0 and y = 0

(and even with respect to z = 0). (c) Band diagram of backward volume waves within the irreducible Brillouin zone showing
magnetic modes with extended k-values but preferring wave vectors at the edge of the Brillouin zone. The highest excited
localized mode has a frequency of !mag/2⇡ = 13.17MHz and is odd along the mirror symmetry planes for x = 0 and y = 0

(and additionally even with respect to the plane for z = 0). The dashed line in the middle inset shows the mode spectrum in
case of no defect.

need to optimize the geometry of the structure further,
by finding a trade off between the optimization for the op-
tics and the optimization for the magnetics which should
result in much higher mode overlaps. For increasing the
cooperativity one needs to find geometries which, besides
the coupling, also increase the quality factor of the opti-
cal mode.

The obtained results in our proof-of-principle system
are promising for the development of new technologies
in quantum information based on optomagnonic arrays,
indicating that by proper, simultaneous optimization of
mode symmetry and confinement, large values of the op-
tomagnonic coupling and cooperativity can be achieved
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Figure 11. Fine structure of the optical spin density and the
magnon mode along the length of the optimized crystal for a
fixed height and width.

in patterned structures. Furthermore, the control of spin
wave dynamics in magnonic crystals can go far beyond
the control of light in photonic crystals. Therefore an
optomagnonic crystal seems to be an appropriate can-
didate for further investigations combining concepts of
magnonic and photonic crystals.
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Figure 10. Optical (a and b) and magnetic modes (c) of the optimized crystal: (a) Band diagram for TE-like modes within
the irreducible Brillouin zone with a defect mode in the photonic band gap which was pulled from the upper band-edge state
into the gap by the insertion of a defect. From the mode shape of the localized mode with a frequency of !opt/2⇡ = 279THz

(middle layer in the xy-plane) we see that this mode is odd with respect to x = 0 and y = 0 (and even with respect to (z=0)).
(b) Optical spin density of the localized mode (middle layer in the xy-plane) which is odd with respect to x = 0 and y = 0

(and even with respect to z = 0). (c) Band diagram of backward volume waves within the irreducible Brillouin zone showing
magnetic modes with extended k-values but preferring wave vectors at the edge of the Brillouin zone. The highest excited
localized mode has a frequency of !mag/2⇡ = 13.17MHz and is odd along the mirror symmetry planes for x = 0 and y = 0

(and additionally even with respect to the plane for z = 0). The dashed line in the middle inset shows the mode spectrum in
case of no defect.

need to optimize the geometry of the structure further,
by finding a trade off between the optimization for the op-
tics and the optimization for the magnetics which should
result in much higher mode overlaps. For increasing the
cooperativity one needs to find geometries which, besides
the coupling, also increase the quality factor of the opti-
cal mode.

The obtained results in our proof-of-principle system
are promising for the development of new technologies
in quantum information based on optomagnonic arrays,
indicating that by proper, simultaneous optimization of
mode symmetry and confinement, large values of the op-
tomagnonic coupling and cooperativity can be achieved
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Figure 11. Fine structure of the optical spin density and the
magnon mode along the length of the optimized crystal for a
fixed height and width.

in patterned structures. Furthermore, the control of spin
wave dynamics in magnonic crystals can go far beyond
the control of light in photonic crystals. Therefore an
optomagnonic crystal seems to be an appropriate can-
didate for further investigations combining concepts of
magnonic and photonic crystals.
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FIG. 8. Height dependence of the Faraday component of the
optomagnonic coupling: The coupling shows a

!
Vmag dependence

since the optical mode volume in the YIG and the Si3N4 slab is
constant. The decrease with larger height can be explained by the
shrinking directionality measure [see Eq. (26)] between the optical
and the magnetic mode.

Compared to the optomechanical coupling in similar 1D
crystals, where coupling values (per photon and phonon) up
to 2! ! 950 kHz can be obtained [53–58], the optomagnonic
coupling obtained here is still rather small. However, this is
large compared to other optomagnonic systems. As we ar-
gued above, the coupling is limited by the imperfect spatial
matching of magnons and photons with overlap O = 0.01,
while it is enhanced due to small volumes Vmag " 0.01 µm3

and Vopt " 1 µm3. In the standard setups involving spheres
[29–31], typically optical volumes are very large "105 µm3

with low optomagnonic overlap "10#3, resulting in low cou-
plings "1 Hz. It was theoretically shown that >75% overlap
in such systems is achievable [129] but the couplings would
still be "2! ! 500 Hz. The miniaturization of an optical
cavity to "100 µm3 was demonstrated in [44], where the
coupling is however still small, 2! ! 50 Hz, in this case due
to the large magnon volume involved.

An important prerequisite for applications in the quantum
regime such as magnon cooling, wavelength conversion, and
coherent state transfer based on optomagnonics is a high co-
operativity. The cooperativity per photon and magnon is an
important figure of merit which compares the strength of the
coupling to the lifetime of the coupled modes, and is given by

C0 = 4G2
num

"opt#mag
, (28)

where "opt is the optical linewidth (FWHM), and #mag is the
magnonic linewidth (FWHM).

To evaluate the theoretical cooperativity of the structure
proposed in this article, we use #mag = "$mag where " =
10#5 is the Gilbert constant and $mag = 2! ! 13.12 GHz.
The optical linewidth is found from simulations to be
"opt = 2! ! 0.2 THz.

Using the corresponding parameters the cooperativity per
photon and magnon of the optomagnonic crystal is Ccrystal

0 "
2.5 ! 10#10. The single-particle cooperativity can be en-

hanced by the photon number in the cavity C = nph C0.
Experimentally there is a bound on the photon density that
can be supported by the cavity without undesired effects due
to heating, and it is empirically given by 5 ! 104 photons per
µm3 [130]. In our structure, considering the effective mode
volume Vopt, this gives an enhanced cooperativity at maximum
photon density of Ccrystal " 1 ! 10#5, which is two orders of
magnitude larger than the current experimental state of the art
[44,130].

Since our model does not account for fabrication imper-
fections, this number is expected to be lower in a physical
implementation, indicating that optimization is needed. Re-
sults for similar 1D optomechanical crystals indicate that
optimization can lead to larger cooperativity values (at maxi-
mum photon density), e.g., "10 [54]. The small cooperativity
obtained in our structure is a combination of a reduced cou-
pling due to mode mismatch, plus the very modest quality
factor of the optical mode in this simple geometry.

For boosting the coupling strength we investigate briefly
in the following the influence of the optomagnonic crystal’s
height on the coupling, as proposed in Ref. [111]. Therefore
we increase the height of the YIG layer from 30 to 90 nm with-
out changing the other parameters of the geometry (including
the Si3N4 layer in the optical simulations). As we see from
the result (see Fig. 8) the coupling exhibits a

!
Vmag depen-

dence. We find that the optical mode volume does not change
substantially in the modified geometry, and therefore the ob-
served behavior is consistent with the expected

!
Vmag/Vopt

dependence for a constant optical mode volume. The slight
decrease for larger heights can be explained by the shrinking
of the directionality measure D, stemming from the difference
in symmetries obeyed by the magnetization (rotational) and
the electric field (mirror).

VI. OPTIMIZATION

So far we optimized the crystal in order to minimize optical
losses for the given geometry. In this section we investigate
how to optimize the geometry for magnonics. The optical op-
timization was achieved by fixing the hole radius and intrahole
distance, which are both along the length of the crystal. In
the following we tune instead only the parameters along the
width of the crystal (ŷ direction), in order to perturb as little
as possible the optical optimization. We found a promising
structure by increasing the width of the crystal and consider-
ing elliptical holes, see Fig. 9. From a set of trials we found
that a width of w = 900 nm and a radius of the holes along the

FIG. 9. Optimization of the geometry: Through increasing the
parameters along the width of the crystal we create more space for
the modes without touching the optical optimization of the original
crystal (dashed line). We note that we also increased the defect size,
not shown here.
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Antiferromagnetic insulator

(one-magnon scattering processes)
• Model for cavity optomagnonics with antiferromagnetic insulators 

• Strong coupling requires large magneto-optical asymmetry
(compared with known values for simple AFMs)

• Tunable coupling with a magnetic field

• Dark-to-bright transition for magnon modes possible 
(for finite hard-axis anisotropy)



Outlook

• State of the art in the MW regime ripe for generation 
of macroscopic non-classical states of the 

manetization: e.g. cat states
• Coupling to vibrations at the single quanta can be 

harnessed for applications: e.g. quantum 
thermometer

• Design of optomagnonic systems in the optical 
regime shows promise 

for improved coupling values
• Developed a method for calculating the 

optomagnonic coupling in the presence of magnetic 
textures: more to follow



Thank you

2.2. Optics – Whispering gallery modes

and the interference maxima of the electric field vary with m.
Finally we discuss shortly the TE case, where | (', r)| represents the absolute value of
the magnetic field. Since these modes are showing the same behavior as the TM modes
we only focus on the modes with p = 1. As we see in figure 2.9 the modes look a bit
di↵erent since they are more confined to the disk.

1µm1µm

m11p1

140MHz

m10p1

153MHz

Figure 2.8.: TM whispering gallery modes for p = 1 (only cos solution).

1µm

m12p1

153MHz

m11p1

165MHz

Figure 2.9.: TE whispering gallery modes for p = 1 (only cos solution).

In the simulation sections the above evaluated analytical results, which are strictly speak-
ing only valid for an infinite cylinder, are compared to the numerical results for a finite
disk, where no analytical solution is calculable. However the analytical results can be
used as a valid approximation for thin dielectric cavities if one introduces the e↵ective
refractive index mentioned above.
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In optomagnonic systems light couples coherently to collective magnetic excitations in solids.
These kind of systems are interesting candidates for developing new technologies in quantum infor-
mation like wave length converters or quantum memories. In recent works geometries were proposed
with cooperativities at maximum photon density of C ⇡ 10

�2. For enlarging these cooperativities
we investigate a thin optomagnonic crystal which localizes both, the light and the magnetic mode by
a defect in its periodicity. We show that through the mode localization a high coupling is obtained
compared to similar thin structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The coupling between light and collective magnetic ex-
citations in solid state systems holds promise for new ap-
plications in quantum information technologies. Progress
towards realizing such systems was already made in sev-
eral recent experiments [1–3]. In these a ferrimagnetic
Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) sphere simultaneously served
as an optical cavity and as a host for magnon modes due
to the dieletric magnetic material. So far, most of the
experiments coupled photons trapped in an optical whis-
pering gallery mode to the homogeneous magnetic Kittel
mode [4], but also other magnetostatic modes [5–9] on
top of homogeneous magnetic backgrounds were probed.
However, the overlap between the modes in these systems
is non-optimal and thus a new micromagnetic system was
proposed [10] coupling light to magnon modes on top
of magnetic textures, which are non-homogeneous mag-
netic ground states arising at the micro-scale [11, 12].
The feature, to couple light to magnetic modes on top
of magnetic textures, is unique to optomagnonics and
makes the system tunable by an external magnetic field.
Compared to the current state of the art experiments
where modest cooperativities in the order of C ⇠ 10

�5

were achieved, the theoretically predicted cooperativity
at maximum photon density in systems probing modes
on top of magnetic textures is five orders of magnitude
higher (C ⇠ 10

�2). However, the theoretically predicted
maximum possible cooperativity per one magnon is C ⇠ 4

(??? check ???) [29]. Increasing the cooperativities to
this order of magnitude is an important prerequisite for
realizing optomagnonic systems in promising quantum
information applications like magnon cooling, wavelength
converters, and coherent state transfer [13–28].

The reason for the small cooperativities in the kind of
systems proposed in [10] is the large difference between
the optical and the magnetic mode volume (Vmag ⌧ Vopt)
by what most of the optical mode volume does not enter
in the coupling. A successful approach to overcome this
issue has been shown in optomechanical systems, where
light couples to mechanical motion [30]. In this approach,
the material is patterned such as to form an artificial
crystal, which allows to design the photonic and, in our
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Figure 1. Investigated geometry: Optomagnonic crystal with
abrupt defect at its center for localizing the optical and the
magnon mode at the same spot. The insets at the bottom
show the mode profiles of the localized optical and magnon
mode, respectively.

case, the magnonic modes. In particular, these crystals
can be built to localize the modes to couple at a cer-
tain region of the crystal increasing their overlap. In the
case of optomechanics, this has been shown to enhance
the phonon-photon coupling by many orders of magni-
tude [31–39]. Also in optomagnonics one dimensional
layered structures have been recently investigated show-
ing the potential of this approach [40–42].

In this work we propose an optomagnonic crystal which
acts simultaneously as a photonic crystal [43] control-
ling the optical properties of a material and a magnonic
crystal [44–46] manipulating spin waves in a magnetic
material. In general photonic crystals can be designed
to guide [47–51] and confine [52–57] light, but also
to enhance non-linear optical interactions [58–64]. In
turn, magnonic crystals can be designed to create re-
programmable magnetic band structures [65], to act as
band-pass or band stop filters, and to create monomode
and bend waveguides [66–69]. Additionally these crystals
can be used for spin wave computing via logical gates [70–
72]. Unlike in electronics and photonics, a huge advan-
tage of magnonic crystals is their scalability, their low en-
ergy consumption, and faster operation rates [45, 73, 74].
Combined with the now-a-days well-explored photonic
crystals, an optomagnonic crystal combining both crys-
tal types is a relevant system to study.

The optomagnonic crystal explored in this work is
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